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Preface

This book contains revised papers from the 2015 ERP Future — Research Conference,
held in Munich, Germany, in November 2015. The 12 papers presented in this volume
were carefully peer-reviewed and selected from a total of 23 submissions.

The ERP Future — Research Conference is a platform for research in ERP systems
and closely related topics such as business processes, business intelligence, and
enterprise information systems. Submitted contributions cover the given topics from a
business and a technological point of view with high theoretical as well as practical
impact.

February 2016 Michael Felderer
Felix Piazolo

Wolfgang Ortner
Lars Brehm

Hans-Joachim Hof
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erp4students: Introducing a Best Practice Example
for Vocational Training in Universities

Thomas Richter(✉), Heimo H. Adelsberger, Pouyan Khatami, and Taymaz Khatami

University of Duisburg-Essen, Universitätsstr. 9, 45141 Essen, Germany
{thomas.richter,heimo.adelsberger,

pouyan.khatami,taymaz.khatami}@uni-due.de

Abstract. In this paper, we introduce the international program erp4students as
general example on how to successfully prepare university students for the world
of works without having to give up the basic principle in higher education, i.e.,
to exclusively provide sustainable education. We start with introducing the basic
concept and design of the program and provide information regarding the demo‐
graphic development over the past decade and implemented quality assurance
mechanisms. Subsequently, the scope and design of and hitherto achieved insights
from the Learning Culture Survey are outlined. On the basis of found results, we
finally discuss how erp4students can deal with possible culture-specific issues
that latest might emerge when the program gets available for learners in the Asian
context.

Keywords: Enterprise Resource Planning · E-Learning · Higher education · SAP ·
International study program · Vocational training · Culture

1 Introduction

Since many years, industry has been complaining that students, leaving the universities,
are full of theoretical knowledge which is not or just partly applicable in their future
jobs. The graduates often would completely lack relevant competences and soft skills,
working practice, and even the most basic understanding of what business-life is alike.
This critique from the world of works towards academia is so basic that it could actually
go back to the roots of academia when universities were established and started to
provide higher education. Academia’s answer, however, might have been the same even
then: Every (academic) university’s task is to provide a profound level of understanding
of general and thus, timeless concepts, theories, ideas, and mechanisms – and even
beyond that: of life, existence, the world, its entities, and the interactions amongst the
entities. In contrast, applied knowledge and, particularly, application-related knowledge
were considered timely restricted and to latter, even “short-termed”. As compromises,
technical universities and universities of applied sciences were created in the German
(language) context which focused on applied knowledge (if not on application-related
knowledge).

One of the major tasks for the context of Higher Education that derived from Bologna
and the Sorbonne declaration was the general idea to initially prepare students for the

© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
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world of works: When granting Bachelor degrees after three to four years of studying,
universities should ensure that the knowledge and understanding of the graduates makes
them valuable enough for being employed in a firm. In Germany, Bologna failed due to
several reasons: First, Bachelor and Master degrees substituted the well-known and
highly valued traditional German Diploma and Magister degrees: Even though they
actually constituted a far higher level, enterprises simply understood the Bachelor
degrees as the traditional halfway examinations of the former diploma degrees. Second,
the government did not sufficiently support the implementation by promoting the newly
established degrees and their potential for the enterprises. Third, as the most problematic
issue, in a century-old tradition, the German language countries already had established
a practical tertiary education, the apprenticeships in industry-related and crafting disci‐
plines. To some extent, the Bachelor-degree constituted a concurrent type of education
(in both directions) [1]. Apprenticeships, be it as programmers, chefs, nurses, metal
workers, painters, wood-crafters, mechanics, electricians, mechatronics, or biological-,
information- and chemical-technical assistants took three to three-and-a-half years and
were carried out in both, enterprises and public schools; latter were responsible for the
theoretical foundation and ensured that apprentices from very specialized enterprises
(e.g., learning to cook within a Chinese restaurant) received the full set of competences
to complete general job-related tasks in any professional context (cooking in any type
of kitchen). Such apprenticeships also included application-related knowledge. Bache‐
lors of craft or industry were much better prepared for immediately being assigned to
concrete practical tasks in the enterprises even if not fully understanding in detail why
something is to be done in a particular way (e.g., never fighting burning fat with water!).
As for the academic Bachelor-degree holders, they are expected to adopt themselves to
any task within a limited amount of time (just not immediately). Thus, in the German
language context, the non-academic (practical) Bachelor degree from the Chamber of
Crafts or the Chamber of Industry and Commerce is in direct concurrence to thematically
related academic Bachelor degrees – with a clear advantage for the apprenticeships.

It is still not fully clear which specific abilities distinguish academic Bachelor degree
holders from non-academic bachelors in terms of advantages on the job market at entry-
level. Sure, academic Bachelors have a deep general understanding of the context and
above that, also a basic understanding of typical strategies, measures, and theories, which
the former apprentices lack to a large extent. Just, at least for the first years of employ‐
ment, the return of investment – when employing the cheaper non-academic bachelors
who far quicker can fully be integrated within current work processes – still appears
higher for the enterprises. In a yet unpublished study we conducted some years ago on
the acceptance of Bachelor degrees for employment in German firms, we found that
German enterprises rather employ alumni with an old Diploma or a new Master degree
in Information Systems than with an academic Bachelor degree from the same field. The
major reason for related perceptions of the Bachelor degree holders were said to be a
missing argument why they should earn a higher salary without granting a higher return
on investment (in the first years) than the “apparently” adequate non-academic bache‐
lors. We additionally found that on a rather general level, the human resources managers
we interviewed were quite unaware what a Bachelor degree actually would mean in their
specific fields.

4 T. Richter et al.



The central question to answer is: What can universities do to better prepare their
students for the world of works without having to betray their basic principles of educa‐
tion? In this paper, the program erp4students is being introduced as a best-practice
example on how the gap can be bridged between the fully sustainable provision of
general theoretical knowledge (the traditional academic educational approach) and the
very particular demands from the world of works for applied and application-related
knowledge and competences (see http://www.erp4students.eu).

After the introduction of the state of the art, we first describe the basic ideas and
concepts behind the program. Subsequently, we introduce the particular program- and
course design, hitherto made achievements, and demographic data on the program’s
development from the last decade. For further expanding the geographical accessibility
of the program, particularly towards the Asian context, our most current research results
from the Learning Culture Survey (LCS) suggested that a redesign might be helpful
regarding some issues. With the LCS, we investigate culture-specific expectations,
perceptions, and attitudes of university students. This comparative research shall (a)
generally lead to a better understanding of the impact of Culture in Education, (b) help
preventing intercultural conflicts by supporting educators in creating culture-sensible
course designs, and finally (3) support educators and learners during their preparation
phases when going or teaching classes abroad. In order to link both, the program
erp4students and the LCS, we briefly introduce the LCS and its most relevant key
findings, and afterwards, transfer the found results to recommendations for being
considered in erp4students. Finally, we introduce our plans for the future as well as
issues that still require solutions.

2 University and Professional Training: No Contradiction

With the erp4students project, the university of Duisburg-Essen (UDE) demonstrates
that it is actually possible to bridge the gap between the traditional view on academic
education and the enterprises, which expect recent graduates having very concrete prac‐
tice-related competences. It appears that two worlds would crash in each other when
sustainably teaching timeless knowledge (focusing on general methods and theories)
has to result in abilities currently relevant for present-day key-technologies and appli‐
cations which might already turn irrelevant after a very limited time. erp4students has
been designed as an offer to university students for extra-curricular professional training.
In this sense, the courses in erp4students are not designed as integral parts of any partic‐
ular study program, but they are offered to being voluntarily taken in addition to, e.g.,
the more general courses on methods and theories in Enterprise Resource Planning and
Supply Chain Management in our BIS-Master program. Without defining preconditions
regarding foreknowledge and picking up the learners on a very low level of IT knowl‐
edge, erp4students is even open to students from all study fields. While, at first in 2006,
erp4students exclusively was available in German language and to German students in
the field of Information Systems Research, nowadays, students from many countries and
diverse fields of study have access to the courses in up to four languages, can participate
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in examinations, and achieve the provided highly valued certifications to prove their
ability in using and programming SAP systems.

Without excluding the theoretical understanding of the field, the educational program
erp4students offers learners the opportunity to intensively engage with practical aspects
of Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP). In today’s world of work where just a little
percentage of enterprises remains without the support of Information Technology,
understanding and to know how to deal with ERP systems is fundamental for a big part
of the work force. However, the program does not limit the learned lessons to an in-
depth understanding of the underlying theoretical concepts and mechanisms of ERP, but
it leads the students through many hands-on sessions to achieve practice-relevant
competences in working with the world’s leading ERP software, which, with a market-
share of 24 percentage (2013), is the solution of the SAP SE [2].

With the SAP University Alliance as a strong partner at the side, erp4students
provides a set of extra-curricular courses, developed at the University Duisburg-Essen
in Germany, exclusively offered to university students (non-profit).

Writing a steadily ongoing success story, erp4students offers a growing number of
practice-oriented, student-focused, purely Internet-based, and tutor-supported courses on
different functions of ERP systems. In 2006, when erp4students launched its first basic
SAP-course in German language, 63 courses were booked, successfully finalized, and
eventually awarded with university certificates. In the launching year, all participants came
from Germany. Today, ten years later, students from 110 countries booked 5200 courses.
The learners are actively participating in both their course-work and community building
and permanently supported by tutors. Figure 1 shows today’s available thirteen qualified
courses on beginner and advanced level erp4students currently offers. Most of the courses
are available in German and English and some, additionally, in Spanish and Russian.
Courses on advanced level presume the knowledge from the courses on beginner-level.

Fig. 1. Today’s courses within the program erp4students
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The workload of each course is approx. 180 h – this workload corresponds to six ECTS
points (European Credit Transfer System) or four credits (U.S. credit system). In addition
to the university certificate (pass/fail), the students have the opportunity to participate in
official consultant certification exam offered by the SAP SE to a reduced cost.

The whole process students undergo from registration to certification is outlined in
Fig. 2. Due to its widely linear and homogenous (the same process for all courses) design,
it is easy to cope with for the learners so that they always know where they stand and
what they have to do next.

Fig. 2. erp4students – The overall process model

The whole process can be subdivided into three distinct sets of sub-processes, i.e.:

1. the registration, including the transmission of relevant personal data, the choice of
a course, and completing the payment procedure;

2. the course itself, starting with the dark field in the lower middle, fully supported by
local tutors (assigned in the separate middle block);

3. and finally, the formalities to grant and deliver the certificates.

The whole process is implemented as a dialogue between the student (in the upper
frame), the tutoring system (in the middle frame), and the administration of erp4students
(in the lower frame).

The first set of sub-processes is initialized by the online registration of a student. At this
point, the student has already decided for a particular course he/she is interested in. Within
a defined period at the beginning of each semester, a student submits the completed online
registration form (to be found on the website of erp4students) to the administration and in
return, receives a confirmation alongside with an information package and the request for
an acknowledgement of the legal status as a student. The student-status is the only manda‐
tory condition to participate. After the interested student has submitted the enrolment receipt
of the university he/she is currently studying at, the erp4students administration confirms the
student’s meeting of all formal requirements and submits the payment details. The student,
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in return, initiates the payment. Once completed, the administration confirms the formal
enrolment and welcomes the new participant. However, all registered learners begin with
their course work at the same time and have the same deadline for completion.

After the administration sent the access data for the course via E-Mail to the partic‐
ipant (in the following, “learner”) which initializes the second set of sub-processes,
further communication mainly takes place between the learner and the erp4students
tutoring system. The tutoring system, as an entity represented in the middle frame of
Fig. 2, actually consists of individuals and teams of real persons who permanently
monitor the students’ activities in order to quickly provide support in case of need. In
the beginning of this phase, the learner starts working on the chosen course. In case of
difficulties that appear to overburden the learner, the tutor can be contacted using the
online forum in the course environment, or more individual, through E-Mail. Assumed
the learner provided all relevant details, the tutor returns clues in order to support the
learner to find an own solution; else, the tutor might ask for more details. The strategy
here is not to help through immediately solving the problems of the learners, but instead,
giving them clues on how to help themselves. This enables the learners to develop
competences for problem solving in general and for the practical work with ERP
systems, in particular. When a learner finished a case study, the related data sheets are
submitted for evaluation to the tutor (an active process, initialized through the learner).
In the next step, the tutor verifies the correctness of the delivered solution and provides
feedback regarding its quality. If the solution actually meets the defined requirements,
the case study is being closed. The successful completion is included in the weekly
progress report, which the tutor submits to both the learner – as a part of the constant
feedback – and the administration for purposes of documentation.

Once a learner has successfully completed all case studies within the course, the last
set of sub-processes is initialized: First, the tutoring system informs learner and admin‐
istration of this new status quo. Subsequently, the administration prepares the certificate
of the University of Duisburg-Essen and ships it to the learner.

By means of our certificate, a student can prove being in command of the theoretical
knowledge as well as having successfully mastered all practical case studies of the
course. The certificate of the University of Duisburg-Essen additionally enables students
to ask their own university administration to recognize the achievements for their own
course of study and eventually, is the precondition to register for the official consultant
certification exam offered by the SAP SE.

3 Demographic Development of erp4students

The program erp4students underwent quite an impressive development from the initial
enrolment of a single TERP10 course for 63 local students until today. Both, the numbers
of participants and the regional distribution steadily increased over the course of the
years between 2006 and today, 2015.

8 T. Richter et al.



3.1 Development of Student-Participant-Numbers over the Years

As the following Fig. 3 shows, the participant numbers of the program erp4students
steadily increased between 2006 and 2014. As for 2015, there are already 5200 distinct
participants registered.

Fig. 3. erp4students: development of student numbers from 2006 to 2014

With the wider distribution of the program across the world, our membership in the
Academy Cube initialized by the SAP SE, and with the increasing variety of course
modules, we expect the hitherto monitored progress in numbers of participants and
regional distribution to be ongoing at least for the next decade.

3.2 Today’s Distribution of Learners across Countries

In 2006, erp4students consisted of a single course (Introduction to SAP R/3) which was
exclusively offered to students of the University of Duisburg-Essen. This year, in 2015,
5200 students from 110 countries and more than 300 different universities are partici‐
pating in the erp4students courses. Figure 4 above shows the distribution of countries
in the world where the learners currently come from.

Fig. 4. Distribution of participants across countries in 2015
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4 Quality Management in erp4students

A central reason for the success of erp4students is that quality assessments are conducted
on a regular basis, leading to improvements of the current courses and the design of new
courses. The Quality Management strategy within erp4stuents follows the first part of
the German concept “Qualitätsplattform Lernen” (transl.: “quality platform learning”)
[3], which describes a holistic approach basing on three parts, i.e.: 1. quality of educa‐
tional offers, 2. basic quality of organizations, and 3. measures for excellent quality in
organizations. The chosen first part of the concept deals with the request for a transparent
provision of information regarding the educational offers, related to clear definitions of
target groups and purposes, full transparency regarding the chosen approaches for
didactics and methodology, used media, implemented roles, tasks for each of the roles,
measures to control learning success, technological issues, and evaluation. Several
national and international standards have been united within this particular approach.

While most QM-instruments are implemented and just used once during course
planning and production, the student evaluation is used repeatedly for ongoing quality
control. An important aspect of erp4students is the orientation on the needs of the
learners in a complex laboratory like setting; every improvement potential is evaluated
and – if found helpful – is implemented in the courses in the next semester. The most
important tool in this process is an online questionnaire. The survey is conducted at the
end of each semester; the students are asked to evaluate a small number of questions on
a 7-point Likert scale from −3 (very bad) to +3 (excellent).

4.1 Student Evaluation: Focus and Criteria

The following thirteen questions constitute the part of the questionnaire which directly
deals with the perception of the course’s quality and ideas for improvements. The first
ten questions were adopted from the quality management questionnaire as it is imple‐
mented for and established within the virtual study program “VAWi”, an e-Learning-
based BIS-Master program. The subsequent three questions of the following list were
exclusively (and additionally) developed for the context of erp4students.

Students’ Questionnaire (excerpt): 

1. How would you evaluate the mediation of teaching contents?
2. How would you evaluate the usefulness of the contents for your original field of

study?
3. How would you evaluate the usefulness of the contents for your future job?
4. How would you evaluate the structuring of the contents?
5. How would you evaluate the comprehensibility of the contents?
6. How would you evaluate the quality of learning support?
7. How would you evaluate the general organizing of your course?
8. How would you evaluate the quality of support in case of organizational issues?
9. How would you evaluate the quality of support in case of technical issues?

10. How would you evaluate the communication with your peers?

10 T. Richter et al.



11. Would you rather wish to work on a platform of the type like Facebook or StudiVZ
which could be used to support communication with peers and enterprises?

12. Do you plan to participate in further courses of erp4students’ portfolio?
13. Do you plan to recommend erp4students to your friends and peers?

4.2 Example for Results of Learners’ Evaluation: Winter Semester 2014/2015

The average item results of the thirteen questions found in the latest evaluation are
displayed in Fig. 5. The items in the bar graphs exactly follow the sequence of questions
listed in Sect. 4.1. As direct feedback from the learners, this evaluation is a crucial input
for the improvement of the program. As another quality measure, particularly for the
tutoring services, the tutors directly receive feedback from the learners, e.g. via E-Mail,
in chats and the forum, or via telephone. This feedback is collected over the course of
the semester, and together with the tutors’ own observations during the courses’ runtime,
it serves as input for later team discussions.

Fig. 5. Results of learner evaluation for erp4students

In the winter semester 2014/2015, we invited the 2146 registered learners to complete
our online questionnaire. Eventually, a total of n = 295 completed questionnaires were
returned (13.75 % participation rate). The averages for all of the questions were to be
found at the positive side of the scale! A distinction between the origins of the respond‐
ents did not yet take place in that evaluation round.

The evaluation of both, the perceived quality of contents and services, generally
revealed very positive in the average (above +1.5). Even though still positive, some
lower evaluations encourage further discussion.

Within the items 2 and 3, the learners evaluated the usefulness of the courses for (2)
their current field of study and (3) their future job. While a significantly lower amount
of students assigned a direct relationship to (and thus, benefit for) their current study
efforts in their university, most students assigned a high level of relevance regarding
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their future jobs. We understand this result as a confirmation that erp4students actually
supports the learners with contents that are not considered during their regular studies.
It additionally shows that learners enter our program from fields that are not even linked
to the courses’ core disciplines Information Technology and Information Systems.
Obviously, learners recognize a relevance of the offered courses for their specific future
area and level of employment.

Item 7 refers to the general organizing of the courses. While erp4students technically
offers several supportive measures embedded in the used platform (like an archive for
already passed contents and a calendar function) and additionally provides recommen‐
dations for the time management, any decision how to make use of this offer is up to the
learners. As found in the Learning Culture Survey, which is being introduced later on,
students in some countries generally prefer a more guided teaching style than students
from others [4]. Particularly between Western and Eastern countries, such different
perceptions of individuality and needs for personal support were monitored. We expect
related cultural differences being one reason for the result in the evaluation of this item.
The issue is being further monitored in order to improve our services and the perceived
“happiness” of our students. We believe that happiness is a highly relevant driver for
learner satisfaction and thus, responsible to preserve the initial motivation in education.
Investigations on happiness are subject of a quite young research field in the context of
economy [5, 6].

The evaluation of Item 10 refers to the communication between the learners. The
actual work in the courses, which mainly is related to reading course materials and
completing the practical case studies, is to be individually done by each of the partici‐
pants. Didactical elements like group tasks and group work have, so far, not been
considered for implementation; in erp4students, no deadlines are defined apart of the
start and end date of the course. This design is meant to provide the maximum level of
flexibility for the students. For the communication amongst the students, erp4students
provides a forum. The learners are encouraged to first share their problems (and possible
solutions) with peers in order to let others participate in the learning process and even‐
tually, the found solutions. In terms of problem solving, the learners shall just directly
involve the tutors, if the peers cannot jointly find an adequate solution. Regarding the
quality of such solutions, tutors permanently monitor the forum, moderate when discus‐
sion stands still, and intervene if a discussion moves into the wrong direction. However,
some students just have a very limited time frame for the completion of their courses
and thus, require immediate support from the tutors. Additionally, in some cultures,
tutor-support generally is considered to have a higher quality than peer-support, and
showing peers weaknesses like the lack of understanding, is considered unacceptable
behavior. In the context of erp4students, it is yet unclear to which extent either cultural
or individual preferences influence the learners’ social attitudes and the frequency of
their postings within the forum. We will further monitor the issue.

Item 11 is related to a possible redirecting of the erp4student service offers. It asks
the learners if they would prefer the erp4students-platform to rather focus on social
networking, providing functionalities as commonly known from Facebook or the
German student-portal StudiVZ [7]. With an average 0.36, the answers of the learners
were rather indifferent. We learned from these responses that the students appear to
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follow a very specific purpose when booking our courses, which does not necessarily
include peer-to-peer communication or any form of socializing. As consequence, we
currently do not plan to implement further opportunities for social networking and/or
peer-to-peer communication. However, particularly in terms of social interaction, our
current learners’ perceptions might not reflect the needs of future Asian students. In case
of an expansion of erp4students to the Asian context, the implementation of additional
social functionalities might still turn out to be helpful for the students’ happiness and
thus, necessary to implement.

Item 12 again confirms our assumption that the students select distinct courses with a
very specific purpose and that the workload of the courses is perceived massive enough
not to fall into a “certificate-collection-fever” like monitored in other programs. Our
learners are fully happy and justified proud that they successfully managed to complete
the chosen courses. Anyways, particularly in cases where students passed a beginner
course where an advanced course is available, we expect planned repetitive participations.

5 Culture in Education: The Learning Culture Survey

Our preparations of the Learning Culture Survey started in 2008 with the aim to make
the influences of Learning Culture better understandable. We understand “Culture” as
a set of perceptions, expectations, attitudes and artifacts, which are typical for people
living within a specific society and necessary for its maintenance. While in our context,
“Culture in Education” is understood as anything linking both issues, “Learning Culture”
is a set of society-specific phenomena related to expectations, perceptions, and attitudes
of learners (and directed to education).

With a better understanding of Learning Culture, educators can design learning
contents and measures more culture-sensible in order to preserve the learner’s initial
motivation. We found that its applicability is not limited to but particularly relevant in
the field of Technology Enhanced Learning. In this context, educators can hardly recog‐
nize in time when students start losing their motivation because mimics and gestures as
central indicators to communicate feelings are not available [8].

The Learning Culture Survey uses a method mix approach with a Likert-scale based
multilingual questionnaire on Learning Culture as the central instrument for data collec‐
tion. Further yet, applied qualitative measures were monitoring, conducting different
types of interviews, and action research; all together serve to find explanations for the
results from the quantitative investigation.

Investigations within the Learning Culture Survey mainly focus on the context of
Higher Education whereas in the meantime, also selective investigations were carried
out in the context of professional training. The questionnaire covers 102 items from a
variety of culture-specific characteristics, which are,

• the perceived roles and assigned tasks of lecturers and tutors,
• perceptions towards feedback and motivation,
• value of, perceptions towards, and attitudes within group work,
• gender related issues, and
• time management.
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We (Adelsberger and Richter) started our first comparative investigation in 2010 in
the countries Germany and South Korea. These countries were chosen for our initial
investigations because Müller et al. reported both countries as the only two available on
earth that widely can be considered culturally homogenous [9]. However, we needed
answers for some very basic questions. We had serious doubts that the commonly
applied theory from value-based culture research would be appropriate within our
context of education, as it says that culture generally is a national issue (basing on the
concept of a nation’s spirit of Montesquieu) and fully transferable to any context within
the whole national society [10]. Thus, we investigated if culture-specific results found
in investigations the context of Learning Culture in Higher Education might be trans‐
ferable across different faculties within one university, across same faculties from
different universities, across universities in general (as average values) and finally,
across educational contexts, which were Professional (In-House) Training and school
education. In order to answer our questions, we conducted in-depth investigations in
Germany, involving whole student populations from three German universities from
different geographical parts of the country. In South Korea, we orally invited students
in the streets and in Seoul’s subway using a random route algorithm and were able to
collect data from 39 different Korean universities. In Germany, further on, we received
and analyzed data from two German DAX-noted enterprises where office works were
asked to complete a slightly modified version of our questionnaire (for more details
please refer to [4, 10, 11]). Even though we recognized a certain spectrum of diversity
between all contexts within Higher Education, Learning Culture, in both countries, was
found to still being quite homogenous across faculties and across universities. However,
we found easily explainable differences in the responses between the contexts Higher
Education and Professional Training. We did not additionally investigate the context of
K12 education, because the recent studies from Bühler et al. [12] and Mitra et al. [13]
already indicated that culture in education appears not to have the same effect or value
to children below an age of twelve years than to older children. We suspect curiosity
being one reason for this difference as it particularly influences decisions and perceptions
of younger children. In a later investigation, we collected data within the Higher Educa‐
tion context of French and British Cameroon. Both datasets appeared extremely
different. We applied an a-priori/a-posterior analysis and found the datasets distin‐
guished by 99 %. As conclusion, particularly in countries where different societies were
force-joined during colonialisation, the concept of a nation-wide culture is not neces‐
sarily applicable but instead, more specific investigations are required.

As expected, we found vast differences between the two investigated countries
Germany and South Korea. However, in some details, we surprisingly found little diver‐
sion; surprisingly, because the comparative culture-related research in economy, soci‐
ology, and psychology encouraged very different expectations: While we expected the
South Korean (in the following, just “Korean”) students having difficulties in dealing with
critique but in fact, we found that they expect critique as a part of feedback much more than
the German students claimed they would. The expected way to receive feedback (including
critique), however, was different. While the German students accepted critique, even if not
constructive, in front of their peers, the Korean students strongly prefer to receive it in a
more private environment. In terms of group work, massive differences were found
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regarding several aspects, e.g., which kind of tasks should be best completed in groups,
which evaluation strategies should be applied (individual vs. collective), or which criteria
usually are applied when groups are to be formed (and who should form the groups). In the
context of motivation, in contrast, we just found slight differences in the comparison of the
countries’ average responses; at least for these two national contexts, many of our state‐
ments on motivation appear not to touch culture-specific but rather individually different
issues. In terms of the perceptions of the roles and tasks of professors and tutors, we again
found vast differences. These are implemented as two blocks of statements for each group,
professors and tutors. First of all, the Korean students provided almost the same responses
in both blocks while the German students’ answers were very different. The students of
both countries actually knew the concept of tutorials. In subsequently conducted inter‐
views, we found that the “tutors”, in South Korea, mostly are the professors themselves
while in Germany, elder students are employed to manage these tasks. Regarding the role
of the professors, the Korean students perceived their professors as unfailing and addition‐
ally assigned the role of a trusted person, which explains why guest students at German
universities often struggle when asked to criticize their lecture and its content. We further
on found much higher expectations towards services that are to be provided by educators
in South Korea than in Germany. Last, as already indicated, professors appear to play a
much more personal role for the Korean students than for the German students. In later
interviews we found out that in contrast to the German system, private universities in South
Korea have a fixed 1:10 quota between full professors and students. At least in theory, new
students can only enter a program at a South Korean university, if a full professor is avail‐
able to support them; else first, a new professor needs to be employed. The quota is to be
met on university level so that the relation of 1:10 might not be exactly the same in all
faculties but compared to Germany, a far higher level of direct support anyways is possible.

6 Mastering Future Cultural Challenges in erp4students

In erp4students, we constantly expanded our regional distribution over the course of the
past decade. Apart of applying some translations and offering tutor-support in the
languages of the translations, we did not yet take cultural issues into consideration. We,
however, expect that latest when we enter the Asian context, it might become necessary
because else, we risk to loose students in that contexts.

In the context of our Learning Culture Survey, we did not yet explicitly investigate
learning environments that fully run over the Internet, using ICT as exclusive means for
all communication, the distribution of contents, the completion of tasks, examination,
and evaluation. Particularly on international level, the Internet community does not
necessarily understand the same set of behavioral rules as appropriate as any society
does in the physical world. Thus, it is imaginable that the pain threshold of learners using
the Internet as means to achieve education strongly differs from what they would
consider as demotivating or even as a cultural conflict in the “traditional face-to-face
education”. In the close future, related investigations are planned to being conducted in
the context of erp4students.
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We already know that if we like to increase our services’ availability on a global
level, in the long term, we will have to provide translations to and also tutors in more
languages. Otherwise, we risk that many students might not be able to join our program
because of lacking proficiency in one of the supported languages. Studies from Davis
[14] clearly show that language is one of the most significant indicators for culture and
the wrong language can constitute a massive barrier for education and business
processes. According to Davis [14], a universal language does not even suffice in highly
technology-related environments when a‘mutually-meaningful communication link’ is
required.

It is not the language alone which might require a redesign: Benavot [15] found that
even if educational standards are shared between developing countries, such mutual
agreements are limited to, e.g., basic skills in mathematics and problem solving. When
it comes to more cognitive aspects of education, pedagogies, and chosen teaching
methods, vast differences can be found between the countries.

The culture-specific issues related to group work found in the Learning Culture
Survey are not applicable to the context of erp4students because the program, at least
as it currently is designed, does not include the completion of case studies or any other
tasks in group-scenarios. In terms of voluntarily built groups, we expect that Asian
students might mingle more than we have experienced from students from other cultures
and also, they might rather try to solve issues in groups. For such issues, erp4students
provides a forum. However, what could lead to a problem is that Asian students might
rather focus on tutor support instead of jointly finding solutions with their peers. To
some extent such a behavior would undermine our didactical approach but since such
demands will not come unexpected, we will be prepared to properly encourage the
students in order to try other ways.

An issue we found in the Learning Culture Survey’s context-block “Motivation” was
related to strategies, students choose to follow when loosing motivation because of too
difficult tasks. While German students rather tend to first do the manageable parts and
afterwards come back to the difficult ones, Korean students often reported just to solve
the manageable parts and completely resign from the more complicated ones. From the
German perspective of evaluation, such a behavior would mean a very problematic
situation for the tutors. Particularly, when in the end a case study remains uncompleted,
it will not be possible to acknowledge the student’s efforts with our certificate. A very
explicit preparation of the students regarding the general conditions of their course
(explicitly related to “what happens, if …”) might already help to avoid such cases: If
related situations appear imminent, tutors can still intervene and encourage the learners
to report their problems.

7 Conclusion and Future Plans

erp4students shows that extra-occupational content offers can sustainably help to
implement the Bologna process and support universities (and students) to offer
application-related education without having to give up their very basic claim for
long-term sustainability. The students, on the other hand, express their need for such
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opportunities in general and the value of erp4students for their future job chances in
particular course completion rates above 80 % in average across all national contexts
and even over 90 % in Austria are a clear acknowledgement.

Even in a context like Germany, where university education generally is expected
to being free of charge, students are willed to pay manageable prices for additional
training offers; provided that the offers as well as the pricing are considered to be
reasonable. Additionally, the learners in erp4students have the chance to experience
substantial support from their tutors and have plenty of time to spend and experiment
within the original SAP software environment – which they highly value!

For the future, we plan to implement further courses, translate existing courses to
additional languages, and we aim to involve students from additional regions of the
world. In order to steadily go on writing a success story, we plan to further monitor the
cultural perceptions and attitudes of our learners in order to optimally support them with
our course design and particularly, to prevent causing recognized cultural conflicts.
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Abstract. The actual trend of Industry 4.0 affects different divisions of a
company, amongst others HRM and IT. The knowledge of ERP users and their
training are gaining importance. eLearning should support trainings and save
costs. The following paper starts under the assumption of missing acceptance and
lack of success of currently available eLearning tools. This will be checked with
the help of a survey which deals with ERP systems in order to gain experience
about those tools and their success. Especially thereby identified weaknesses are
used to develop a more advanced eLearning-Model to improve efficiency and
acceptance. A small interface, reusing existing eLearning-objects and providing
materials in the right manner is presented to ERP providers, consulting companies
and staff developers in companies using ERP systems.

Keywords: Embedded eLearning · ERP training · Employer competences

1 Introduction

The emerging trend industry 4.0 (I 4.0) stands for total automation in industry and
postulates the future crosslinking of production and internet. Terms like Big Data,
Mobile Computing or Cloud Computing find their way into the production process. This
forecast leads to discussions in different fields of study around the industry [1]. Also
Human Resources has to deal with wide-reaching changes.

The restructuring of jobs is a widely accepted fact, for example the human resources
required for performing work directly in the production will decrease over the years,
whereas higher qualified employees are in demand in the indirect areas of production
[1]. In this case higher qualified means that employees must be able to communicate
with different units. This implies the necessity to solve problems linking gained knowl‐
edge and be aware of consequences their actions might result in [2]. As I 4.0 stands for
a mainly atomized production, besides other changes employees require IT competences
in order to meet the new job requirements.

As a main interface ERP systems are widely implemented. Those systems face the
challenge of supporting the key user in adapting to increased demand. Considering these
arguments the research question of this paper is as follows: How can employees be
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supported efficiently in gaining competences in ERP systems using embedded eLearning
and how are the key users trained at the moment?

This paper deals with the question of how this is currently done and what actions
should be taken to fulfill the drafted standards. In order to define the status quo of training
methods 135 ERP providers in Austria have been surveyed. The results are compared
to other research and currently required training methods. On that basis an embedded
eLearning model is designed, which helps the user to train the competences while
working. Therefore, different eLearning elements are integrated in the ERP system
which abets learning due to the high usability and low expenditure of time.

2 Findings

Actually there are plenty of possibilities how companies train their employees in using
ERP systems. Nevertheless the employer’s satisfaction is quite low. Key user sense most
of the ERP systems as confusing and unstructured and get discouraged while working
with them. It also happens quite often, that employees feed data into the system not
thinking or even realizing the impact their actions have [3].

As mentioned I 4.0 stands for an increase of employer flexibility and changing
working conditions. Employees have to gain knowledge much faster in order to fulfill
all requirements and be competitive in the long run. An efficient and practical method
is eLearning. Because of various advantages, such as their availability, eLearning
models become more and more attractive for industries. The yearly made HR-trend study
by Kienbaum showed, that almost 70 percent of the companies asked1 support digital
training in order to provide flexible further education [4].

In order to answer the research question firstly it was necessary to discover how the
providers of ERP systems actually train their customers. The second part of the study
deals with designing an embedded eLearning model.

Competence Orientation. Within the last years further education was subjected to
alteration. The so far predominant concept of input orientation was detached by output
orientation and outcome orientation. The figure shows this development and how those
terms are linked to each other [5] (Fig. 1).

Educational sciences realized that focusing the content of teaching is not as relevant
as putting the learning outcome, the impact of training, in the center of attention. One
input can lead to different outcomes depending on the individual competences the
employer has [6]. In the occupational context competences, respectively the ability to
make decisions responsibly, is needed in order to be a competitive employee. Relevant
precondition for a successful training is the willingness of the employee. Thus motiva‐
tion is the key success factor [7].

Those competences are linked to the particular field of work. When applied to key
user competence orientation means that they must not only have professional skills.

1
In 2015 187 HR Manager from companies in the German speaking area were surveyed by
Kienbaum.
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On the one hand employees have to use the ERP system responsibly. On the one hand
operator safety must be given, as well as awareness of what consequences their own
actions cause in other areas of the company. To train these competences ERP providers
offer several methods of training.

2.1 Key User Training – Status Quo

To determine how ERP system providers train their key users an online questionnaire
was sent to 135 companies in Austria. After an answering period of five weeks, 38
questionnaire were answered. This equates to a return rate of nearly 30 %. The aim of
the study was to define what training methods are currently offered, what experiences
they made and what new training methods will be implemented within the next years.
Those results are compared with the status quo in further education.

Key user Training Status Quo. The analysis shows, that more than 97 % of the ERP
provider offer different types of training for their key user. Also more than 80 % believe
that ERP training is very important in order to work efficiently and successfully. This
data underlines the high significance of accompanying software training. For that reason
providing companies tend to enhance their customer service program continuously.

The range of aiding methods those companies offer is wide. Within the study the
most established training methods are named. Furthermore, the proband can expand
upon the pre-existing list (Fig. 2).

In comparison the figure shows the actual offered training methods as well as those
deemed especially successful. It reveals that in-house training is not only the most
offered tool but it also is highly demanded by the customers. Secondly, online support
is referred to by ERP providers which means for example supporting websites or support
via email. Uncommon but at least referenced by every fourth company is the printed
handbook. When comparing those numbers with what can be seen as best practice, there
are some substantial differences. Aside from in-house training the surveyed companies
deemed none of the methods as especially successful regarding the customer feedback.
The largest difference is found for online support. Although only 20 % name those
methods as having good feedback by the costumers, nearly 70 % of the ERP provider
offer such tools. The situation of handbooks is also remarkable. Online handbooks are
used by 50 % of the providers, although only 16 % regard them as especially successful

Fig. 1. From Input to Outcome
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and the same situation is given for printed ones. It is also conspicuous, that all online
training methods are not very popular.

Those results lead to two main questions:

• Why do ERP providers offer online training methods?
• Why are online methods not especially preferred by the customers?

In order to answer this questions the participants were asked why some methods are
more successful than others. Summing up the customers and providers needs, following
requirements can be deduced (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Requirements on ERP training

ERP supporting methods should cover three main aspects. Training tools have to
conserve resources in order to ensure high efficiency. Thereby not only low personnel
costs and travel expenses can be realized but also saving of time. Related to this there
is the need of individuality. As every customer has needs based on their individual

Fig. 2. Training methods offered by ERP providers versus especially successful methods
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processes also training methods should be customized. The optimal ERP supporting
system has to be a flexible model developed also with the customers. Considering that,
an embedded eLearning model will be introduced.

2.2 Embedded eLearning

A lot of eLearning tools for ERP systems already exist but they are not embedded. The
figure below points out the main differences between classroom learning, traditional
eLearning and embedded eLearning (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Classroom learning, eLearning and embedded eLearning in comparison

While eLearning helps to reduce costs by avoiding travel time of employees,
embedded eLearning improves the efficiency by providing the required information on
demand. The user decides on the scope of content and kind of material depending of his
preferences and learning type. Mobile devices support the way to learn anywhere and
anytime and encourage the motivation. The sum of these features shall lead to more
efficiency and works against loss and forgetting.

Embedded eLearning Model. On the basis of actual literature the possibility of
embedding innovative eLearning elements in an ERP system, in this context SAP, was
identified. Whereat each integration is linked to existing eLearning approaches and
analyzed regarding its integration possibility.

The developed model consists of two main parts. First the integration of an eLearning
course linked directly to several applications within the system. Second several simu‐
lations in order to increase the employees’ awareness of their actions.

Integrated eLearning Course. On the one hand an eLearning platform has to be inte‐
grated in the system. In this section learning material such as handbooks, tutorials,
presentations or videos for different sections of the ERP system are available. Those
materials are linked directly to the equivalent application in the system.
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Real Time Embedded eLearning Elements. On the other hand every input box should
be provided with a drop down icon where the key user can choose between different
types of support. The drop down menu offers five different supporting tools.

• Description
• Value-list
• Simulation
• Comparison
• eLearning course

The first option description contains the meaning and purpose of the corresponding
field. In SAP this option is known as Field Help and will displayed after pressing the F1
Key. When integrated directly into the system a key user who does not know about the
F1 support can get information more easily. The value-list is also already existent and
should be preserved. It overviews the given input variants for the particular field and is
known as input help (F4) in SAP. The simulation function supports the holistic thinking
of the employees. When entering data into a specific input box, the simulation shows
how this current action would influence different other parts of the company. When using
this tool, the key user gets a better idea on the impact of their work which occurs in a
responsibility increase. Similar to the simulation is the comparison that allows to
compare values with similar data respectively the current master data object with further
objects and the entered values there. This helps the user to estimate the accuracy of
information and to get a better understanding in validity. The fifth option is linked to
the eLearning area of the ERP system. In this part all learning tools that support the user
in gaining ERP competences are prepared. The organization should be verified to the
individual needs of the company. For all materials it is important that they open in a
separate pop up so that the key user keeps the process step they are currently working
on. In addition when moving the cursor over the input box the key user is provided with
a brief explanation of the application.

3 Discussion

When looking at future development, one third of the surveyed ERP providers named
eLearning as a training method they tend to implement within the next years. This
confirms the high priority ERP developers should give to those supporting systems. But,
as drafted, general eLearning is not the ideal solution. In fact an embedded eLearning
system is needed in order to fulfill the customer respectively key user needs. Therefore,
extensions in the existing ERP systems are necessary.

Interface Between ERP and eLearning. The opportunity to reuse learning materials,
like videos, tutorials or quizzes, is one key requirement of the embedded eLearning
model. These objects should be displayed in overlapping, moveable and resizable frames
over the ERP client. Open standards like HTML5 enable the integration of learning
material. The solution providers has to extend their client software to be able to invoke
the communication dialogue as shown in the model. Similar to tool tips, developers may
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call the help dialog automatically after a certain time of inactivity. Also, time of inac‐
tivity or a randomizer can be used to start a short quiz in order to improve knowledge
by testing and refreshing information.

The trend to modern architecture predicated on web-based frontends promotes the
chance to extent such clients to integrate eLearning content. To be able to address the
right learning objects, a unique identifier is necessary. The development of such iden‐
tifiers has to be standardized in order to reuse learning objects.

Strengths and Potentials. Looking at the SWOT analysis below, that high potentials
are accompanied by comparatively less risks and weaknesses (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. SWOT analysis of embedded eLearning

Increasing mobility and the spread of smartphones promotes the implementation of
(embedded) eLearning systems, just like the actual trend to HTML5/UI5-based clients
on the technical side. Efforts to develop the interface, organize identifiers, maintain and
update learning materials must be made. Thus training organization have to adopt their
business process and/or model – changing from classroom courses to eLearning plat‐
forms. Anyway default risks among a lack of acceptance are existing.

4 Conclusion

Due to the outlined conditions, flexible and motivating learning environments have to
be designed in order to support ERP key users adequately. A direct integration into the
ERP system also simplifies the availability of learning elements. The immediate acces‐
sibility results in a reduction of training barriers. Moreover occurring uncertainties can
be compensated contemporary which causes an increase of motivation. Therefore,
embedded eLearning models turn out to be well suited because of their permanent and
real time availability as well as their flexibility (Fig. 6).

The comparison of the drafted requirements on ERP training systems with the
advantages of embedded eLearning models can provide indicates that there is still one
component which has to be discussed. The detailed procedure of implementing such an
interface has to be designed by developers of different ERP system providers and
strongly depends on the used technologies, but should address a broad standard.
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Current and Comparable Developments. SAP is one of the leading ERP developers
regarding those new requirements. They actually provide so called guided procedures
in SAP S/4 on HANA, which are a good example of integration learning objects and
ERP via HTML5 in parallel.2 The difference to embedded eLearning are the trigger and
the provided content.

In conclusion it can be stated, that actually there is a need for flexible, resource saving
and individual ERP training methods that cannot be fully satisfied at the moment.
Nevertheless some ERP developers like SAP are continuously working on new web
solutions. However, wide interventions in the system will be necessary to meet the
demands of the key user. In regards to this, embedded eLearning represents an innovative
training model.
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Abstract. In this article we will provide an overview of Business Process
Modeling notations as they have evolved over the past 50 years within the field
of information systems. The emphasis in this article will be on the contemporary
OMG standard for Business Process Modeling Notations: BPMN. We will
analyze the BPMN notation on the ontological, the organizational and the aggre‐
gation perspectives. The suitability of the BPMN as a business process modeling
notation within model-driven architectures will be discussed.
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1 Introduction

In the nineteen-fifties the first large-scale ‘administrative’ computer applications came
into use in organizations. The functionality of these electronic data processing (EDP)
systems was an exact copy of the manual procedures that until then had been applied by
a large number of clerks in these corporations. The focus was on transaction processing
applications. The process perspective for these applications consisted of routine tasks
descriptions with a limited scope. Information Systems (IS) were primarily used to
replace clerical staff by machines, which resulted in an enhanced operational transaction
efficiency [1]. The coding of these applications was completed by IS professionals
leaving the end users in many cases aside [1].

The ‘waterfall-based’ IS development methodologies from the 1960’s and 1970’s
were very rigid, and in many projects this lead to significant cost overruns and delayed
delivery times. By the time an information systems project was finished, the initial
organizational requirements had already been changed. In many cases, however, the
information systems development methodologies had not been able to capture the initial
requirements in the right way in the first place. In the 1960’s a distinction was made
between the roles of ‘user’ and ‘programmer’, in this era the role of analyst and developer
coincided: “In the pre-methodology era [prior to 1970], systems developers used a
variety of techniques to help them develop computer-based information systems….They
[techniques] were typically passed on to other systems developers, often by word of
mouth. These rules or techniques were typically not codified and sometimes not written
down…..Systems development was considered a technical process to be undertaken by
technical people. In this era, systems development was all art and no science.” [2].
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In the 1970’s a clear separation started to take place between the functional require‐
ments of an information systems application (the what question) and the way in which
these functional requirements were coded in a specific implementation technology [3]
(the how question). The distinctive roles of information analyst and systems developer
were created. Information Systems Development Methodologies were aimed at the
creation of ‘tailor-made’ information systems in which the specific needs of the users
in the organization was the starting point.

When the type of information systems applications that were needed in organizations
became more strategic (e.g. airline reservation systems, enterprise resource planning (ERP))
the developers attitude was by and large still the same. Information systems that were the
result of applying the craftsmanship of the fifties and sixties, proved to be too costly to
develop, often not delivered on time and failed to comply to the specified functionality.

The information systems development market place, however, changed in the early
nineties of the last century when the product software-suppliers, e.g. MFG/PRO, IFS, SAP,
BAAN, Marshal, Peoplesoft [4] started to sell their enterprise solutions on the waves of the
Business Process Reengineering (BPR) sea [5, 6]. These product software solutions prom‐
ised to solve many problems that characterized the ‘tailor-made’ information systems
projects. The implementation of these ERP systems in a company in most cases implied that
(at least some of) the business processes had to be reengineered [7] or redesigned [8, 9] to
fit the ‘reference-model(s)’ that underly(ies) the ERP package. In addition ERP implemen‐
tations might require changes in the organizational structure, reports and procedures [10].
Process redesign turned out to be feasible for standard application functionality, for
example, accounting, payroll, human resource management and inventory control.

In the ERP era (1990 and onwards) the roles of the user (or domain expert), analyst
and developer were becoming more iterative instead of the linear ‘waterfall-based’
sequence in which those roles were performed in the decades before. Because the imple‐
mentation of ERP-systems usually is linked to business process redesign or a business
process reengineering exercise, the role of the user or domain expert becomes more
complex. In cooperation with the ERP-analyst the domain expert has to evaluate a number
of proposed ways of working that can potentially be supported by the ERP software [11].
However, company-specific, functionality remained a problem in the first generation
ERP-solutions. The second generation ERP-solutions, however, tried to redefine the
concept of company-specific functionality by developing ‘standardized’ software solu‐
tions for specific ‘branches’, for example, health-care, utilities, retail, e-commerce and so
forth. The development of the additional functionality in these second generation ERP
systems, implied, in many cases, additional reengineering efforts on these branche-
specific domains before an implementation could take place. In spite of the availability
of these second generation ERP solutions, many companies needed customized modules
and interfaces that allowed them to support the specific parts of their business [12]. Soffer
et al. [12] discuss in the context of ERP requirement-driven alignment the necessity of the
construction of a modeling language that can model the entire scope of ERP options.

In this article we will analyze the semantics of the Business Process Modeling Nota‐
tion (BPMN). BPMN is an OMG standard that is inspired by earlier (business) process
modeling notations, e.g. flowcharts, data flow diagrams (DFD’s) [13], state-transition
diagrams (STD’s) [14] and notations embedded in more comprehensive modeling
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approaches or methods, e.g. IDEF (especially IDEF0 functional models and IDEF3 process
flow diagrams and object state transition networks) [15, 16], ARIS (especially EPC
diagrams) [17] and UML (especially activity diagrams and state chart diagrams) [18, 19].

1.1 Overview and Structure of Article

The underlying objectives for the development of BPMN were to create a business
process modeling notation that firstly allows organizational stake-holders to communi‐
cate using a ‘standardized’ business process modeling language and secondly allow for
an easy model-driven implementation [20]. This ‘double’ objective sets BPMN apart
from earlier notations and methods. This means that in the discussion on BPMN in this
article, we will first zoom in on those modeling constructs that are necessary for commu‐
nicating the ‘essence’ of business process models to all possible stakeholders. In
Sect. 2 an overview of business process modeling notations within the field of infor‐
mation systems development will be given. In Sect. 3 we will introduce the group of
essential modeling constructs in BPMN. In Sect. 4 we will give an ontology for the
BPMN modeling constructs to be considered relevant in this article. In Sect. 5 we will
discuss some of the advanced modeling BPMN concepts that can be used to capture
additional semantics that can be exploited whenever IT-solutions have to be developed
to support organizational business processes, for example, workflow-management
application or a web-based retail system. In Sect. 6 we will discuss some of the decom‐
position properties of the BPMN. Finally, in Sect. 7 conclusions will be given.

2 Overview of Modeling Methods and Notations for Business
Processes

In the 1960’s and 1970’s the development of large company information systems was
taking off. A large emphasis was placed on the ‘automation’ of manual administrative
processes. For the purpose of ‘automating’ or ‘mechanizing’ these routine administrative
processes, a number of IS methodologies were developed. One of the most dominant
modeling schools was the ‘structured analysis and design’ approach [21–23]. In this
modeling school the emphasis was on ‘processes’ and the ‘data-flow’ between processes.
The data aspects were considered to be less important. In the 1970’s more comprehensive
approaches that would focus on change processes as well were developed (e.g., [24]). In the
late 1970’s and in the 1980’s, methodologies for developing (business) information systems
started to put more emphasis on the data-aspects of the information system. Approaches
like (Extended) Entity-Relationship modeling (E)E-R [25, 26], NIAM [27, 28] and Infomod
[29] emerged that put the emphasis on data-aspect of the IS development process. In the
late eighties and early nineties the insights from object-oriented programming, provided the
foundation for a number of object-oriented IS development approaches, i.e. OMT [30] and
OOSE [31]. In 1997 the combined development of three of these methodologies culmi‐
nated in the design of a new ‘object-oriented’ modeling approach for IS development
(among other application areas): the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [18, 19]. This
language later became an OMG (Object Management Group) standard.
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In the ERP era a number of business process modeling approaches were devel‐
oped. An approach that was used in SAP documentation and by SAP consultancy
firms was ARIS [17, 32].

In the first decade of the 21st century the management of business processes once
again became a high priority on the strategic agenda of a large number of organizations.
Business Process Management became a top priority because a large number of organi‐
zations needed to improve their cost-effectiveness by considering to off-shore ‘knowl‐
edge-intensive’ processes to lower wage destinations, for example India, Malaysia and the
Phillipines. Well-defined measurable processes that are self-contained are the primary
candidates to offshore [33]. This renewed interest for knowledge-intensive business
processes paved the way for an industry consortium (the business process management
initiative) to develop a business process modeling notation which can be used by organi‐
zations to capture, document and to subsequently redesign specific business processes
thereby improving their structural metrics [34]. The name of the OMG standard that was
developed by the Business Process Management Perspective is the Business Process
Model and Notation (BPMN) (see for the documentation of version 1.1. [35]). This
standard defines the modeling constructs for creating business process models.

BPMN was developed with the primary goal of providing a notation that would be
readily understandable by all business users, from business analysts to technical devel‐
opers that will have to implement the technology [20, p. 1] and the need to translate
‘original’ business process models into ‘execution’ models.

3 The Essential Modeling Constructs in the BPMN Standard
for Business Process Models

The basic BPMN concepts can be classified into flow objects, connectors and artifacts
[20]. In Fig. 1 we have given the graphical representations of the most important BPMN
modeling constructs.

Activity

Flow Objects Connectors Artifacts

Sequence Flow Data Object

Text Annotation

Message Flow

AssociationGateway

Event

Fig. 1. Diagrammatic representation of most important BPMN modeling concepts
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3.1 Flow Objects in BPMN

The essential modeling concepts in the BPMN that capture the essence of the business
processes within an organization are the Flow objects. The flow objects in BPMN
consists of activities, events and gateways. ‘An activity is a generic term for work that
a company performs. The types of activities that are a part of a process model are:
process, sub-process and task [35]. An activity is work that is performed within a busi‐
ness process. A task is an atomic activity that can not be broken down to (a) finer level
of activity [20]. A sub-process is a non-atomic or compound activity that can be broken
down into a set of sub-activities [20].

‘An event is something that happens during the course of a business process’ [34].
‘A gateway is used to control the divergence and convergence of sequence flow’

[35]. Gateways in BPMN are used to control the sequence flow in terms of convergence
and divergence and a gateway has a number of attributes.

3.2 Connectors in BPMN

The next group of modeling elements in BPMN are the connectors. Their main function
is to connect the flow objects in a number of ways. There are basically three types of
connectors in BPMN: sequence flow, message flow and an association.

A sequence flow depicts the order in which the connected activities are performed:
‘A sequence flow is used to show the order that activities will be performed in a
process’ [35].

A message flow shows a flow of messages between two objects. An association is
used to relate artifacts with flow objects and is mainly used to show the (data) inputs
and (data) outputs of activities.

‘An association is used to associate information flow with flow objects’ [35]. ‘data
objects are considered artifacts because they do not have any direct effect on the
sequence flow or message flow of the process, but they do provide information about
what activities required to be performed and/or what they produce’ [35].

3.3 Artifacts in BPMN

In addition to the groups of flow object and the group of connectors, BPMN has a group
of modeling concepts that are considered to be of less importance to capture the essence
of business models. This group of modeling concepts is called artifacts in BPMN. A
data object is one of the two artifact types that are currently defined in the BPMN
standard [35]. The ‘incorporation’ or ‘leaving-out’ of data-objects in a process model,
is a way for some modelers to leave out ‘clutter’ [35]. The data object is a very significant
modeling concept in BPMN because it is the primary modeling construct [36] that will
allow a business process modeler to ‘connect’ the BPMN model to the conceptual
schema that underlies the database of the organization.

A text annotation can be used to provide comment on the BPMN modeling element
to which it is connected.
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4 A BPMN Ontology

In line with the definition of Gruber [37] and the work of McCarthy [38] we define an
ontology as a semantic definition of a field’s objects, concepts and other entitities and
the relationships among them. Gailly et al. [39] give an overview of ontology classifi‐
cation schemes and frameworks for ontology applications. In this section we will specify
the domain ontology for BPMN that has an internal structure that consists of a list of
semantic definitions (terms/glossary) of the modeling concepts and the relations between
concepts. In Table 1 a small excerpt of the list of semantic definitions is provided for
the essential BPMN modeling constructs.

Table 1. Excerpt of list of semantic definitions for the main model elements BPMN standard.

Concept Definition
Activity An activity is work that is performed within a business
Process A Process is any [Activity] performed within or across compa‐

nies or organization
Process name A name that designates a specific [Process] among the union

of [Process]es

In as far as the relationships between the concepts are concerned we will give a small
sample of the relationships between the objects and concepts from the BPMN ontology.

The Black-Box Pool has an outgoing MessageFlow to the Task that is defined
within a SubProcess.

This is just one example of dozens of relationships that (potentially) exist between
the BPMN model elements. These relationships can also be graphically modeled by
using for example an E-R notational convention [25] as is exemplified in Fig. 2.

Event

  Has
outgoing
sequence 
  flow
    to

  Has

    Activity
       type

Activity

Fig. 2. E-R model excerpt for BPMN domain relationship ontology
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4.1 An Example Application of the Essential BPMN Modeling Constructs

In Fig. 3 we have given an example BPMN diagram that is loosely based upon the
example that was given in Carnaghan [40]. In this example we will apply the BPMN
modeling concepts of Fig. 1 in a straightforward way. The process that is modeled here
is the business process Goods Return. For now we have distinguished two activities
within the process Goods return: Inspect returned goods and Give return authorization.

Fig. 3. Example BPMN model using the essential BPMN modeling concepts

Furthermore, we have a start event Goods returned by customer and we have two
end events that will end this process. Furthermore we find one gateway: Return justi‐
fied. If the gateway condition (‘return satisfied?’) is not true, the sequence flow will lead
to an end event and the process will terminate. In case the condition is fulfilled the
activity Give Return Authorization can take place. This activity will create an instance
of a Merchandise authorization form. After this activity has taken place the process will
end. In the BPMN diagram of Fig. 3 we also find 5 sequence flows and one association
between the activity Give return authorization and the data object Merchandise Author‐
ization form.

5 Additional Modeling Constructs in the BPMN Standard for
Business Process Models

For a number of sub-types of BPMN modeling concepts additional attributes are defined.
For example for the event modeling concept we have as an attribute the event type, that
must either have the value: start, end or intermediate.

In addition to the modeling constructs that were depicted in Fig. 1 and applied in the
example of Fig. 3, BPMN has a modeling construct that can be used to demarcate the
borders of a process (or set of processes) from an (functional) organizational structure
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point of view: the swimlane. In BPMN two types of swimlane constructs can be used:
pools and lanes. The pool concept allows modelers to specify message flows between
two (or more) separate business entities. The lane construct can be used to show how
certain activities are associated with a specific company function [20, pp. 4–5]. A
distinction is made into white box and black box pools [36]. A white box pool is a pool
that reveals the underlying structure at least in terms of top-layer flow-objects and
connectors. A black box pool can serve as a sender or receiver of message flows but it
can not reveal the underlying flow-objects and connectors.

5.1 An Example Application of the Essential and Additional BPMN Modeling
Constructs

In the example of Fig. 4 the black box pool Customer and the white-box pool Goods
return are given. The latter pool is divided into two swimlanes. The division of the model
elements into these swimlanes is based upon the organizational function (or department)
that is involved. Most of the elements in the ‘swimlane free’ diagram in Fig. 3 have been

Fig. 4. Example BPMN model using the essential and additional BPMN modeling concepts
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placed differently in the vertical dimension to relate them to an organizational function
or ‘actor’ that is responsible for the execution of the activity. The only ‘real’ difference
between the diagrams in Figs. 3 and 4 is the message flow return notification that is send
by the black-box pool ‘Customer’ and which initiates the former start event of the
process: goods returned by customer.

BPMN does not only have ‘graphical’ modeling concepts, it also contains a large
number of attributes that can be attached to the graphical modeling concepts and that
can be assigned values for each instance of a concept in a process model. As an example
of how we can use the process attributes to capture additional the semantics of a business
activity we will show how the description of these semantics can reference elements
from an (integrated) data model or conceptual schema. In Fig. 5 we have given an excerpt
of a (part of) an enterprise-wide conceptual schema [38] using Chen’s Entity-Relation‐
ship (E-R) notation [25]. The elements from this conceptual data schema are referenced
in the semantic description of the activity: give return authorization in the BPMN process
model in Figs. 3 and 4.

Customer
  Has
placed

       Is 
legitimization 
       for

  Has
created
  for

Employee

Reason 
   for 
Return

    Return
Merchandise
authorization

Order

Fig. 5. Relevant excerpt from enterprise-wide conceptual schema for business activity give return
authorization

We can now instantiate the values for some of the attributes for the BPMN modeling
concept activity type: Give return authorization. This activity can be a manual activity
(user task) or an automated activity (service task). Let’s assume for now that the activity
give return authorization is a user task. The outcome of such an activity in most if not
all cases will consists of (structured) information and in many cases (structured) infor‐
mation will be used as input to a user task. Let’s assume that in our process example
Goods return the actor that is responsible for ‘acting’ in the activity needs first infor‐
mation about which customer has placed the order that is now offered as return merchan‐
dise, furthermore he needs to know the reason for return. So in order to make a decision
whether to authorize the merchandise return or not, the ‘actor’ of the give return author‐
ization activity (within the return goods process) will use instances of the relationships
has placed and is legitimization for. The result of this activity will be an instance of
the relationship has created for in case a return authorization is granted. We can link
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the specification of an activity, therefore to the content of the conceptual data schema
of the integrated enterprise by listing the relationships as values for the activity attributes
(see Table 2).

Table 2. Attribute values for user activity: return merchandise authorization

Attributes Prop/attribute Value
Activity type Task: return merchandise authorization
Input set artifactInput Relationships: has placed and is legitimization for
Output set artifactOutput Relationship: has created for

Under the assumption that the activity/task Return merchandise authorization is a
service task, it must be possible to specify a set of business rules that can be implemented
in a IT application. Hence, the suitability of BPMN to be a notation that contains suffi‐
cient modeling constructs in order to be used within a Model-Driven architecture (MDA)
We can specify th(i)e(se) business rule(s) as values of the IOrules attribute of a BPMN
activity (see Table 3).

Fig. 6. Example BPMN model using activity/task typing
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Table 3. Attribute values for service activity: return merchandise authorization

Attributes Prop/attribute Value
Activity type Task: return merchandise organization
Input set artifactInput Relationships: has placed and is legitimization for
Output set artifactOutput Relationship: has created for
IOrules IF is legitimization for. reason for return = ‘damaged

goods’ THEN create return merchandize.authorization

In Fig. 6 we have shown the BPMN process model from Fig. 4, in which we have
now explicitly typed each activity/task as either a user task or a service task by attaching
the appropriate symbol from the BPMN standard. This distinction within activities can
only be created whenever an activity is a task. This means that such a task-activity: ‘…
has no internal subparts defined by the model.’ [36] and therefore is not further decom‐
posable.

Fig. 7. Overview BPMN model using expandable sub-processes
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6 Collapsed and Expanded Processes

A process modeling property that been featured in many ‘earlier’ process modeling
notations like DFD’s, ISAC A-schemes, IDEF functional schemas is stepwise refinement
or decomposition and its inverse. In BPMN this feature is called (hierarchical) expansion
[36] and its inverse is called collapsing. This means that in terms of BPMN business
process diagrams we might have a set of different business process models in which
subsets of process models will refer to higher levels of expansion. The concept of
collapsing/expanding in essence allows stakeholders to create ‘overview’ diagrams on
every desired level of granularity. In the BPMN standard there is a modeling construct
that we can assign to an activity to mark such an activity as ‘further decomposable’ or
as ‘non-decomposable’. In the latter case we will call the activity a task. In Fig. 7 we
have given an overview process diagram in which the process goods return is collapsed
as a ‘higher level’ sub-process. To denote that this sub-process can be expanded, BPMN
attaches the ‘+’ symbol on the activity symbol.

7 Conclusion

The application of the BPMN as a notation for business process models does not guar‐
antee the alignment of conceptual documents in the data-perspective, e.g. relational
models, (E)E-R diagrams, UML class diagrams, data repositories with the process
models. The use of the data-object in BPMN does not enforce the compliance to an
integrated conceptual data model of a business organization (when such a model is
available). To define this ‘misalignment’ from a different point-of-view, we can say that,
in a fully process-oriented approach the creation of BPMN models does not enforce the
creation of a relevant increment of the integrated conceptual data schema.

BPMN allows business process analysts to create pools and swimlanes that exem‐
plify the link between events, processes, tasks, activities, sequence-flows, message-
flows, gateways, data-objects and the organizational function, actor or department that
is responsible for such an event, task, or activity. When it comes to assigning organi‐
zational responsibilities for data-objects things become slightly more complex, because
the actual content of a data-object might consists of multiple entity attributes and/or
multiple relationships between entities or multiple UML class (attributes) and/or rela‐
tionships. In general, it is possible that different organizational actors/functions will be
responsible for different data elements within one data-object.

Furthermore, without an actual organizational commitment to a process-based
organization in which ‘process-owners’ will be formally assigned responsibilities in an
organization for (sub)-processes, activities, tasks and data-objects, the application of
any business process modeling notation by itself will not lead to the required process
improvements.

BPMN provides modeling facilities that support expansion. On the other hand
BPMN does not enforce modelers to expand their process models until all activities are
tasks, i.e. activities that are no longer decomposable. This means that is possible that
when a set of business process models is used to define a new or ‘to-be’ organizational
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process, fundamental data requirements will be overlooked. All information that is
required within a non-expanded non-atomic activity, therefore will not be captured in a
conceptual business process model, and therefore compliance to an enterprise-wide
(conceptual) data model or repository can not be enforced at all times.

When we consider the aggregation levels in modeling business processes two main
modeling approaches can be considered. The first modeling approach is the ‘top-down’
approach in which organizational actors define an overview process model. The (sub)-
processes that are defined on this overview-level can be further decomposed (or
expanded) into process models that show a finer level of detail. The sub-processes on
any level might already be defined on a task-level, i.e. non-further decomposable activ‐
ities or tasks. This means that in terms of the BPMN, the application of a ‘top-down’
process modeling approach might lead to rework because the exact value for the process-
type (attribute) can only be established if the next-lower process model level has been
created.

The second modeling approach for creating multiple levels of business process
models is the ‘bottom-up approach’. The practical limitations of this approach are caused
by the fact that without a clear modeling methodology or procedure: ‘…necessary in
designing the sequence of forming and elaborating components of a target process.’ [40],
it is very cumbersome to start defining process activities that are exactly on the lowest
level of decomposition, i.e. non-further decomposable tasks.

In this article we have analyzed the BPMN as the contemporary member of the family
of (business) process modeling notations. We first introduced the essential BPMN
modeling concepts: flow objects and sequence flows that can be used to capture the
essence of the conceptual business process models. These modeling constructs, have
been around in most if not all predecessor notations for business process modeling, e.g.
flowcharts, data flow diagrams and activity diagrams. Furthermore, we have discussed
the (non-graphical) attributes that are defined for the core BPMN modeling elements.
These non-graphical attributes allow us to capture completely and precisely the
remaining formal properties of the conceptual models in the process perspective of a
subject-area.
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Abstract. Regulatory rules force most enterprises to implement a risk man-
agement system with a detailed documentation of their risk situation. In parallel,
business processes which can be source and target of risks are systematically
documented. Hence, it seems obvious to combine both tasks. Despite research’s
long lasting focus on risk management and business process management, only
few approaches exist that try to fully integrate risk aspects into business process
models. Most methods consider risk management only partly. This paper
therefore develops a comprehensive concept for the integration of risk aspects
into business process modeling. It is based on the Business Process Model and
Notation (BPMN) 2.0, that only needs to be extended carefully.

Keywords: BPMN � Business processes � Business process modeling � Risk
management

1 Introduction

Business processes are the basis of any enterprise information system. Up to now,
many enterprises invest in the documentation, analysis and enhancement of their
processes following the mantra of ISO 9000 that only good processes can result in
permanent good output. On the one hand, business processes define and generate the
data to be managed and processed in enterprise information systems. On the other
hand, business processes are a mapping of organizational structures and workflows.
Apart from the process view, enterprise information systems have been extended by
risk management applications reacting on legal requirements like the Sarbanes-Oxley
Act in the US or the KonTraG in Germany, to name only a few. Business processes can
provide valuable meta-information that can be used for risk management [7, 16]. An
analysis of raw process data can already give hints on potential risks. In addition,
business processes show relations and dependencies between different departments or
partners that may lead to problems in case of a risk. Hence, it seems reasonable to
connect business process management and risk management [7].

Therefore, during the past decade, many studies investigated in combining risk
management and business process management [33]. Several authors proposed risk
extensions to business process modeling notations that in general do not provide
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elements to entirely integrate risk aspects into the models. However not one of the
proposed extensions covers all relevant risk aspects and the extensions are not com-
binable. In this paper, we propose an extension to the Business Process Model and
Notation (BPMN) 2.0 standard that overcomes the named problems. We have chosen
this notation as it has a growing popularity in practice worldwide [27] and because it is
an industry standard from the Object Management Group (OMG). BPMN does not only
support process documentation, but also process automation. Among others, its
advantage is the close relation to information technology which is also a critical success
factor for risk management systems [17]. Extensions to the notation are carefully done
by using existing elements whenever possible. In general, a company’s business pro-
cesses already exist as process models. Therefore, a fundamental change of a given
notation is not useful. For this reason, we introduce an extension that enables practi-
tioners to integrate risk aspects into existing process models without changing their
structure. The integration can either be used to document and analyze risk-cause-
and-effect chains or to unveil the relations between a process and its risks. With this
approach existing modeling tools can be continued to be used and only need to be
upgraded with a few visual elements and rule sets.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 derives the
requirements for risk-aware business process models from the risk-theoretic basics. In
Sect. 3, a literature review checks these requirements against existing approaches.
Section 4 introduces our new approach based on BPMN 2.0 that fully meets the
requirements derived. The paper closes in Sect. 5 with a conclusion.

2 Requirements for Risk-Aware Business Process Modeling

2.1 Risks and Risk Events

In general, risk is the possibility that one or more events affect the achievement of firm
objectives [8, 12]. Reasons for not achieving a planned outcome are the general
uncertainty about states, future developments and the effect strength of factors
influencing an enterprise’s objectives. Commonly, uncertainty and incomplete infor-
mation characterize the general situation of decision making [15]. Improving the
information level can therefore be seen as a measure of risk reduction [31] which is
important in the risk management stage of risk control. Beside uncertainty, a risk may
result from the occurrence of negatively influencing events like natural hazards or fraud
[6, 9]. Hence, we can differentiate between causes as a source for the emergence of risk
and the effects in terms of not achieving objectives. In contrast to the level of infor-
mation, which from a system-theoretic perspective describes a state, a risk event
describes the change of a system state i.e. it is the trigger of a transformation process
from an initial state into a resulting state [29].

Most common business process modeling notations offer to model activities, events
and their relations. Because a risk itself has individual characteristics like impact and
likelihood and as it is part of every business activity [4], a separate element to model
risk seems reasonable for risk-aware business process modeling. In addition a separate
risk symbol makes it easier to model interrelations between risks itself.
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2.2 Impact and Likelihood

It is common to assess a risk by its impact and likelihood of occurrence [24]. If
concrete values for impact and likelihood are missing, these might be simulated e.g. by
Monte Carlo simulation. To fully cover a risk’s relevance in a business process it
therefore has to be possible to declare impact and likelihood of each modeled risk
object in a risk-aware business process modeling notation.

2.3 Risk Ownership

It is a consensus in literature that in respect of a responsible and proper handling of
risks it is necessary to assign a person in charge, the so called risk owner, for each risk
[36]. If not, this may lead to a mistreatment or even a non-treatment of risk as nobody
feels responsible. In general, two risk owners are conceivable. The person in charge of
the unit where the risk arises or where it impacts. [29] We argue that the earlier a
cause-and-effect chain between risks is influenced, the better and the easier a risk
situation can be handled. Hence, the person in charge of that business unit where a risk
arises should be the responsible risk owner [29]. An exception has to be made for risks
that arise externally. The sources of these risks are outside the influence of the firm. As
the firm has no control over the source, the risk owner should be the person in charge of
that business unit of the firm where the risk effect impacts. Here, the risk owner has to
take suitable measures to be prepared if the external risk occurs. Concluding, the
possibility to define a risk owner for each risk is another requirement for risk-aware
business process modeling.

2.4 Risk Cause-and-Effect Chains and Firm Environment

Risk events do not only influence system states but may also depend on, influence or
trigger each other. Hence, static and dynamic relations between risk states, risks and
risk events do exist. Furthermore, it requires a specific risk situation for a risk event to
take effect. For example, if a firm is sourcing from international markets, it will be
affected by a rising Dollar rate. But if it has long-term supplier contracts based on Euro,
the risk of a rising Dollar rate does not affect the firm. The context and environmental
factors are therefore of importance and should be considered when modeling risks in a
process model.

Furthermore, risks can not only be a precondition for each other but can also
increase or mitigate one another or influence each other’s probability of occurrence.
Between them, complex risk cause-and-effect chains (RCEC) exist [29]. Knowing
these is key to a successful mitigation of risk [9]. The mitigation can be achieved either
by reducing the risk’s impact, its probability or by influencing its causal chain [26]. As
every risk in a RCEC can be the cause for or the effect of other risks, a distinct
classification of risks into causes and effects is not possible [19]. In addition RCEC
may not only be sequential, as risks can be related to each other in different ways. For
example different risks can lead to the same subsequent risk or two risks may be a
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precondition for another risk to occur. Furthermore risks can increase or decrease each
other’s impact and probability.

Because a risk’s effect does not always follow immediately after its cause, time
sequences are another important aspect of RCEC. Often a time lag between cause and
effect exists. This time lag can be used to prepare for the effect during the risk control
stage of the risk management process in order to decrease the risk impact.

As we can see, RCEC can be of high complexity. The knowledge of their various
relations, logical connections and appearance in time is crucial for understanding
impacts and therefore for developing mitigation strategies. Therefore a risk extension to
business process modeling should be able to model these risk relations including their
logical connections and influences.

2.5 Risk Measures and Control

Risk measures are business processes that are executed to mitigate or eliminate risks.
They can address cause and effect of a risk by influencing their probability of occur-
rence or their impact. Or the functional relation is influenced by interrupting or
manipulating the causal relation between cause and effect [29]. While a risk measure’s
objective is to influence risks positively, it is also possible that a measure triggers other
risks, influences causal relations in a negative manner, or prevents activities from
functioning in their normal state. Hence, a risk measure always has an effect on
probability and impact of one or more risks. As risk measures interplay with risks and
RCEC, they should be modeled too in order to get a holistic overview of the risk
management activities in business process models and their interdependencies. Addi-
tionally, in order to measure when a risk occurs key figures have to be monitored.
Hence, key figures and their thresholds in consideration of business goals need to be
defined so that risks can be detected.

3 Literature Review

Suriadi et al. [33] give an extensive overview of the existing literature that aims for
integrating risk management in business process management. In total, they identified
27 approaches until the year 2011 and classified seventeen approaches as supporting
the design phase of risk-aware business process management with integrated risk
constructs. We applied the same search method as of [33] and found two additional
papers [18, 20]. In addition, we also analysed three non-english papers [5, 10, 25].
Table 1 summarizes all papers according to the requirements we derived in the previous
section. For papers that do not base on a certain BPM language we use the term
“generic”. Because we do not aim for a comprehensive literature review, we mentioned
only the first occurrence of a certain approach in this table. For following and extending
papers we refer to Suriadi et al. [33].

The approaches of [1, 4, 34] do not extend business process modeling (BPM) by
risks. Instead, they aim for simulating processes and analysing how processes are
affected by uncertainties. In addition, they do not use common BPM languages.
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The same holds for Bai et al. [2] who aim for optimally placing controls in business
process models. The application of [14] is very specific (SOX and finance) and mainly
uses annotations to specify risks in processes. [11] are focused on security in (ebusi-
ness) processes. Therefore, they introduce the concept of security requirements that are
checked during runtime so that risk mitigation actions can automatically be started to
reduce the risk to an acceptable level.

The remaining approaches introduce a special object for risks, threats or risk events
that is usually linked to the activities and attributed by the impact and likelihood of the
risk. In addition to the risk object, [22] provide a new risk structure model that helps to
define of what other risks a risk is composed of and how risks can be (sub-) catego-
rized. [10] introduces two interesting advancements that influence the structure of a
business model. He allows for modeling unwanted shortcuts in processes and the
possibility of faultily branching after activities that may occur with certain likelihood.
Interestingly, the responsibility for risks is seldom explicitly considered [5, 11, 14, 21,
30, 35] although the importance of defining responsibility is stated in the commonly
used ERM frameworks. Even if risks are linked to activities that belong to a process
owner, the process owner is not necessarily the owner of that risk. The connected risk
may lie outside the process owner’s sphere of influence but within another one’s sphere
who is therefore much more suitable to be the risk owner.

Table 1. Related risk-aware business process modeling approaches
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Asnar/Giogini 2008 Generic x x
Bai et al. 2006 Generic x x x
Betz et al. 2011 XML nets x x x (x) x
Brabänder/Ochs 2002 EPC x x x x x x
Cope et al. 2010 BPMN 1.1 x x x x x
Hengmith 2005 EPC x x x
Herrmann/Herrmann 2006 UML (x) (x) (x) x x x
Jakoubi et al. 2007 Generic x x x (x) x x x
Karagiannis et al. 2007 ADONIS x x x (x) x
Lambert et al. 2006 IDEF x (x)
Marcinkowski/Kuciapski 2012 BPMN 2.0 x x x x
Meland and Gjære 2012 BPMN 2.0 (x) (x) (x) (x)
Mock and Corvo 2005 EPC x x x x (x) (x)
Neiger et al. 2006 VFPE/EPC x x x
Panayiotou et al. 2010 PowerDesigner (x) x x (x) x
Rieke/Winkelmann 2008 EPC x x
Sienou et al. 2007 EPC x x x (x) x x
Strecker et al. 2011 MEMO x x x x x x x
Taylor et al. 2008 jBPM/JPDL x x x x
Weiß/Winkelmann 2011 SBPML x x x x (x) x x
zur Muehlen/Rosemann 2005 EPC x x x x x
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Cause-and-effect chains between risks can be modeled only in a few models with
sometimes certain restrictions. In the approaches [13, 28] as well as [35], only
sequential cause-and-effect chains can be modeled. In [22], those relations between
risks are considered in the so-called risk state model and risk structure model but not in
the business process model itself. In [7], the causal effects can be modeled directly in
the business process model but they do not consider logical connections between risks.
Instead, relations between risks and business elements are drawn in parallel. Also in
[21], only sequential causal effects can be modeled. There, the risks are linked to
functions. If a risk evokes another risk, the second risk is linked to the first risk and so
on. If a risk affects two functions, the risk is colored and a copy of the risk is used and
linked to the second function. Only the approach of [30] considers logical connections
between risks. But there, business model elements (activities, resources) are always
linked with risks by an unidirectional “contains”-relation from element to risk. This is
an advantageous simplification for risk modeling, but does not cover the complex risk
phenomenon in total.

Risk measures are considered by the majority of approaches. They are usually
linked to the risk elements they are intended to mitigate. However, no approach takes
into account, that risk measures do not only have an impact on risks but also on other
parts of the business process. It is the environment of business processes and the
situation when the process is executed that enables risks to take effect on process
elements. This is explicitly taken into account by four approaches [7, 13, 23, 28].
However, if we understand risk situations or states of environmental factors as being
some kind of risk, this can be modeled with the help of the introduced risk element
without loss of information.

The control and monitoring phases are supported by the majority of approaches.
They propagate to define key figures so that risks can be detected or monitored. In
addition, some approaches allow for the explicit definition of business goals. [22] for
example, provide the additional risk goal model that visualizes the impact of risks on
business goals via a matrix.

All in all, there is no approach that completely covers all risk phenomena in total.
The most mature approach so far is the one of [30] that uses only a few extensions to
the basic modeling language. Unfortunately, beside the not completely convincing risk
cause-and-effect chain modeling, they use the uncommon BPM language MEMO
(Multi-perspective Enterprise Modeling). Also [35] cover many risk aspects. However,
their extension is based on the little-known SBPML of [3] that bears many restrictions
like only a few predefined activities, no logical connections, only sequential business
processeses or variants of processes. Because of this, the potential to model complex
risk cause-and-effect chains is low. The approaches of [13, 28] offer many opportu-
nities for modeling risks in processes but lack from insufficient support of
cause-and-effect chains and risk owners. Besides, as with [7], the approaches are not
kept simple and use many new constructs. [21] only use a few additional constructs but
because they double risks that affect different parts of the process the modeling RCEC
becomes confusing. In addition, they mix causal effect chains and the controlling
information of risk priority numbers. All relevant approaches can be divided into two
groups: Either separate risk layers are used that have to be modeled with new constructs
in addition to the standard process [7, 13, 22] or the risk part of the process cannot be
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separated properly from the standard process without diverging into pieces [7, 21,
28, 22]. Another issue of some approaches is that proprietary [24, 30, 35] or uncom-
mon [4, 34] BPM languages are used that are not commonly accepted or unknown in
practice. The work of [20] is adverse to all the other work mentioned before. They
argue that it is not necessary to introduce new constructs to business process modeling
languages because BPMN 2.0 brings sufficient constructs to handle the risk phe-
nomenon in business process models. It is eminent to keep a modeling language simple
and the number of constructs low [30]. But [20] mainly focus on modeling risks/threats
in business processes and their mitigation activities. Other aspects of risk management
like risk ownership, complex cause-and-effect chains and environmental factors are
neglected. Therefore, we will show in the following how to model these risk phe-
nomena with BPMN 2.0 and where the standard has to be carefully extended in order to
cover all aspects.

4 Model Development

In this section, we introduce a comprehensive approach based on the widespread
standard BPMN 2.0 that integrates the concept of risk into business process modeling.
Instead of using different additional diagrams that capture the risk phenomena, we
integrate risk phenomena directly into the existing diagrams. For this, we show how to
reuse and extend existing BPMN elements for risk modeling and where and how it is
necessary to introduce new elements. All risk related elements can be captured in a
separate layer that can be switched on and off without affecting the structure of the
process. The risk layer itself can also be read without the entire process. Only a few
elements of the process layer (error events, resources related to risks) refer to both
layers. Then, if the business process layer is switched off, the pure risk cause-and-effect
chain becomes visible. Figure 1 shows the basic concepts for modeling risk in BPMN
2.0. We illustrate our approach with the goods receiving process that is expanded by
new risk elements in Fig. 2.

4.1 Risks and Risk Cause-and-Effect Chains

The need for a risk element in business process modeling is a consensus in literature
(see Table 1). [20] suggest to use error and escalation events to model risk events in
BPMN. This bears several drawbacks. First of all, both elements are events but this is
only one part of the risk phenomenon. Other important parts are the level of infor-
mation and uncertainty (Sect. 2.1) as well as risk situations and environmental factors
(Sect. 2.4). Secondly, risks may not only be errors in activities but may also originate
from resources, external events etc. Thirdly, using existing elements hampers a clear
distinction between the process model and the risk model. Therefore, we introduce an
additional risk element depicted by an octagon (see Fig. 1) that for simplicity represents
risks, risk events, risk situations or environmental factors. The distinction between
these phenomena is realized by a property risk type. In addition, each risk is charac-
terized by its impact and likelihood for a certain period of time.
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Between risks (see Sect. 2), there are complex cause-and-effect chains. For
example, the risk strike can cause labor shortage in the receiving department so that
checks of delivered goods are omitted. To model the relations between risks in
cause-and-effect chains, we recline to the concept of flows and introduce the concept of
risk flows. A risk flow flowing from risk A to risk B means that A influences B or in
other words increases or decreases B’s impact and/or likelihood. To distinguish the
different categories of influence, we use different attributes. If a risk A just triggers
risk B, we use a dashed double line between A and B. If the likelihood of B is affected
by A, we use a semicircle at the risk flow’s source. For an increase of B’s likelihood,
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Fig. 1. Risk elements for the BPMN 2.0
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the semicircle is filled. In Fig. 2 this can be seen between “labor shortage” and “check
omitted”. For a decrease, the semicircle is not filled. If B’s impact is affected by A, we
change the risk flow’s style. If B’s impact is fortified, we use a solid double line. If it is
mitigated, we use a dashed and dotted double line. If risks are interrelated, the relations
can also be recursive. The exact increase or decrease of impact or likelihood can be
specified with the help of the risk flow’s properties. Also a possible time delay between
two risks can be documented via risk flow properties.

Fig. 2. Example for a risk-aware BPMN 2.0 model
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Within risk cause-and-effect chains, there are not only sequential but arbitrarily
complex structures. That means one risk is not only caused by another. Instead, there
may be logical relations between risks. For example, the labor shortage is not only
caused by strike but also by high sick leave. In BPMN, such logical connections are
modeled with the help of gateways (AND, OR, XOR) so that no new elements are
needed. In our example, we place an OR-gateway between risks “strike” and “high sick
leave” leading to risk “labor shortage”.

We have to keep in mind that risk cause-and-effect chains just document the general
relations between risks, i.e. how impact and likelihood are influenced. That means that
if a preceding risk A occurs, the likelihood of a subsequent risk B may be positively
influenced. It does not mean that if A occurs also B will certainly occur. If we explicitly
want to model such a relation, we have to use the concept of properties for the risk flow
that describe this certain cause-and-effect. Furthermore, risk B can also occur without
risk A occurring before. For example, labor shortage influences the likelihood of the
risk “check omitted” but the check of received goods can also be omitted apart from
strike and labor shortage.

4.2 Risk and Business Process Activities

The risks and risk cause-and-effect chains described in the previous section may affect
all parts of business processes, especially activities. Risks can stop or decelerate a
process or even change the process structure and logic. For example, defective quality
check equipment negatively influences the quality check activity (see swimlane quality
inspection in Fig. 2). The process can be stopped if the equipment breaks down or can
proceed if the defect keeps unrecognized and the equipment is just measuring faultily.
If an activity is being stopped when a risk occurs, employees usually recognize the
error. But if the activity does not stop, the risk occurrence may possibly keep unrec-
ognized or will be recognized later. On the other hand, risks are caused when pro-
cessing activities, e.g. the production of faulty parts. If an activity causes a risk, we are
usually facing an unwanted error event of the activity that causes a risk. Error events
are already part of BPMN 2.0. We use these error events for risks occurring within an
activity that cause risks outside the activity. For this, an error event is attached to the
activity and a risk flow between the error event and the caused risk is drawn (e.g.
between error event of activity quality check and risk unrecognized poor quality). The
concept of error events is also used for risks that affect activities. We attach an error
event to the activity and draw a risk flow from risk to error event. This indicates that the
risk affects the activity by causing an error (e.g. risk defective equipment affects
activity quality check). The kind of error should be annotated to the error event directly.

4.3 Risk, Business Process Logic, and Other Process Elements

Error events in BPMN are always supposed to stop an activity. In contrast, this does not
hold for risks as we discussed above. Therefore, we have to distinguish between
interrupting and non-interrupting error events. For the latter case, [20] suggest to use
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escalation events that do not necessarily interrupt. The downside of escalation events is
that they always demand for a report to the supervisor. In many cases, this might be
intended but in many other cases employees are skilled enough to fight risks and do not
need to report every single risk. Besides, risks may easily stay unrecognized if an
activity is not interrupted. Thus, we have to distinguish between interruptive and
non-interruptive error events, the latter of which can be recognized or unrecognized. For
non-interruptive events, BPMN uses dashed circles that we reuse for error events. To
distinguish between noticed and unnoticed events, we use the dashed circle for noticed
and a dotted circle for unnoticed risks. For example, the defect of the quality check
equipment is unnoticed and does not stop the quality check activity while labor shortage
obviously affects the check of delivered goods. The way how an activity is affected by
risks can be defined via properties (impact, likelihood) of the incoming flow.

We suggest distinguishing between incoming and outgoing error events of an
activity because an incoming risk first affects the activity and causes changes in the
activity’s procedure. Not till then, these changes cause other risks. That means that
there is a relation between incoming and outgoing risks that can be described in more
detail in sub-processes. But to clarify that incoming and outgoing risks do not have a
direct connection, different error events should be used. If we switch off the business
process layer, then the internal relation between the two error events is realized by risk
flows from incoming to outgoing error events. In our example, the defective quality
check equipment affects the quality check. Therefore, goods cannot be tested correctly
so that the poor quality of goods keeps unnoticed. This is an internal relation of the
quality check. But the risk that the poor quality is unnoticed can also occur indepen-
dently of the quality check equipment. For this, we separate the incoming from the
outgoing error event. If risks cause different errors in an activity, we suggest to model
different error events so that it is possible to distinguish them.

Only if a risk that affects an activity directly causes another risk, the error event
should have incoming and outgoing risk flows. Let us again have a look at the example
in Fig. 2. The labor shortage provokes that the goods are not checked concerning
damage. Because of this, all goods are directly classified as undamaged. Therefore, the
error event of the activity “check for external damage” has an incoming as well as an
outgoing flow that skips the activity and directly leads to the “no”-branch.

As we can see, risks do not only affect activities but may also result in structural
changes. It is conceivable that additional flows accrue, that flows are omitted or skipped
or that risks change the logic of a gateway e.g. from “AND” to “OR”. Skipping of flows
can easily be realised by using a risk flow that starts from an error event and points to that
position in the process flow where the disrupted process continues. In our example, this
case accrues when the activity “check for external damage” is affected by the risk “labor
shortage” so that the check is skipped to the “no”-branch. Concerning the change in
process logic, this risk phenomenon cannot be captured without changing the original
business process. Because we aim for keeping the original process untouched and
modeling just an additional risk layer, we have to extend the syntax of BPMN. Usually,
error events can only be attached to activities. We suggest attaching error events to any
business process element that can be affected by risks. Then, according to our consid-
erations above, a risk flow from a risk to the attached error event shows that the element is
affected by risk. A flow from the attached error event indicates that the induced error
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causes risks or changes somewhere else. Concerning resources, attaching an error event
for example may indicate that the quality or quantity of that resource is influenced. The
exact influence is again documented via properties of risk flow and error event. Now, if a
risk changes the logic or structure of a gateway, we attach an error event to the gateway.
Then, the changed logic can either be described by properties of the error event or in
more detail via sub-processes. In our example, we can find the risk that an inspector does
not complain about the poor quality of goods. This risk affects the logic of the
AND-gateway. Usually, activities “complain about quality” and “send back goods”
should both be processed. But because of the risk, the flow from gateway to activity
“complain about quality” is omitted so that there will be no complaint.

4.4 Risk Measures

Risk measures aim for fighting risks and mitigating their impact on the business. They
are not part of the normal business process but of processes executed by risk man-
agement. As such, they can be modeled as normal activities but within the risk layer of
business processes. We therefore explicitly mark an activity as being a risk measure by
adding an exclamation mark surrounded by a triangle to the BPMN task element.
However, a risk measure should be categorized concerning its general strategy
(avoidance, mitigation, transfer) via property. If a measure should fight a risk con-
cerning its impact or likelihood, the risk flow runs from measure to risk. The same
categories for risk flows are applied as between risks. In our example, a risk measure
against the labor shortage in the receiving department is to hire leased laborer. This
reduces impact as well as likelihood of labor shortage in the department. However,
responses may not only fight risks but also promote other risks at the same time. The
employment of leased laborer for example bears the downside that the likelihood of the
risk strike increases.

A measure does not only have an impact on likelihood and impact but also on the
functional relations between risk causes and effects. That means the measure changes
the risk flow of the cause-and-effect chain between risks. We handle this phenomenon
as follows: We insert a complex gateway into the risk flow between two risks and also a
risk flow from risk measure to the complex gateway. Then, properties of the complex
gateways can describe how the measure influences the risk flow and therefore the
relation between the risks.

4.5 Risk Owner and Risk Handler

We have to distinguish two different roles concerning risks: Risk owner and risk
handler. The risk owner is responsible for a risk because it originates in the risk
owner’s sphere of influence. The risk handler is fighting the risk or has to deal with the
risk. We suggest to use BPMN’s concept of swimlanes for risk ownership in the same
way that it is used for process ownership. Risks should be documented in the swimlane
of that process owner who is responsible for the sphere where the risk originates. But
risks are not limited to sectors or divisions. A risk emerging in one department like the
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not sufficiently checked shipment in the department quality check can cause other risks
in other departments like excess consumption in production. Or because of the poor
quality, a machine does not work properly and produces parts of poor quality that break
down at the customer. This again may induce claims of recourse. While the risk of not
detecting poor quality of goods originates in the quality check department, the other
risks emerge in production but are caused by the first risk. Risk owner of the risk of not
detecting poor quality is the quality check department but risk handler is the production
department. Thus, recording and documenting risk cause-and-effect chains helps to
fairly assign risks and their consequences to those who are really responsible. For a
further and more detailed description of the responsibility, we can use the properties of
the risk element. Elsewise, we have to introduce new business process elements for
departments or persons in charge where risks are assigned to.

5 Conclusion

The documentation of a firm’s risks is as crucial for risk management as the docu-
mentation of business processes so that it seems beneficial to combine both tasks. In
this paper, we therefore presented a comprehensive approach that integrates risk
concepts into business process modeling with BPMN 2.0. The main objective was that
firms can model risks using their already existing business process models without any
change in the business process structure. This was achieved by introducing a separate
risk layer that can be switched on and off. Extensions of BPMN are introduced such
that risks can easily be identified when viewing the process and risk model together.
But the number of extensions is kept low so that the reader as well as the modeler is not
confused by too many new symbols.

The advantages of such an approach are obvious. If business process model and
risk model are viewed together, the interrelations between business processes and risks
become apparent. If the risk layer is viewed isolatedly, the complex nature of a firm’s
risk cause-effect chains can be seen and analyzed. With the help of the risk layer, the
risk situation of a firm becomes clearly visible. It is not only possible to document the
logic between risks themselves, between risks and the process structure, impact, and
likelihood, it is also possible to document risks that change the logic or the structure of
a process. Thus, risk managers get a complete risk map of the entire process landscape.
This enables them to analyze which areas or units of their firm are jeopardized by risks
to what extent so that they get a decision support where to install counter measures.
Such risk measures can be taken once to mitigate certain risks, or they can be installed
permanently. This leads to a standardized risk monitoring and improves the maturity of
the firm’s risk management system.

Based on the business processes and the quantitative documentation of risks and
their interrelations, simulation studies can be implemented to get a deeper insight into
the risk behavior of a firm’s processes. With the help of simulation studies, also prog-
noses about future risk developments are conceivable. However, the step to automatize
risk simulations on the basis of process and risk models is not well defined yet. Before,
some work has to be done in the future. First of all, the approach has to be described
formally to alter the BPMN meta-model as it is proposed by [33]. Then, connections
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between properties of the risk model and a suitable simulation model have to be defined
as well as suitable key figures.

Some other limitations also remain. Our approach is not generic and extends only
BPMN 2.0. A next step will be to generalize the approach, splitting it into a presen-
tation model and a formal logical model so that it can be used with other business
process modeling notations like e.g. EPC. In addition, the approach is not empirically
tested yet. For the future, we plan to evaluate the approach with partnering firms to test
its applicability, its benefit, and its acceptance in firms.
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Abstract. Compared to business processes in other business domains,
dynamic workflows in disaster management need a rather rigid alloca-
tion of work to actors. The work schedule must conform to available
resources and their skills. Moreover, to ensure that each actor is able to
quickly start working and to complete pieces of work rapidly, work must
be distributed evenly. This also reduces the overall waiting time, which
is an important issue in disaster management. Additionally, each actor
should only have few tasks assigned at any point in time in order to
be able to reliably perform critical tasks, without being overburdened.
As conventional Business Process Management (BPM) tools do not fully
meet these requirements, we provide an additional layer to BPM tools,
the so-called Dynamic Resource Allocation (DRA) component.

Keywords: Dynamic resource allocation · Business process modelling ·
Dynamic workflows · Disaster management

1 Introduction

Dynamic workflows that are typically applied in disaster management require a
rather rigid allocation of work to actors compared to business processes in other
business domains. The work schedule must comply with the available resources,
skills of each individual actor (or emergency team member), and the number
of existing team members. Furthermore, it is especially important that work is
distributed evenly so that each team member can quickly start working and
is able to rapidly complete pieces of work. Thereby, the overall waiting time
is automatically reduced, which is the key element in disaster management. In
addition, at any time each team member has only assigned few tasks, which the
member is able to perform without being overstrained in order to ensure that
each task will be performed reliably.
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However, existing Business Process Management (BPM) tools do not realize
precisely these requirements. Most BPM tools offer static assignment of a task to
a user group at design time and at runtime the task is automatically instantiated
and assigned to each member of that group. Just one member of the group can
pick that task for processing, which means that the task is no longer visible to
the other group members. Only the member who has picked the task is allowed
to start, perform, and complete it.

In this paper, we address the special resource allocation requirements of
dynamic workflows in disaster management within our project called INDYCO
(Integrated Dynamic Decision Support System Component for Disaster Man-
agement Systems). Different aspects of the INDYCO project have already been
described in [1–3]. Now we propose a rigid actor assignment concept for dynamic
workflows by adapting an existing BPM tool.

The paper is organised as follows. In Sect. 2, we briefly describe the general
procedure of disaster management and discuss the current problem of resource
allocation in business process modelling languages in a general way. After pre-
senting some related work in Sect. 3, we elaborate on the requirements for
dynamic resource allocation in disaster management and provide our approach
for dynamically assigning actors to user tasks in Sect. 4. Section 5 evaluates the
suggested solution using a real scenario of a flood forecasting system. Finally,
we conclude the paper and show an outlook to future work in Sect. 6.

2 Preliminaries and Problem

2.1 General Procedure of Disaster Management

A Continuous Situation Awareness (CSA) component permanently analyses
actual sensor data and, if necessary, provides warnings to the corresponding deci-
sion makers (see [2]). The decision makers can approve these warnings under
inclusion of weather prediction or geographical data. Thereupon, a dynamic
workflow system is triggered with the following demands: In the graphical user
interface (GUI) of the related operation controllers all team members are dis-
played and when a process is executed, additionally, all tasks of this process are
illustrated in the GUI. The operation controllers can then assign the related team
member to each task by drag and drop. As a consequence, the assigned member
can see the task instance on their mobile device when the task is instantiated,
i.e. when process control reaches that task.

2.2 Common Approach to Actor Assignment

We discuss the ineligibility of the common approach for assigning actors to user
tasks in dynamic workflows by using the widespread modelling language Business
Process Model and Notation (BPMN) [4] as an example.

A BPMN process model basically consists of different flow elements, such as
start and end event nodes, diverging and converging gateways, and activity (task
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or sub-process) nodes. Task nodes (or tasks) are nodes where an indivisible piece
of work has to be performed by a single process participant. BPMN distinguishes
between different task types (i.e. manual task, service task, user task, script task,
send task, receive task, and business rule task), but for the assignment of actors
in this work only user tasks are relevant. BPMN provides a further concept
of swimlanes, including the elements Pool and Lane, which could be relevant
for actor assignment. A pool is not intended for the assignment of an actor or
a group of actors to a user task. However, the lane concept can be used for
group assignment (“Lanes are often used for such things as internal roles (e.g.,
Manager, Associate)” [4, p. 305]).

We forgo a deeper introduction to BPMN as mainly user tasks and lanes are
relevant for our purpose and refer to [4] for further details.

The assignment of actors to user tasks in BPMN is done statically at design
time by (i) either setting the property resources of a user task (inherited from
the base class Activity), which provides the possibility to define particular actors
or groups of actors that are allowed to perform an instance of this task node or
by (ii) modelling a pool that contains one or more lanes representing the groups/
roles that are allowed to process the included user tasks. Furthermore, BPMN
defines the instance attribute actualOwner for user tasks, which represents the
actor that picked the task instance for execution at runtime.

In many cases, the possibilities of BPMN for actor assignment may be suffi-
cient but not for special domains such as disaster management, where we need
to dynamically assign a task to one particular actor. Thus, using the static
assignment possibilities is ineligible or can be even dangerous when handling
safety-critical situations, because in an organisation a lot of business process
models exist and over time the roles as well as the employees change. For each
modification of the roles, all business processes must be reviewed and adapted to
the new roles. The static assignment of a task to only a certain actor is anyway
dangerous because the process would wait infinitely in case of unavailability of
this actor, e.g. when the actor is on vacation or has changed their job.

3 Related Work

Several theoretical approaches discuss the problem of dynamic resource allo-
cation, however, most of them address this issue with the goal of optimizing
resource allocations in different domains, e.g. [5,6]. Further approaches in the
domain of business process and workflow management suggest, for example, a
general approach for actor modelling in business processes [7] that supports dif-
ferent layers of abstraction to increase expressiveness or propose the addition
of a team concept to today’s workflow management systems [8]. However, they
do not meet the requirements for reliable execution of safety-critical tasks in
disaster management and are not integrated in existing BPM software as well.

Although there are some concrete approaches towards dynamic assignment
of actors in business processes, these approaches are also not sufficient for our
purpose. For example, some BPM tools [9,10] provide the opportunity to dynam-
ically assign actors to task instances by using process variables, which are defined
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at design time and set at runtime. However, since process variables belong to
the entire process instance and an activity (task) does not have own variables,
this does not meet our requirements for a reliable resource allocation approach
suitable for disaster management. A similar concept is used in [11] but provides
a special performer data field/parameter.

In [12] input and output data associations are used instead of process vari-
ables, which are also defined at design time.

A further BPM tool [13] provides so-called actor filters, which have to be
implemented and deployed with the process. At runtime an assigned task can be
released and later be assigned to another actor by using the actor filter. However,
after having been released, the task is handled as a pending task that is seen by
all group members, which does not comply with our requirements.

Another possibility is presented in [10] by defining two properties activ-
iti:assignee and activiti:candidateUsers, which are also set at design time. How-
ever, this only provides an opportunity to limit the members for whom a task is
visible but does not offer a particular dynamic assignment as we need it.

In [14] a group/role is not statically assigned to a task in a process model
but a mapping of roles to business activities is defined and applied at runtime.
Nevertheless, this mapping is also static and refers to defined groups of users,
thus providing no support for assigning a particular actor to a task.

4 Dynamic Actor-to-User Task Assignment Approach

One of the responsibilities in the INDYCO project to realize a dynamic decision
support component for disaster management systems was to develop a rigid
actor assignment method for demonstrating dynamic workflows. Our envisioned
dynamic workflow system allows to dynamically adapt workflows by using the so-
called mini story concept. A mini story is a semantically logical unit for complex
workflow construction, modelled in BPMN (see [15]).

As we can see from the problem description and related work, a more flexible
assignment approach for actors to user tasks is necessary for dynamic workflows,
preferably one that can be done at runtime, referring to the instance of a certain
task and not to the static task node in the business process model. Furthermore,
the process engine, which is responsible for executing business processes with
all their tasks, has to be designed for this requirement. Normally, the process
engine offers an enabled user task instance to all actors belonging to the group
that was statically assigned to that user task node in the process model. One of
these actors can pick the task instance for execution, whereby this task instance
is no longer visible to the other actors of the group. When the executing actor
completes work on the task instance, the process engine changes its state to
completed and in turn provides instance(s) of the subsequent task(s) of the
process model to appropriate actors.

Based on our requirements, the question rose whether we should implement
our own process engine, which is naturally able to handle dynamic actor assign-
ment to user tasks, or if we should adapt an existing one. Apart from insufficient
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resources and lack of time for an own implementation, we decided to select one
of a variety of existing process engines, offering the advantage that an existing
process engine is already tested and widely used, and thus less error-prone than
a new implementation would be. Another persuasive criterion was that dynamic
actor assignment to user tasks is our only missing requirement of existing process
engines, and this feature can be added with acceptable effort.

For our solution, we use the JBoss application server (version 7.1.1 final)
(jBPM) for demonstrating dynamic workflows. However, the following discussion
can also be applied to other BPM software, especially process engines which
mainly provide static actor assignment to user tasks.

In disaster management, a task should be assigned to a particular actor
that is actually available, because the actor has to start working immediately.
Furthermore, the operation controllers will only allocate one or few tasks at a
certain time to an emergency team member, which the member can perform
promptly to not hinder the process flow. Otherwise, when each task is sent to
all persons in a certain group, the team members would be confused about the
plenty of tasks on their mobile devices and might hesitate to pick one of them.
Furthermore, user task assignments in the area of disaster management are in
principle rather fixed (to individual and available resources).

The opportunity to dynamically assign an actor to a task provided by JBoss
and other BPM software [9,10] is to define a process variable for each process
model at design time and to get or set this variable at runtime. For example,
we can set this variable for each process instance to a certain actor (performer)
of one task, but whenever we reset the process variable to another actor, who is
intended to perform another task, the previous value is lost.

To our application logic, which uses the jBPM process engine, we now add an
additional layer, the so-called Dynamic Resource Allocation (DRA) component
(see Fig. 1), which is responsible for the (i) starting of mini stories, selected by
decision makers, (ii) dynamic actor assignment, and (iii) completion of finished
task instances. Whenever a decision maker approves a received warning, he/she
can start several predefined mini stories to react to this warning, whereupon
our DRA component instructs the process engine to start those mini stories.
As a result, new process instances are created and executed. Each mini story is
assigned to a particular emergency team, whose team leader can now dynamically
assign a task of this process instance to a specific emergency team member, who
has to perform this very task (see also Sect. 5). This assignment of an actor to a
task is stored in a database. As at this point in time the tasks of the process are
not yet instantiated, the assignment is to a certain extent static but dynamic
to the running process instance. For this reason, we need to know, which tasks
belong to which mini story and, therefore, have to also store this information.

During process execution, the task service, a part of the process engine,
always delivers new instances of those tasks which are reached by the process
control. The DRA component checks whether an actor is already assigned to
those tasks and, if so, delivers the tasks to the Middleware, which in turn delivers
them to the assigned emergency team member’s mobile device. To guarantee
correct process execution, we also force the process engine to start each task.
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Fig. 1. Architecture overview

Finally, an emergency team member can complete an assigned task when
all required work is done, which leads to setting the corresponding state of the
task in the database. Thereupon, the DRA component forces the process engine
to complete this task and the process execution provides the next task(s) of
the mini story to be performed. Again, the DRA component delivers the task
instance(s) until the process instance reaches its end.

5 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate our solution for dynamic actor assignment to tasks.
For that purpose we use the prototypical flood forecasting system for small
catchment areas, which is able to dynamically and rapidly react to changing
situations (with regard to the general procedure of disaster management). This
prototype, which involves a real scenario, has successfully been evaluated at the
Upper Austrian firefighters association within a demonstration.

As an example we provide the mini story Dam Protection/Recovery, which
is illustrated in Fig. 2. The example depicts that a mini story is an own business
process model (comprising only few activities, gateways, and events), which is
a semantically logical unit, intended to define one specific measure that can be
considered under certain circumstances, in our case in disaster management. The
mini story describes the actions, which must be performed for protection and
recovery of dams. Whenever the decision makers decide to take the measure, an
instance of that mini story will be created and started.

The GUI presents all measures (the started mini stories), which were taken
by the decision makers (see left side of Fig. 3). Each mini story can either be
collapsed or expanded; in the expanded view, all tasks of that mini story are
shown. Furthermore, in the GUI of the related operation controllers, all members
of the assigned emergency team are displayed (see right side of Fig. 3). The
operation controllers can assign a related team member to a task by drag and
drop, whereby the colour of the actor icon next to the task changes (cf. Fig. 3).
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Fig. 2. Example of a mini story (Dam protection/Recovery)

Fig. 3. Dynamic Actor Assignment

All in all, the demonstration at the Upper Austrian firefighters association
showed that yet sensitive domains like disaster management can be supported by
software systems and that the graphical presentation is able to support decision
makers and give significant information to emergency team leaders (see [2]).

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we discussed the problem concerning dynamic resource allocation
in general and in particular in existing BPM tools, whereby our attention focused
on dynamic workflows in disaster management. We pointed out that existing
BPM tools do not meet the requirements of rigid actor assignment in this domain.

By proposing an additional layer to existing BPM tools we enabled dynamic
actor-to-user task assignment and showed how this extension can be imple-
mented. Our solution suggests to include additional database tables, configure
the BPM tool with available actors, use general role names (which are not likely
to change over years), and implement the logic that a task instance may only be
propagated when an available and authorized actor has been assigned.

The entire prototype was successfully evaluated within a demonstration at
the Upper Austrian firefighters association. The proposed solution now enables
fire brigade related information being built from data and supports decision
makers and emergency team leaders in dynamically allocating significant tasks.
In particular, the demonstration pointed out that even such sensitive areas as
disaster management can be supported by software systems using the proposed
rigid actor assignment in dynamic workflows.
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Abstract. Resource booking (the act of reserving of resources in advance) is an
important component of planning-related activities. Typically, this is managed
by a Booking Management System (BMS) which aims at controlling the access
of people to resources at a specified future time. However, an issue common to
BMSs is that they are typically modelled and developed to tightly fit the require‐
ments of some specific contexts (use cases). This can lead to lack of reusability
of existing BMSs. To address this issue, we propose a set of basic and generic
components of BMSs, as well as how these components can be flexibly modelled
to satisfy different booking contexts. Such components include resources, book‐
ings, booking constraints, booking workflows, time. We believe that the consid‐
eration of these components by developers can lead to implementation of reusable
BMSs for organizations whose requirements are not yet satisfied in existing
BMSs.

Keywords: Resource booking · Resource scheduling · Reservation

1 Introduction

Booking, which is the act of reserving resources in advance, is an important component
of planning-related activities [1]. These activities vary from simple activities involving
the maintenance of personal schedules to the much more complex inventory and supply
chain management in Enterprise Resource Planning activities. In some organizations
e.g., airlines, hotels, rental services (cars, video, sport facilities, etc. rentals), logistics
companies, resource booking constitutes a critical component of the business model.

Typically, bookings are managed by a Bookings Management System (BMS), which
aims at controlling the access of people to scarce resources at a specified future time
interval. Lately, online BMS are increasingly being adopted by organizations and used
by people due to their easiness, efficiency, availability and cost effectiveness [2]. Due
to the pervasive nature of booking related activities, several BMSs have emerged.
However, a common issue with existing BMSs is that they are typically designed to
meet the requirements of some specific context. Such a context may be a specific scenario
or use case of an organization or professional discipline. Consequently, there exist many
BMSs, all of which have similar functionality which are inflexible and not reusable
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outside the exact context for which they were developed. For instance, a typical room-
booking BMS is not reusable for laboratory equipment booking, although their basic
functionality needed is relatively the same. This large diversity of related, yet not easily
reusable BMSs can be attributed to the following reasons:

– Inflexible modelling of resources, booking period, booking constraints etc. For
instance, a “car” BMS may not be re-usable as a “playground” BMS because its
resource type is rigidly set to cars in the application. Similarly, some BMSs assume
that the booking time granularity is in hours, while others assume days.

– Some BMSs are not reused in some contexts because they do not provide the neces‐
sary booking functionalities required within those other booking contexts.

– A lot of the non-booking related functionalities in some BMSs can modify the core
booking functionality to an extent that makes it un-reusable in contexts other than
the one for which it was originally designed. For instance, a library BMS may have
several other institution-specific components to which it is tightly coupled, and which
influences how the BMS is designed.

As a result, there is usually the duplication of BMS development efforts across
organizations even if the differences in booking requirements are minor. Although,
existing BMSs can satisfy a large number of booking requirements, they cannot satisfy
all foreseeable requirements in all booking contexts. Hence, to address the reusability
issue, we believe there is a need to identify a set of core components of BMSs, and model
them in a way such that they can be easily and flexibly re-used in different booking
contexts. To satisfy this objective, we believe BMSs need to be designed to be

– Generic i.e. independent of any specific booking context
– Configurable to satisfy the simple requirements of the several booking contexts,

without the need for any additional software development task.
– Extendable with additional functionality to address complex context specific require‐

ments

The fundamental purpose of this paper, therefore, is to identify and compile the set
of key components of a generic BMS, together with inter-relationship of these compiled
set of components. To the best of our knowledge, there has not been really strong
research effort along the direction of building such a generic BMS. Our aim is not to
specify implementation decisions or procedure. Instead, it is more about what should be
considered in the implementation of generic BMS and leaves the “how to do it” to the
implementers.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows- in Sect. 2, we present our moti‐
vation as well as the requirements we used in compiling the components of our proposed
BMS. In Sect. 3, we review related works, and in Sect. 4, we highlight the components
of proposed BMS. The implementation of the BMS is discussed in Sect. 5 and in
Sect. 6, we present the conclusion.
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2 Motivation and Requirements

Our work was initially motivated by the need of some research projects to have a generic
platform for managing the access to the resources used for data collection. One of such
projects is the Biodiversity Exploratories (BE) – a research project which studies rela‐
tionship between land use, ecosystem processes and biodiversity in different areas in
Germany. Example of the type of resources managed within this project includes plot
areas, bedrooms, beds, experiments, laboratory, cars, nets, ploughs, binoculars, labora‐
tory refrigerators, books, and several other data collection equipment. Some of these
resources have constraints (e.g. resource dependencies) that needs to be satisfied at
booking time, while some others have a set of booking steps (workflow) that should be
followed before their booking is approved. Similarly, different types of resources have
different properties (e.g. resource “car” can have “brand name” property, while resource
“plot” may have “location” property), and these resources should be discoverable based
on their properties. In addition, different resources can have different booking time
granularity i.e. the minimum period for which they can be booked. For example, some
resources are bookable on daily basis, while some other resources are bookable on hourly
basis. Furthermore, the functionalities of the BMS exposed to a system user (e.g. creating
or deleting a resource, making a booking, approving a booking, viewing the resource
booking schedule) should also be based on the rights of the user in the system. Another
key requirement of the BE project is that all these resources should be managed within
a single application framework, irrespective of the resource’s peculiarities. Other
requirements relates to the resource allocation algorithm (i.e. how booking approval
decision is made) specification, booking event (set of booking made for a purpose)
management, etc.

Based on the above requirements as well as the requirements collected in the review
of related works (see Sect. 3), we recognize that the over-arching requirement of a
generic BMS the flexibility of the application with respect to the definition and usage
of the basic BMS components (e.g. resource, booking, booking workflow, time, booking
constraints).

3 Related Works

Several BMSs are developed to satisfy the requirements of the specific context in which
they are developed. In this section, we review relevant BMSs with respect to the
different booking requirements they try to satisfy, and how they address the problem
of reusability.

According to [4], BMS should be able to store, publish and update the dynamic
resource availability and prices, and additionally provide the users with a regular reser‐
vation process. In [5], 21 hotel reservation management systems are compared based on
functional and usability based booking requirements in the hotel industry. Such require‐
ments include booking handling, price control, payment handling, website design, user
friendliness etc. Similarly, [6] evaluated 10 restaurant table reservation systems based
on 25 criteria including ease of use, price management, auto confirmation of booking,
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statistics reporting functionally, personalization functionality, picture upload function‐
ality etc. Likewise, [7] compared around 50 class/course booking systems based on
functionalities such as event scheduling, course management and editing, and exami‐
nation registration functionality. Furthermore, [8] reviewed different systems for
booking remote laboratories, e.g., WebLab, NetLab, LiLa, iLab, with respect to func‐
tionalities such as ticketing, accommodation management, tours and events, group
check-in, reporting etc.

Furthermore, the functional requirements of BMSs for some specific use cases have
been highlighted in some papers. Some of these functional requirements vary from very
detailed, to broach over-arching, to abstract specifications. For a staff appointment
scheduling system, functionalities for reporting, security, reminders, access are required
according to [1]. In [9], requirements such as management of user, reservations, dynamic
pricing, inventory, availability, personalization etc., are specified for a hotel reservation
application. Similarly, [10] specified functionalities for managing user access, consul‐
tation with lecturers, appointment, calendar module, report module in a web-based
appointment management system.

Overall, the reviewed BMSs are developed to satisfy the requirements based in some
given contexts. However, they all share the basic functionality of reserving access to
resources at a future time based on business rules, workflow or algorithms.

To address the problem of interoperability and re-usability of reservation systems,
[11] opined that such system needs to be modular. Hence, [12, 13] proposed the use of
service oriented architecture (SOA). The main functionalities provided in [12] include
user, resource and reservation administration, while [13] focus on providing function‐
alities for planning, searching and reserving resources. However, other functionalities
such as constraints, booking workflow etc. are needed in order to have a minimally useful
BMS. Besides, setting up such a SOA-based systems is complex.

[12, 14] highlight a generic resource booking process that contains components such
as resource time and capacity querying, resource offering, resource selection, resource
reservation, resource acceptance and resource booking. Similarly, [14] highlight the
modules in generic BMS architecture. This includes modules for reservation manage‐
ment, resource characteristics management, notification component, user management,
and announcement system.

4 Components of the Proposed BMS

An overview of the major components of our proposed BMS is shown in Fig. 1. These
are presented as a model based on using the UML specification. Each of our proposed
component is represented as a UML package (which is used to group classes, objects,
elements, etc. used in providing a particular functionality).

One of the central concepts in our model is the Resource package which is used for
creating, managing, and discovery of resources. Information such as quantity of
resources, booking granularity of a resource, grouping of resources are managed here
as well.
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The Resource package relies on the Resource Structure package to define the struc‐
ture and organization of the set of attributes of a set of resources in the Resource package.
To a certain extent, the Resource Structure can be viewed as the schema definition
package for the set of resources in the Resource package. Different Resource Structures
(schemas) can be defined for different types of resources and managed within the same
application framework. Every resource created in the Resource package is based on a
structure which is defined in the Resource Structure package. In order to facilitate
discovery, Resource Structures share attributes (e.g. “car” and “room” resource structure
can share attribute “color”). They also be able to inherit from one another e.g. a “class‐
room” resource structure can inherit from a “room” resource structure. These function‐
alities for managing the above described inheritance and sharing of attributes are
managed in the Resource Structure package as well.

Fig. 1. Overview of the major components of the proposed RBM

The Resource Book package is the container for different resource structures, as well
as the different types of information which is provided to, and shared within the BMS
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application. Such information may include news, information about the resource book
or some particular resource etc.

The set of constraints associated with booking a resource is managed in the Resource
Constraints package. The constraints are specified for the booking of some resources at
a particular period of time for some specific users. Constraints managed in the Resource
Constraints package can specify dependency between resources (i.e. which resources
should be booked with other resources), restriction on the reservation of some users at
a time, or the restriction on the quantity of a resource a user is allowed to book.

Based on the set of constraints on the resources, the booking of the resources is done
in the Booking package which manages the reservation of a resource to a user. The
booking process is also dependent on the Scheduling Algorithm package, which should
specify how to allocate the resources to satisfy the aim of the BMS providers (the
organization who is managing the resource booking using the BMS). The “first come,
first served” algorithm is typically used in many system.

Booking associates a resource (managed in the Resource package) to some person
(managed using the Users package) for a period of time (managed in the Time package).
The time package defines and manages different elements of time as they relate to
booking. These elements include time instant, time interval, units of time, unit conver‐
sion functionality, periodic time interval, etc. The Time package is also associated with
other packages such as Resource Constraints, Events, Booking Workflow, and Cost.
However, for the sake of clarity, the association is not depicted in Fig. 1.

The Event package can be used to manage booking event. In this paper, we define
event as a happening or occurrence which requires a set of bookings of some resources.
Therefore, the event can be considered as a container for a set of bookings that were
jointly made together for some specific tasks.

Similarly, associated with the Booking package is a Booking Workflow package, and
this manages the process of booking, the status of booking, as well as other information
associated with every booking status. In order to understand a booking workflow,
consider the use case where a user who wants to book a car need to first register his
interest in the car, after which the status of the booking changes to say “user has regis‐
tered interest”. Another personnel may later need to approve the booking, after which
the status of the booking status changes to say “booking approved”. This described
sample workflow can be defined and managed in the Booking Workflow Structure
package which is used to define the structure of the booking workflow. The booking
workflow structure is also associated with the resource to which it applies, and it is
instantiated into a resource workflow during the booking of the resource.

Furthermore, the Users package manages the users of the system. Tightly linked to
the Users package is the Security package which controls the users’ access and rights
to the components of the model. The association of the Security package to all the other
packages of our model is not shown in the diagram for the sake of clarity.

The Cost package provides the functionality for modeling and managing costs
(financial or otherwise) associated with resources and bookings at a particular time.
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5 Implementation and Deployment

As a first use-case, we have a prototype implementation of the core components of this
BMS model which will be used for the resource booking in the Biodiversity Explora‐
tories project (introduced in Sect. 1). There is an existing BMS application in this project,
which is inflexible, and not easily reusable, and this has been used for the project’s
resource booking management since 2007. Data collected in this existing project’s BMS
system is currently being used to test the compliance of our system with the BMS
requirements specified in Sect. 2.

We plan to provide our implementation of this BMS components as an independent
web application, and as a software library. This implementation work is done within the
context of the development of a research data management application called BExIS 2
(details available in [15]). This BMS application will be made available within this
framework under a GNU Lesser General Public License version 3.

6 Conclusion

Several BMSs have been developed for managing access to resources at a future time
interval; however, many of them have been modelled and developed to tightly fit the
requirements of some specific contexts (use cases). This can lead to lack of reusability
and duplication of modelling and development efforts as existing BMSs cannot satisfy
all foreseeable booking requirements in all booking contexts. To address this issue, we
compiled a list of the basic component of a generic BMS together with their associations.
These components include resource, booking, booking workflow, booking time period,
booking workflow, booking constraints.

For managing the configurability and flexibility of the basic BMS components for
different booking contexts, we also proposed other components such as the resource
structure, and the booking workflow structure component.

Furthermore, an application has been developed based on this model within the
BExIS 2 application framework, and it is being tested with booking data collected from
an existing BMS application used in the Biodiversity Exploratories project.

The objective of this paper is not to find one-size-fits-all BMS solution. Instead, it
is more about what should be considered in the implementation of generic BMS and
leaves the “how to do it” to the implementers.
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Abstract. The purpose of this study is to figure out to what extent organizations
are implementing the concept of strategic management. The research focus is on
the cloud based online accounting market. The importance of this study derives,
because there is a positive correlation between the application of strategic
management and economical success. As a fundamental model, the approach of
strategic management by Hans H. Hinterhuber will be used. To explore the degree
of implementation a qualitative content analysis was carried out. Furthermore a
tool for evaluation of the implementation was elaborated. The dimension product
strategy was added to the underlying approach. Important insights regarding the
implementation and the differences between start-ups and longer established
organizations derived. The result of this study is that the strategic management is
implemented to a mediocre degree. Furthermore, the study shows where the
deficits according to the implementation lie.

Keywords: Strategic management · Enterprise systems · Online accounting ·
Cloud computing · Start ups

1 Introduction

Cloud computing is one of the upcoming trends in the world of Information Technology
(IT) and the industry [1]. The popularity on this topic increases among organizations
and consumers. Therefore, there is no doubt that the hype about the cloud computing
trend will continue [2].

Characterizing for the cloud business are cost benefits and the easy usage [3, 4].
Thus, it is not surprising that software companies in the German, Austrian and Swiss
market offer and use cloud-based products. In 2009, 10 % of the organizations operating
in Germany, Austria and Switzerland counted cloud computing to their IT-Strategy [5].
Nowadays companies operating in Germany, Austria and Switzerland get 28.60 %
percent of all their IT services from the cloud [6]. According to Gartner cloud computing
is getting part of the mainstream adaption very soon [7].

In the German, Austrian and Swiss market of online accounting products the number
of organizations offering products in the cloud is increasing. While some organizations
still hold on to on premise solutions, others have already recognized the potential of the
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cloud business and its benefits. Innovations arise and new competitors still enter. Char‐
acterizing for this market is that start-ups and longer established organizations compete
against each other.

Especially the diversity of companies and the dynamic market conditions make the
exploration of strategies crucial. It is of high interest, if organizations with unequal
organizational structures implement the strategic management in a different way. There
is to find out, whether there is a difference in the application of strategic management
for start-ups and longer established organizations. Furthermore, the existence or non-
existence of differences in the implementation of the different components of strategic
management is essential for further studies. In general, the implementation of a sustain‐
able strategy process is very important for all type of organizations [8]. Therefore it is
more likely that an organization that follows a good strategy is continuously successful
[9]. Different studies even confirm a positive correlation between the application of
strategic management and economical success [10–12]. Start-ups and longer established
organizations have in common that one of their main goals is to gain economical success
for their survival. From this connection results the importance of a study that evaluates
the implementation of strategic management in the branch of online accounting soft‐
ware.

A substantial part of the published work on the topic business software deals with
implementation and post implementation issues of ERP software systems and the
purchase and buying process of IT [13–16]. Literature on online accounting software in
the cloud lacks so far. Research that links strategic management with the online
accounting market is for the most parts being ignored.

The aim of this work is to deliver an insight into the implementation of strategic
management of organizations operating in the cloud based online accounting market.
The work highlights the implementation of the different components of the strategic
management concept. Furthermore it determines the degree of operationalization of the
different strategic management components. It indicates if there are differences in the
implementation of strategic management between start-ups and longer established
organizations.

2 Theoretical Background: Strategic Management and the Online
Accounting Market

Online accounting software is dealing with all kind of accounting transactions. Examples
are trial balance, accounts payable, accounts receivable, general ledger or payroll [17].
It is continuously developed and extended. Add-ons as well as interfaces to other
programs are additional offers. Online accounting software is a type of Enterprise
Application (EA)-Software. Cloud based online accounting software has all the advan‐
tages of an on premise online accounting solution and combines it with the advantages
of cloud computing.

In the German, Austrian and Swiss market, 69.56 % (16 out of 23) of the organiza‐
tions offer modular online accounting solutions to their consumers. In contrast, 39.13 %
(9 out of 23) offer their cloud based online accounting product as part of an integrated
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overall solution. Two organizations offer both. Integrated overall solutions include other
business application software solutions in order to offer the complete package that is
necessary to run a business. Modular solutions are specified on just one or a few business
application software modules (Fig. 1).

Type of cloud based online accounting solution

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18

Integrated overall
solution

Modular solution

Number of products

Actindo ERP Suite Addison Cloud Billomat BmD Cloud
Collmex Comarch ERP Cloud Datev Unternehmen Online Easybill
Exact Online  e-conomic Fastbill FirstBill 
FORTNOX gSales lexoffice easySys
smallinvoice Microsoft Dynamics NAV Sage One SAP Business ByDesign
SalesKing SCOPEVISIO SilvERP Cloud

Fig. 1. Type of cloud based online accounting solutions [18]

There are two types of online accounting software products. One is developed for
the usage of organizations and the other one for the usage of tax advisors. As you can
see in Fig. 2, most of the companies in this market develop and offer software for organ‐
izations. Additionally the target market can be separated into company sizes. Most of
the products offered in the Online Accounting market are produced for small enterprises
or self-employed entrepreneurs. Only two of the products serve large enterprises and 13
of 23 products are satisfying the needs of the medium-sized enterprises. Generally, the
software solutions are produced for more than one target group. Mostly, solutions for
quotation/order/invoice, customer relationship management (CRM) or for enterprise
resource planning (ERP) are offered together within the accounting module. In contrast,
modules for payroll & salary accounting or production are exceptional. In most cases
they are not offered together with the accounting solution [18].

Characterising for the German, Austrian and Swiss market is that it is relatively
young. There are still organizations entering the market [19]. As mentioned, most of the
organizations are specialized on fulfilling the requirements of one or two of the
mentioned target groups. Another differentiation between the organizations offering
online accounting products is, that some base the development of their cloud software
on their before existing on premise solution. In contrast, Start-ups develop the software
without any basis solution. Therefore it is crucial to find out if there are any differences
in the implementation of strategic management of start-ups and longer established
organizations.

Generally, the strategic management concept focuses on all activities, as i.e. devel‐
opment, planning and implementation of a market-based organization. It involves the
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internal organization as well as the external stakeholders. Thereby it enables a holistic
view of the organization. In this study, the strategic management approach by Hinter‐
huber is used as basic concept. It is discussed in theory and tested in the practice [20, 21].

The strategic management approach by Hinterhuber explains the interrelationships
of the different components of an organization [9]. It describes how to manage them to
satisfy the strategic stakeholders. The approach consists of eight dimensions - corporate
vision, corporate politics and goals, strategies, action plans, structure and processes,
implementation, corporate culture and identity and strategic controlling – which are
influenced by the leaders to a holistic concept [9]. Gaining a holistic view of the organ‐
ization is very important. It enables the leaders to understand how the different compo‐
nents relate to each other and how the decisions which have been made in the different
parts of the organization influence each other. The aim of this approach is to harmonize
the different components to an overall strategic concept. Furthermore it should be devel‐
oped and adapted continuously to the changing external environment. A continuous
learning process works as a basis for this integrated management concept. Core task of
this stakeholder orientated approach is to gain sustainable long-term success. Hitt et al.
also mention the importance of the focus on sustainability [8]. As already mentioned,
different studies confirm a positive correlation between the application of strategic
management and economical success [10–12]. In how far organizations in the cloud
based online accounting market implement the different components of strategic
management, will be examined in this study (Fig. 3).

Most of the organizations in the respective market are one-product companies. As
this kind of companies focus on just one product instead of a wider product portfolio, it
can be assumed that the importance of the product strategy increases. Therefore, this
study includes the component product strategy into the model of Hinterhuber. This
makes it possible to examine the importance of the product strategy in the respective
market. For organizations offering a bundle of products, their cloud based online
accounting product was considered in this study. As in the software industry one-product

Target markets of cloud based online accounting
software according to sectors
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Fig. 2. Target markets of cloud based online accounting software [18]
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companies are very common, the results of this study are of high interest for the whole
industry [22].

3 Empirical Study on the Strategic Management in the Cloud Based
Online Accounting Market

A qualitative study is conducted. It examines how far the different components of the
strategic management concept by Hinterhuber are implemented. Insofar the online
accounting market is reviewed for its orientation towards sustainable long-term success.
The study concentrates on the implementation of the internal components of strategic
management that are relevant for success. In contrast to the outer components, they can
be directly influenced by the leaders. The outer part that contains the strategic stake‐
holders is not considered in this study. The product strategy is added to the approach
(Fig. 4).

Fig. 3. Strategic management approach by Hinterhuber [9]
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Fig. 4. Components of strategic management examined in the online accounting market [9]

23 organizations representing the online accounting market were asked to participate
in this study, partly orally on the CEBIT exhibition centre in Hannover and inn some
cases via email. The selection was based on predetermined criteria. Their belonging to
the German, Austrian and Swiss market and to the cloud based online accounting market
were the criteria for the selection. Additionally the position of the interview partner as
a senior executive and his expert knowledge on the theme were crucial for the selection
as a interview partner. The guideline based interviews contained 22 questions, 2 ques‐
tions for each component of the strategic management approach. The questions are partly
based on the questionnaire of a quantitative study by Piazolo et al. on implementation
of strategic management in franchise systems [23]. All of the questions align with the
strategic management concept by Hinterhuber [9].

7 out of 23 organizations took part at the interview. This represents a response rate
of 30.43 %. Five of them where conducted orally on the 16/03/2015 and the 17/3/2015
at the CeBIT trade exhibition in Hannover. Additionally, two interviews were held out
via Skype and telephone on the 27/04/2015 and the 12/05/2015. The interviews were
mainly recorded digitally and then transcribed. Two interviews where logged due to the
rejection of the interview recording by two parties.

Subsequently, the transcripts were evaluated according to the qualitative content
analysis method by Mayring [24]. Similar to the questions from the guideline the rele‐
vant passages were paraphrased. Afterwards 514 different ID-Items were coded and 11
categories where formed deductively with respect to the underlying theory. Only the
explicit responses of the interviewees have been taken into account.

The categories were additionally divided into 22 sub-categories, which are based on
the questions asked. Therefore, every sub-dimension of the strategic management
approach by Hinterhuber is equivalent to a sub-category that was deductively formed.
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Each category consists of two sub-categories. The deductively formed categories corre‐
spond to the dimensions of strategic management (Fig. 5).

Transcription
7 Interviews
21,009 words

Division
in sub- 

categories
22 sub-categories

Classification
of similarities
& differences

72 similarities &
443 differences

in ID-Items

Paraphrasing Coding
514 ID-Items 

Category
forming

11 categories

Elaboration
of the

evaluation
tool

81 criteria

Fig. 5. Methodology

Then, the ID-Items were classified by similarities and differences. In 72 cases, two
or more companies acted the same way. In 443 cases, the behavior of the organizations
was different.

Hereafter, the evaluation tool for the implementation of strategic management
according to Hinterhuber was elaborated. The evaluation tool consists of a criteria list
for each sub-category. The criteria are based on the approach by Hinterhuber. When
applying the evaluation tool it was reviewed, if the ID-Items confirm with the different
criteria. To which degree the organizations implement the concept of strategic manage‐
ment was evaluated in this study (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6. Categories, sub-categories and criteria
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Level of dimensions

Each dimension has the same influence on the degree of 
operationalization of strategic management:   

N1= 100 % / 11 = 9.09 %

Degree of operationalization of strategic management

Level of sub-categories

Each sub category has the same influence on the level of dimensions: 

N4 = 100 % / 2 = 50 %

Each sub category has the same influence on the level of strategic   
management:

N2= 9.09 % / 2 = 4.55 % 

Level of criteria

Each criterion has the same influence on the level of sub-categories:    

N5 = 100 % / X3 =

Each criterion has the same influence on the level of strategic  
management:

N3 = 4.55 % / X3 =

Fig. 7. Influence of each criterion on the degree of operationalization [18]

Each dimension has an influence of 9.09 % on the degree of implementation of the
strategic management concept. The different sub-categories have an influence of 4.55 %
on the overall degree of strategic management. The influence of each criterion varies
according to the number of criteria in one sub-category.
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4 Findings: Degree of Operationalization of Strategic Management

The degree of operationalization of the different dimensions of the strategic management
concept is composed of the means of the two sub-categories of each dimension. For the
overall degree of the strategic management the dimensions are rated equally. The degree
of operationalization is presented on a scale of 0 - 100 %. Fulfilling 100 % means a full
operationalization of strategic management. On the other hand, 0 % means that the
operationalization of strategic management is not considered according to the approach
of Hinterhuber (Fig. 7).

Generally companies in the industry of online accounting software in the cloud apply
the elements of strategic management to a mediocre degree of 68.30 %. But there are
still big differences between the different elements. As you can see in Fig. 8, the elements
product strategy, strategic controlling, corporate strategy and organization on average
score well and have a degree of operationalization of at least 75 %. The product strategy
is operationalized higher that the other dimensions with a degree of 92.86 %. Therefore,
it can be assumed, that the organizations in the online accounting market find this
dimension to be very important. In opposition the elements processes and plans for
action score low. The value of these components is below 50 % and points out the
deficiencies in the application of the strategic management approach for organizations
offering online accounting products in the cloud.

Strategic Management - Degree of operationalization
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Fig. 8. Degree of operationalization [18]

The degree of operationalization of strategic management of the different companies
varies between 57,84 % and 84,85 % as you can see in Fig. 9. The organizations A to F
have a degree of operationalization of up to 70 % and just organization G scores high
with a degree of 84,85 %. Especially organization D with a degree of 57,84 % has high
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deficiencies in the implementation of the strategic management approach, as well as
organization C with a degree of 63,18 %.

The start-ups in this group, Organizations A and F, operationalize the strategic
management approach to a degree of 69.92 % and 70 %. Most of the longer established
organizations operationalize the strategic management to a lower degree. Just organi‐
zation G stands out. It operationalizes the strategic management to a degree of 84,85 %.
There is no significant difference in the application of strategic management between
start-ups and longer established organizations and no trend into one direction.

Strategic Management - Degree of operationalization of 
the different organizations

70.00%

65.68%
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Organization E

Organization F
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Fig. 9. Degree of operationalization of the different organizations [18]
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Fig. 10. Degree of operationalization of start-ups and longer established organizations
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When considering the different components of strategic management high differ‐
ences between start-ups and longer established organizations occur in the elements
leadership, corporate culture, organization, plans for action, product strategy and corpo‐
rate vision. As you can see in Fig. 10, the degree of operationalization varies about 10 %
or more. The components implementation and corporate politics are operationalized to
a similar degree in start-ups and longer established organizations. Longer established
organizations have their focus on the product strategy, strategic controlling and the
corporate strategy. Start-ups focus on the product strategy, strategic controlling, organ‐
ization and the corporate vision.

When explicitly considering the two start-ups in this study it is outstanding that the
individual companies vary significantly in their application of the different components.
As you can see in Fig. 11, just in the components processes (43,34 %) and the product
strategy (100 %) a consistent application can be seen.

Degree of operationalization of start-ups
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Corporate politics

Corporate strategy

Product strategy

Plans for action 

Organization 
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Implementation

Corporate culture

Strategic controlling

Leadership

Organization A Organization F

Fig. 11. Degree of operationalization of start-ups

For longer established organizations a consistent application can be seen in the
component product strategy and corporate strategy. For the other components of stra‐
tegic management the application varies significantly according to the individual compa‐
nies. Therefore, each organization implements strategic management components in a
different way. There is no consistent pattern for the implementation (Fig. 12).

Therefore it is not proven, that start-ups and longer established organizations imple‐
ment the different components of strategic management significantly different. Start-ups
and longer established organizations don’t follow a special trend.
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Fig. 12. Degree of operationalization of longer established organizations

5 Conclusion

Based on the data evaluation the organizations operating in the online accounting market
apply the elements of strategic management to a mediocre degree. Their orientation
towards sustainable long-term success is still extendable. The components product
strategy, strategic controlling, corporate strategy and organization are implemented to
a high degree. The product strategy is operationalized higher than all the other elements.
Therefore, it can be assumed, that the organizations in the online accounting market find
this dimension to be very important. Deficits are in the elements processes, plans for
action and corporate culture. The implementation doesn’t differ significantly for start-
ups and longer established organizations.

5.1 Theoretical Implications and Limitations of the Study

The study shows that the method regarding the evaluation of the implementation of the
elements of strategic management is appropriate. The degree of operationalization and
furthermore deep insights into the extent of the implementation could be detected. A
comparative study should confirm this. However, only two subcategories of each
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dimension were considered. Therefore it is recommended to conduct a more compre‐
hensive study that considers further sub-dimensions. Additionally the study should be
extended to other industries. A further implication is to elaborate a uniform evaluation
tool. This study is based on a qualitative research, while a study on the implementation
of strategic management for franchise systems [23] is based on a quantitative research.
A uniform evaluation tool would make the results of different studies comparable. As
the product strategy has been operationalized to a high degree, the appearance as own
dimension in the market online accounting has proven to be right. It seems to be of high
importance for this market. Nonetheless, an additional study should confirm the appear‐
ance of the product strategy as an own dimension by considering it more in detail.

5.2 Managerial Implications

As already mentioned, the deficits are in the dimensions processes, plans for action and
corporate culture, as they score lowest. The managerial implications result from
analyzing the evaluation tool.

In the dimension processes the management should consider process optimization
as a clear goal of the executive board. Furthermore, the top management should imple‐
ment a process owner. Additionally, the elaboration of a success-orientated controlling
and incentive system helps to obtain process optimization.

An implication for the top-management in the component plans for action is to
encourage the heads of functional areas and the managers to work together on the plans
for action. The responsibility of the plans for action is meant to be on the managers who
have elaborated them.

Furthermore, the top management can align their corporate culture to the strategic
management approach by sharing stories and myths about key figures. The elaboration
of a leadership mission statement is recommended for the organizations lacking one.
Additionally the top management should communicate the mission statement of the
organization during job interviews.

The question if the online accounting market stands out positively from other
branches according to its implementation of strategic management remains unanswered.
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Abstract. This paper summarizes the results of a quantitative survey on the
Austrian market of enterprise resource planning systems (ERP systems). In
contrast to most other market reports this study gathered data from companies
independently from ERP vendors and with a strong sample size. The sample size
allows analyses regarding company size, region and sector. Additionally, special
attention is given to implementation consultancies. The results show that the
market shares differ from other European or global analyses. The information
generated and market research carried out helps both, solution providers and
companies in their strategic decision making process regarding target groups and
ERP systems evaluations.

Keywords: ERP system � Market study � Implementation consultancy �
Microsoft � SAP � Oracle � System evaluation

1 Introduction

The common answer to the question “Which is the most frequently used or imple-
mented ERP system?” is “SAP”. The stated question lacks a lot of specification from a
researcher´s point of view. A diligent researcher would at least specify the geographical
scope of the question: “Which is the most common ERP system globally or e.g. in a
certain region or e.g. in a specific branch?” Additionally, who is actually interested in
an answer to those questions? The information on the biggest ERP solution provider in
a specific geographic location or business sector may be interesting to the system
vendors themselves in order to satisfy their own and their stakeholders demand for data
on market shares, potentials and expected future revenues. For enterprises considering
an ERP implementation that information is also relevant however, the more details are
available the more profound is the influence for a later decision making process. In this
paper we will discuss why information on the market shares can be of relevance to
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companies that plan to choose and implement a new ERP system and which level of
detail of that information is required to create value in the evaluation process.

A huge amount of aspects have to be considered when selecting a “new” ERP
system. The most important ones of course are the functionalities and modules of the
solution itself and if it can actually cover the processes of the company to a necessary
degree. Additionally experts recommend to consider cost and budget, service and
support, technical criteria, scalability, performance, compatibility, portability, usability,
market position, implementation methodology and references [1–4].

One aspect that is rarely explicitly stated is the question if a system is very common
for companies of a certain industry, or of a certain size. However, this is one aspect that
nearly always plays a major role as companies will gather information on which
systems are used by the competitors. If this will affect the decision in favour of the most
common system used by competitors (“if they use it, it must be good for our industry”)
or in the opposite direction (“if we want to be better we cannot use the same system”) is
not part of this paper.

Reliable information on market shares however is hard to find. Coming back to the
opening question “What is the most frequently used or implemented ERP system for a
certain industry in a certain country” the answer will very much depend on who you
ask. If you enter the search term “most common ERP {country} {industry}” into www.
google.com you will find differing results for nearly any combination of search terms.
Usually the most successful players in a certain market, where market can be deter-
mined geographically, by industry or by size of the companies implementing the
system, will all find a loop hole to justify the claim “XY is the most common choice for
{small, medium, large} companies in the {finance, construction, …} industry” [5]. But
can you really trust and rely on these statements? We do not intent to imply lying on
purpose to anyone. However, all ERP providers do have their own and eligible interest
in promoting their strength and maybe keep quiet about possible weaknesses or rela-
tivization. This implies that one should look for independent market studies, as they
will provide more objective data [6, 7].

2 Purpose of this Study

The majority of market studies [8–10] in the field of ERP systems takes the system
vendors or their reference customers as an entry point to deduct information. Its either
revenues, amount of clients or amount of end-users which are most frequently used to
determine the market share of each vendor. Each of those approaches has its advantage
over other approaches for a certain purpose. However they all rely on data provided by
system vendors who possibly have an interest in exaggeration or interpreting in their
own favour. This again leads to results that might be influenced by certain interests of
system vendors as they are providing the data for the studies.

This is the reason why we gathered data from the companies who have a system
implemented. We believe that there is a lower risk for collecting wrong or biased
information, as there is no purpose for companies to give false statements about the
system they use. However we are aware that it is unlikely to be able to gather all data of
the population, even not for a small investigated market. By gathering data from
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random companies in Austria we aim to provide a reliable overview on the Aus-
trian ERP market and answer following research questions:

1. Which ERP systems are most frequently used in companies
a. of a certain sector?
b. of a certain size (amount of employees)?
c. in a certain state?

2. Which implementation consultancies are most frequently active for companies
a. of a certain sector?
b. of a certain size (amount of employees)?
c. in a certain state?
d. implementing a specific ERP system?

3 Data Collection

To fulfil our approach in collecting data from random companies in Austria we took a
random sample of 4,370 of a total of 502,159 companies listed at the “WKO Firmen
A-Z” [11]. Companies with less than 2 employees were excluded from the interviews.
A total of 3,582 companies participated in the survey. 788 companies were contacted
but were not willing to answer the questions of the survey. Taking a confidence level of
5.00 % and confidence interval of 99.00 % for a representative market study under
consideration a minimum of 663 participating companies would be needed. Due to the
high number of ERP solutions on the market the survey was conducted with a sig-
nificant higher number of participants to raise the representativity of the study. The data
collection was conducted by telephone interviews following a structured questionnaire.
The focus was clearly on a high quantity of participants but a low amount of queried
items.

The classification and sectors as mentioned in Table 1 were deducted referring to
ÖNACE 2008 [12] which itself is based on the European ”Nomenclature européenne
des activités économiques“(NACE) but extended to cover all Austrian specifications.
ÖNACE has 615 classes in 88 sections which were reduced by the authors to the
remaining 59 categories. The data collection took place from March to August 2014.

Table 1. Items of the survey

Item Type Options

Location of the company closed 9 Austrian states
Amount of employees open
Sector closed service, trade, industry, public sector
Sector in detail closed 59 categories
ERP system in use open
ERP system vendor open
Implementation consultancy open
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4 Sample Descriptions

3,582 companies of the 4,370 contacted ones were willing to answer the questions on
the phone. As Fig. 1 illustrates, the sample represents the geographical distribution of
companies by Austrian states quite well. The geographical distribution of companies in
Austria was derived from [11].

The same cannot be claimed concerning the size of companies (employees).
A significant difference in the distribution of the amount of employees of participating
companies compared to the actual one can be observed. Especially the category of 2-9
employees is underrepresented in our sample. Small companies might be generally less
represented in the WKO data base. All other categories are overrepresented (Fig. 2).

As Fig. 3 illustrates about half of the participating companies are active in the
industrial sector, followed by companies of the sectors “trade” and “services”. Only
less than 2 percent are active in the public sector.

During the interviews 140 different ERP systems were mentioned, of which the 15
most frequent ones are listed in Table 2. Unless the fact that MS Excel is not an ERP
system by definition, it is listed since a high amount of interviewees replied MS Excel.
The 15 most common systems in use cover a total of 65.64 % of interviewed
companies.

From the statistics it is evident that not a single one or a few ERP systems dominate
the Austrian market. The ERP market in Austria is divided among many providers.
This applies particularly to 125 providers which share a third of the market.

Fig. 1. Geographic distribution of companies: actual [11] (inner) and sample (outer; n = 3,582)
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Table 3 indicates most frequent system vendors. The total coverage is even higher
compared to the observation in Table 1 with 71.37 %. Would MS Excel and the related
companies be excluded from the analysis, SAP Österreich GmbH would rank as first
with 17.16 % followed by Microsoft Österreich GmbH with 11.03 % (Table 4).

Fig. 2. Size of companies (employees): actual [11] (inner) and sample (outer; n = 2,582)

Fig. 3. Participants by sector (n = 3,582)
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The analysis of implementation consultancies shows a much more heterogeneous
image. The 15 most common implementation consultancies among the 116 in total
only cover 26.18 % of the observed market.

The providers SAP Austria GmbH and Microsoft Austria GmbH occur with
exceptions not as implementation consultancies in the market. The question regarding
the implementation consultancies could not be answered by some of the interviewees.

Table 2. ERP systems in use: 140 in total; 15 most frequent ones listed

Rank ERP system Freq. Percent Cum.

1 MS Excel 627 17.50 % 17.50 %
2 SAP ERP 459 12.81 % 30.31 %
3 MS Dynamics NAV 213 5.95 % 36.26 %
4 NTCS 200 5.58 % 41.84 %
5 proAlpha 114 3.18 % 45.02 %
6 MS Dynamics AX 113 3.15 % 48.17 %
7 ORLANDO 112 3.13 % 51.30 %
8 rs2 80 2.23 % 53.53 %
9 Comtech Software 75 2.09 % 55.62 %
10 Win1A 70 1.95 % 57.57 %
11 TradeControl 69 1.93 % 59.50 %
12 abas ERP 57 1.59 % 61.09 %
13 Best*Line 57 1.59 % 62.68 %
14 BüroWare 53 1.48 % 64.16 %
15 Infor M3 53 1.48 % 65.64 %

Table 3. System vendors: 115 in total; 15 most frequent including Excel

Rank System vendor Freq. Percent Cum.

1 Microsoft Österreich GmbH 953 26.61 % 26.61 %
2 SAP Österreich GmbH 507 14.15 % 40.76 %
3 BMD SYSTEMHAUS GMBH 200 5.58 % 46.34 %
4 Infor Global Solutions GmbH 119 3.32 % 49.66 %
5 proALPHA Software Austria GesmbH 114 3.18 % 52.84 %
6 CPS Radlherr GmbH 112 3.13 % 55.97 %
7 Ramsauer & Stürmer Software GmbH 80 2.23 % 58.20 %
8 Comtech EDV-Organisations Gesellschaft 75 2.09 % 60.29 %
9 Schweighofer Manager-Software GmbH 71 1.98 % 62.27 %
10 PCS It-Trading GmbH 69 1.93 % 64.20 %
11 ABAS Software AG 57 1.59 % 65.79 %
12 Bertel Software 57 1.59 % 67.38 %
13 SoftENGINE GmbH 53 1.48 % 68.86 %
14 Asseco Germany AG 49 1.37 % 70.23 %
15 Mesonic Datenverarbeitung GmbH 41 1.14 % 71.37 %
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Therefore, many potential implementation consultancies do not appear in the analysis.
We therefore assume that the real numbers might be higher than the results of this
study.

5 Analysis

The analysis is separated into two parts. The first set of research questions is concerned
with the frequency of ERP systems applied in companies of a certain sector, a certain
size or state. The second set of research questions is concerned with the implementation
consultancies and their focus on sector, state and company size. Generally MS Excel
was excluded from the following analyses.

5.1 Analysis on ERP Systems

Figure 4 demonstrates the distribution of the 10 most frequent observed systems in total
in relation to the four distinguished sectors.

We observed that 7 out of the 10 most common systems have the majority of their
customers in the industrial sector, which is of little surprise considering the compo-
sition of the sample. NTCS and Win1A seem to have their focus on the service sector,
TradeControl as the name reveals on the trade sector.

Concerning NTCS, which is provided by BMD Systemhaus GmbH and has its
origin in the field of accounting we can affirm two results of Fig. 4. NTCS is on the one
hand in use by many tax advisers which explains the high share in the service sector.
On the other hand many industrial companies which do not have an integrated ERP
system implemented NTCS is used as an account system which speaks for the high
share in the industry sector.

Table 4. ERP implementation consultancies: 15 most frequent

Rank Implementation consultancies Freq. Percent Cum.

1 SCC EDV Beratung GmbH 177 4.94 % 4.94 %
2 proALPHA Software Austria GesmbH 114 3.18 % 8.12 %
3 Ramsauer & Stürmer Software GmbH 80 2.23 % 10.35 %
4 Comtech EDV-Organisations GmbH 75 2.09 % 12.44 %
5 CNT Consulting GmbH 65 1.81 % 14.25 %
6 Nittmann & Pekoll GmbH 57 1.59 % 15.84 %
7 MBS - Modern Business Systems 54 1.51 % 17.35 %
8 Asseco Austria GmbH 49 1.37 % 18.72 %
9 Navax Consulting GmbH 48 1.34 % 20.06 %
10 Enigma IT-Systeme GmbH 38 1.06 % 21.12 %
11 ETRON Software GmbH 38 1.06 % 22.18 %
12 EASY SOFTWARE GmbH 37 1.03 % 23.21 %
13 PRO SOFT EDV GmbH 36 1.01 % 24.22 %
14 globesystems Business Software GmbH 35 0.98 % 25.20 %
15 POLLEX.-LC Software GmbH 35 0.98 % 26.18 %
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To answer the question which ERP systems are most frequently used in companies
of a certain sector we created Table 5 which lists the 10 most common systems for each
sector. Systems that are among the top10 in every sector are highlighted in bold font.

In the next step we investigated the amount the popularity of ERP systems in
relation to the size of interviewed companies. First we categorized companies in fol-
lowing classes:

• 2-9 employees: category 1
• 10-19 employees: category 2
• 20-49 employees: category 3

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Service Trade Industry Public sector

Fig. 4. Distribution of the 10 most frequent ERP systems by sector

Table 5. Overview: most common ERP systems by sector

Service Trade Industry Public Sector

SAP ERP 93 SAP ERP 58 SAP ERP 294 SAP ERP 14
NTCS 90 TradeControl 54 MS Dyn. NAV 115 rs2 6
MS Dyn. NAV 45 MS Dyn. NAV 50 proAlpha 87 NTCS 5
Win1A 41 NTCS 35 Comtech Software 71 econdat 4
ORLANDO 31 Etron Software 33 NTCS 70 MS Dyn. NAV 3
Best*Line 25 MS Dyn. AX 30 MS Dyn. AX 69 WinLine 3
rs2 20 ORLANDO 27 ORLANDO 52 Win1A 3
easy2000 20 BüroWare 25 abas ERP 47 Etron Software 3
IGEL 15 retailONE 25 Infor M3 38 ORLANDO 2
StaffSupply 15 POLLEX-LC 25 APplus 38 easy2000 2
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• 50-249 employees: category 4
• 250 and more employees: category 5

To find out if the majority of ERP systems are tailored to a certain company size we
analysed the amount of categories that are served by a specific ERP system. Figure 5
shows that only 25 systems are used in all 5 categories concerning the amount of
employees. 36 were found to be only present in 1 category.

Table 6 shows which systems are the most common ones for a certain company
size. We can observe a significant heterogeneity in this overview.

36 25 24 29 25

Fig. 5. Amount of categories (by company size) the ERP systems are used in

Table 6. Overview: most common ERP systems by company size

Smallest Small Medium Large Very large

Win1A 37 ORLANDO 32 MS Dyn.
NAV

45 SAP ERP 125 SAP
ERP

261

ORLANDO 32 Comtech
Software

30 NTCS 43 MS Dyn.
NAV

83 MS Dyn.
NAV

39

Best*Line 30 NTCS 21 ORLANDO 34 proAlpha 66 MS Dyn.
AX

35

NTCS 30 MS Dyn.
NAV

21 SAP ERP 31 NTCS 55 NTCS 33

Comtech
Software

24 Best*Line 16 TradeControl 28 MS Dyn. AX 48 proAlpha 16

easy2000 22 BüroWare 15 proAlpha 25 abas ERP 31 Infor M3 15
retailONE 21 SAP ERP 12 rs2 19 rs2 28 rs2 13
BüroWare 20 Helium V

ERP
10 Comtech

Software
16 TradeControl 26 APplus 12

MS Dyn.
NAV

16 globemanager
plus®

10 Etron
Software

15 Infor M3 26 Infor
ERP
LN

11

SAP
Business
ByDesign

11 profashion 9 MS Dyn. AX 13 APplus 23 abas
ERP

10
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Figure 6 illustrates the distribution of the 10 most frequently observed systems per
state. On the first glance the high share of upper Austrian companies utilizing one of the
most common systems can be observed. Comtech Software is very popular in Salzburg
with significantly fewer customers in lower Austria, upper Austria and Vienna and no
customers at all in the remaining states. All other top 10 systems do have customers in
all states.

The 10 most commonly used systems are used primarily in the provinces of
Vienna, Lower Austria and Upper Austria, where most companies are located.

5.2 Analysis on Implementation Consultancies

The second set of research questions is concerned with the implementation consul-
tancies and their focus on sector, state and company size. Figure 7 illustrates the 10
most frequently observed implementation consultancies and the distribution of their
clients concerning the sectors. The distribution of the clients of most of the listed
implementation consultancies show a similar pattern compared to the composition of
the entire sample – most in the industrial sector and about a quarter each in the trade
and service sector, with only a few in the public sector. Exceptions are “Comtech
EDV-Organisations GmbH” with a very strong focus on the industrial sector, similar to
“Nittmann & Pekol GmbH” and “proALPHA Software Austria GesmbH”. “ETRON
Softwareentwicklung GmbH” on the other side has the vast majority of its customers in
the trading sector.

By distinguishing between the most frequent implementation consultancies for each
sector we can observe “SCC EDV Beratung GmbH” as the most successful one in all
sectors except the trading sector which is led by “ETRON Software GmbH” (Table 7).
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Burgenland Carinthia Lower Austria Upper Austria Salzburg 

Styria Tirol Vorarlberg Vienna 

Fig. 6. Distribution of the 10 most frequent systems by state
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Analyzing the activity of the most frequent stated implementation consultancies in
relation to the amount of employees of their clients we can observe that 6 out of 10 find
the majority of their customers in category 4 with 50 to 249 employees. “SCC EDV
Beratung GmbH” and “CNT Consulting GmbH” have their focus on very large
companies, whereas “Comtech EDV-Organisations GmbH” and “ETRON Software
GmbH” are specialized on smaller companies as Fig. 8 illustrates.

Table 8 lists the most frequent implementation consultancies for each of the 5
company size categories. In comparison to the previous tables there is not a single
player that is listed among the top 10 of each category. Among the 4 most frequently
observed in total, “Ramsauer & Stürmer” is the only implementation consultancy that
does not make it to the top of one category.
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Fig. 7. Top 10 observed implementation consultancies in general stacked by sector (For full
company name see appendix)

Table 7. Overview: most common implementation consultancies by sector

Service Trade Industry Public sector

scc 54 ETRON 33 scc 100 scc 10
CNT 22 PRO SOFT 30 proALPHA 87 R&S 6
EASY SW 20 Enigma 25 Comtech 71 Hainzl 4
R&S 20 POLLEX 25 NuP 47 CNT 3
MBS 16 R&S 21 Asseco 38 Navax 3
IGEL 15 proALPHA 20 CNT 34 ETRON 3
Prenner 15 scc 13 R&S 33 EASY SW 2
Navax 14 MBS 13 Navax 26 Datenpol 2
Future Factory 11 Globesystems 12 MBS 25 DSA 1
more Software 11 Scala 10 FWI 25 Helium V 1
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The high level of specialisation of implementation consultancies to one specific
ERP system is shown in Table 9. Among the 10 most frequently stated implementation
consultancies only 2 were observed to work with a second ERP system and this only to
a very low extent.
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Fig. 8. Top 10 observed implementation consultancies in general stacked by size of clients (For
full company name see appendix)

Table 8. Overview: most common implementation consultancies by company size

Smallest Small Medium Large Very large

Comtech 24 Comtech 30 proALPHA 25 proAlpha 66 scc 98
Easy SW 22 Helium V 10 R&S 19 scc 45 CNT 38
Enigma 21 Globesystems 10 Comtech 16 NuP 31 proALPHA 16
PRO SOFT 11 PRO SOFT 9 ETRON 15 R&S 28 Fulcrum 16
Sumak 10 POLLEX 9 MBS 11 Asseco 23 R&S 13
ETRON 10 MBS 7 Globesystems 10 Navax 23 Asseco 12
Helium V 10 proALPHA 7 Asseco 10 terna 17 Navax 12
Globesystems 9 ETRON 6 PRO SOFT 9 CNT 16 FWI 12
More Software 9 More Software 6 Navax 8 Infor 16 NuP 10
Ninus 8 R&S 6 NuP 7 Data 15 MBS 10
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6 Results Compared to Other Studies

Similar studies for Austria do not exist. There are customer satisfaction surveys which
are periodically conducted – mainly by system vendors – but they do not aim a
comparison regarding market shares, neither in total nor on sectors or regions. Bender
[13] released an ERP study in 2008 for Germany. It shows a market share of 51 % for
SAP as the market leader. Microsoft Dynamics is ranked second with 6 %, Infor with
5 %, Sage with 4 % and Oracle with 3 %.

In 2013 Gartner [8] released the study “World Wide ERP Software Market Share,
2013” in which SAP is the market leader with 24 % compared to 17.16 % in the
presented study, not taking MS Excel under consideration. Referring to Gartner
Microsoft (without MS Excel) has a global market share of 5 % compared to 11.03 %
in Austria. Oracle is in second place with 12 % on a global scale compared to a 0.47 %
market share in Austria. Oracle has quite a different significance, especially in the USA,
therefore studies are very difficult to compare on a global level because local ERP
solution providers and vendors do not occur in global studies due to their limited
market share on a global level. Another global ERP study shows similar results. In
2015 Panorama Consulting Solutions [14] conducted an analysis of ERP vendors
which are shortlisted for tenders. In this study SAP is the market leader with 27 %
followed by Oracle with 19 % and Microsoft with 13 % of the market. A problem
identified within the reviewed studies is that by the indications it is not clearly marked
which specific ERP systems is meant by the ERP product names Infor, Oracle,
Microsoft, SAP and Sage. Since those vendors have several EPR solutions in their
portfolios it would be valuable information.

The studies and the presented data show that SAP is undoubtable the market leader
in ERP systems, globally as well as on a national level. Also Microsoft with its
solutions Dynamics NAV and Dynamics AX has a strong position in all relevant
studies. Still it has to be mentioned that the results also show that many globally
unknown ERP vendors appear in the studies, but always with much lower market
shares than the global players.

Table 9. Implementation consultancies and most frequent systems offered

Rank Implementation consultancies System %

1 scc SAP ERP 97.74 %
2 proALPHA proAlpha 100.00 %
3 R&S rs2 100.00 %
4 Comtech Comtech Software 100.00 %
5 CNT SAP ERP 96.92 %
6 NuP Abas ERP 100.00 %
7 MBS Microsoft Dynamics NAV 100.00 %
8 Asseco APplus 100.00 %
9 Navax Microsoft Dynamics NAV 100.00 %
10 ETRON Etron Software 100.00 %
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7 Conclusions

The goal of the presented study was to collect data to identify the most frequently used
ERP systems and the most active implementation consultancies in Austria. The
obtained data seems only be biased by the source of the addresses used since the
sample does not represent the distribution regarding the amount of employees of the
participating companies compared to the actual one. If this measure has a significant
influence cannot be clarified within the study and needs further investigations. E.g. a
second sample or a random reduction of the overrepresented categories of the existing
sample to reach a similar distribution could be of valuable help to clarify this topic. The
actual data is not sufficient to get representative results doing so. Therefore the authors
are planning to collect further data until this representativeness is guaranteed.

With a closer look at the obtained data, it is obvious that the market leader for ERP
systems is not Microsoft but SAP since MS Excel cannot be classified as an ERP
system by definition. Still one has to take under consideration that the participants of
the study use MS Excel functionalities as a substitute for an integrated ERP solution.
Except for companies with less than 50 employees the spreadsheet hardly plays a
relevant role. The study shows that with an increasing company size the usage and
market share of SAP increases steadily. The distinct differences of the results with
respect to the geographic regions can be explained to a large part by the size of the
companies participating. However, there are some idiosyncrasies that are not attribu-
table to the company size and therefore these are specific regional results. For example
Comptech is overrepresented in west Austria.

Finally, it must be noted that in this study it was not possible to investigate the
question of causality between size and industry. It is only observed that in this regard
trends were identified. Additional data has to be collected and has to be analyzed in
near future to give valid answers if trends are significant and if the bias mentioned
above has an effect on the results presented in this study. Still the results of the study
show quite a clear picture of the Austrian market for ERP systems respectively
implementation consultancies and seem to be the first independent study conducted
with a sample size of this level without involving ERP vendors themselves.

Appendix

Abbreviation Full Name

Asseco Asseco Austria GmbH
CNT CNT Consulting GmbH
Comtech Comtech EDV-Organisations GmbH
Datenpol Datenpol GmbH
DSA Data Systems Austria AG & Co KG
Easy SW EASY SOFTWARE GmbH
Enigma Enigma IT-Systeme GmbH

(Continued)
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(Continued)

Abbreviation Full Name

ETRON ETRON Softwareentwicklungs- und Vertriebs GmbH
Fulcrum Fulcrum Consulting GmbH
Future Factory Future Factory Business SW GmbH
FWI FWI Information Technology GmbH
Globesystems globesystems Business Software GmbH
Hainzl Ing. Johannes Hainzl GmbH
Helium V Helium V IT-Solutions GmbH
IGEL IGEL Software&Unternehmensberatung
Infor Infor Global Solutions GmbH
MBS MBS - Modern Business Systems Informationssysteme GmbH
More Software more Software GmbH
Navax Navax Consulting GmbH
ninus Ninus Consulting GmbH
NuP Nittmann & Pekoll GmbH
Pollex POLLEX.-LC Software GmbH
Prenner Ing. Gerhard Prenner
PRO SOFT PRO SOFT EDV-Entwicklungs- und VertriebsgmbH
proAlpha proALPHA Software Austria GesmbH
R&S Ramsauer & Stürmer Software GmbH
Scala Scala Software VertriebsgmbH
scc SCC EDV Beratung GmbH
Sumak Daniel Sumak
terna terna GmbH
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Abstract. Today, business transactions, including business processes and data
management, are almost entirely electronic in nature. With regards to product
information, enterprises are faced with the challenge of how to handle more and
more information about products. Also, products information is getting more
complex as enterprises tend to produce and offer more customizable products.
Information systems of enterprises need functions based on specific technologies
to be able to reduce and interpret the complexity of product information. This
paper pursues the question, how the state of the art in information systems can be
improved by the use of semantic technologies. For this purpose, three use cases
of product information systems to be improved are described and approaches
based on semantic technologies are proposed. The selected use cases are data
integration, data quality and workflow integration.

Keywords: Product information management · Semantic technologies ·
Enterprise systems

1 Introduction

The establishment of electronic business processes brought a number of improvements
for companies, e.g., automatic handling of purchasing and selling products. Therefore,
data and information about products are almost exclusively managed in companies’
information systems [1]. That being said, not all information systems have the ability to
fully encompass the product information management (PIM) needs of a company. For
example, Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems are set up to represent all busi‐
ness processes of a company in order to increase the overall cost-effectiveness [2]. Often,
ERP systems do not include product marketing descriptions, product pictures or comple‐
mentary technical product data. Additionally, there are a number of other types of infor‐
mation systems, with which product information can be managed, e.g. Product Data
Management Systems [3], Customer Relationship Management Systems [4], and
Content Management Systems. [5]. Finally, PIM systems provide centralized and media
neutral data storage, data management and data output of product information in compa‐
nies [6]. PIM systems offer a number of functions, which enable companies to manage
and use product information consistently in many areas inside and outside of the
company. For instance, PIM systems can assist companies and employees with product
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classification, translation management, media asset management and data output to
different media (e.g., print catalogue, online shop, technical data sheets) [7].

However, companies have to handle more and more complex information about
products as product complexity and customers demand for customizable products
increases [8]. Also, many companies face the challenge of integrating product informa‐
tion that is scattered to many different information systems into one enterprise-wide,
centralized PIM system. Today, many companies are not able to implement a PIM
system into their information technology structure as processes for data integration are
still too cost and time consuming for them. This can lead to redundancy of data and high
inconsistency of product information in a company. Hence, high expenses for main‐
taining, searching for and presenting product information can arise [9]. Also, the number
of customer requests and wrong orders and deliveries may increase. Therefore, it is
necessary to implement syntactical, as well as semantical restrictions or defaults to avoid
redundant statements or wrong interpretations.

Another challenge is to capture and represent complex product information, e.g.,
relations between products or product features. When composing a configurable product
it has to be taken into account that selecting a certain product feature may exclude other
product features. This information is essential for employees, who are responsible for
maintaining product information but also for customers, who want to configure a product
or satisfy their information need. Accordingly, it is necessary to capture, manage and
present the information in a clear and easy to understand manner. Lastly, it has not yet
been analyzed whether existing solutions take different user perspectives into account
and if they do, how satisfying are they to the user.

We propose that the necessary data integration processes and the PIM systems can
be improved by employing methods from the field of semantic technologies. This paper
will analyze three use cases of product data integration and PIM system context that can
be improved. Section 2 sketches the approach for using semantic technologies and
summarizes the related work regarding PIM and semantic technologies. A detailed view
on the use cases is presented in Sect. 3, while Sect. 3.1 covers data integration, Sect. 3.2
describes data quality measures and Sect. 3.3 gives an overview of workflow integration.
A critical discussion of the approach is given in Sect. 4. The conclusion is presented in
Sect. 5.

2 Approach and Related Work

The use of semantic technologies, when creating and representing complex information
and relations between concepts, can help to interpret information by identifying the
corresponding context. Semantic technologies can make it easier to understand the
meaning and purpose of complex concepts as well as share knowledge for humans and
machines [10]. For PIM, semantic technologies can be based on simple approaches like
glossaries (lists of words and their definitions), taxonomies (hierarchies for terms) and
thesauri (relations of similarity and synonyms) to avoid syntactical and semantic prob‐
lems when creating and interpreting product information. Approaches with more
semantic richness are topic maps [11] and ontologies [12].
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Ontologies are usually defined as an “explicit specification of a conceptualization”
[13]. This means that an ontology allows the definition of concepts and relationships
between these concepts and that the specification representation provides a formal
semantic of the specification. Usually, some kind of mathematical logic is used to
provide the formal semantics of the specification, which allows the inference of new
knowledge from the ontologies. Building on the ideas of ontologies, Berners-Lee et al.
proposed the semantic web [14]. This idea is a technical approach applying ontology-
based technologies to the web.

The semantic web has been adopted in various scientific domains. In bioinformatics,
several ontology-based systems like the gene ontology [15] have helped researchers
from different countries to communicate with each other and interlink their research
data. A semantic web-based approach for integrating e-commerce systems has been
proposed by Hepp [16] and since been adopted by search engines like Google and Yahoo.

Besides describing product information, these semantic technologies can be utilized
also to capture and represent their relations and connections to other products, product
components, product features and further information. With ontologies, it is also
possible to represent rules, which are associated with the mentioned product relations.
The solution of the problems described in this paper will enable the application of
ontology-based approaches in the field of PIM that are new to this field.

One solution of the problems described in Sect. 1 would be the development of a
new method based on semantic technologies. In this method, product information is
modeled and represented using an ontology. Through the ontology, it will be possible
to apply several methods from the field of semantic technologies that have not yet been
adopted in PIM context before. The applied methods from semantic technologies are
data integration through ontology alignment, data quality measurement, and workflow
integration.

Previous research in these areas has shown that semantic technologies are applicable
to the field of PIM. In 2005, the work by Hepp enabled the representation of eClass
catalogues as an ontology by proposing a special ontology vocabulary named eClas‐
sOWL [17]. This work focused on representing the information from an eClass catalogue
in an ontology. An overview of the possible improvements of PIM by semantic web
technologies was given in 2007 by Brunner [18]. Brunner also presented a PIM system
built on semantic technologies, while he concluded, that the semantic web technologies
of that time did not allow the implementation of an efficient and scalable PIM system.
Thus, proprietary extensions had to be applied. In 2008, Hepp presented the ontology
GoodRelations as a semantic web-based representation for products and services [16].
Since then it has been adopted as a widespread method to annotate existing websites
with product data that can be parsed by search engines like Google and Yahoo.

The Aletheia architecture is a work that focuses on the integration of structured and
also unstructured data sources based on semantic technologies [19]. This approach is
based on a service hub that allows data exchange and data transformation and separates
between a certain and uncertain knowledge repository. Another integration-focused
approach is presented in [20]. This work consists of a transformation from the standard
catalogue format BMEcat to the already mentioned GoodRelations ontology.
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A holistic approach for Master Data Management (MDM) is presented in [21]. The
focus of this approach is the usage of the same data structures in different phases of the
product life cycle. A research approach and preliminary results in the form of a reference
architecture for a semantic MDM system are presented.

However, the technique of ontology alignment has not yet been applied to PIM
systems and its applicability in this area has not yet been proven. It is expected that the
application of ontology matching to complex product information structures will lead
to a higher degree of automation of data integration. Also, this will contribute to the
research about data integration approaches.

3 Application of Semantic Technologies to Product Information
Management

3.1 Data Integration

Ontologies can be used to integrate data from heterogeneous data sources. Usually, this
is done by creating a so-called ontology alignment (a highly simplified example is given
in Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Ontology alignment

This alignment contains the relationship between two data sources. Typical rela‐
tionships between entities in the different data sources are equivalence (owl:equivalent‐
Class), subsumption (rdfs:subClassOf) and disjunction (owl:disjointWith). For
example, this alignment can be used to generate a transformation between the data
sources or to produce a mapping ontology that contains the relationship between them.
Using this mapping ontology allows to infer the type for instances of the entities from
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all aligned data sources, like it is depicted for one record in the external information
system in Fig. 1.

Alignments can be created manually, but it is also possible to generate them (semi-)
automatically by a process called ontology matching. Ontology matching is a research
topic that deals with integrating data from different sources by automatically (or semi-
automatically) deducing the relationship between them [22]. Usually, ontology
matching systems take two ontologies as input and provide the user with suggestions of
correspondences between the data sources, which the user can accept or reject.

A technical challenge is the applicability of automated ontology matching to PIM.
The current state of the art in ontology matching does not support the construction of
complex alignments between ontologies to a satisfying degree [23]. Therefore, it has to
be evaluated, whether PIM requires this type of alignments or simple alignments are
expressive enough for PIM scenarios.

3.2 Data Quality

Another approach that is new to PIM is the integration of data quality measures. This
will allow better assessment of the results of data integration than in previous PIM
approaches. Also, this will support the evaluation of data integration results.

In information system research the Information System Success Model by DeLone
and McLean is the most cited model that incorporates the concept of information quality
[24]. The Information System Success Model helps to identify and understand infor‐
mation system success by six dimensions and their relationships: information quality,
system quality, service quality, use of system and intention to use, user satisfaction, and
net benefits of system. Information quality is regarded as a dimension to measure the
semantic success of an information system [24]. From the consumer perspective Wang
and Strong describe the concept of information quality as the “data that fit for the use
by data consumers” (p. 6) [25]. According to DeLone and McLean information quality
should be personalized, complete, relevant, easy to understand, and secure [25]. A theory
to understand and also to predict technology acceptance is the Technology Acceptance
Model by Davis et al. [27]. The Technology Acceptance Model implies that the
perceived usefulness and the perceived ease of use of a system directly impact the atti‐
tude toward usage which then impacts the behavioral intent. While the Information
System Success Model focuses on the net benefits associated with information system
use, the Technology Acceptance Model focuses on expectations of net benefits from
future information system use [28]. Hence, the Technology Acceptance Model and its
application in PIM context can be taken into account for this research to measure the
influence of product information quality on the perceived usefulness of the integration
of product data and the PIM system itself.

For ontologies, several approaches that support data quality measurement exist in
use cases like sensor networks [29], data integration [30] and representation of data
quality constraints in general [31].
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3.3 Workflow Support

Modeling product-related workflows through ontologies will also be incorporated into
our method. Other approaches that model workflows in general are already existing.
Standards for modeling workflows have also been transformed to ontologies as well.
Garijo [32] presents an ontology for representing Open Provenance Model (OPM)
workflows and Rospocher [33] describes an ontology for the Business Process Model
and Notation (BPMN). This will allow a unified representation of product information
and workflows related to it.

4 Discussion

A potential problem that could arise from the application of our method is caused by the
complexity of the reasoning process in ontologies. This might lead to performance
issues. These issues can be addressed by carefully selecting an ontology language that
trades expressivity for reduced reasoning complexity.

Another potential shortcoming is the required initial training for developers who
want to adopt this method. Also, the migration to an ontology-based implementation
might induce high costs for the users. A cost-benefit-analysis of the conversion to our
method is planned as a part of our future research to further investigate this question.

The method also offers several benefits. When the method is applied, the integration
of new data sources into an existing system can be facilitated faster, easier and the results
of the integration are easier to assess, too. The application of semantic-web-based
methods might also improve the usability of software systems. Integration of semantics
into the model itself also allows a decoupling of metamodels and implementation. Since
the semantics of the metamodels of the data are part of the model, it can still be reused
in other applications. When reusing the data, the meaning can be retained in the new
application caused by the included specified semantics. This might also improve the
maintainability of applications, because the semantics of the model are not encoded in
the software but the model itself. Hence, the model semantics do not need to be fully
understood by the developers that maintain the software.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented three use cases for product data integration and PIM
systems that could be improved by the employment of semantic technologies. The use
cases are data integration from internal and external sources, data quality measurement
and improving workflow support. Existing research covering the specific problems of
these use cases has been presented for each of the use cases.

For data integration, a method called ontology matching has been proposed. This
method allows the semi-automatic generation of alignments. Alignments are used to
formalize the coherence between ontologies. For data quality, approaches for evaluating
product information quality and data integration quality were referenced. Also, two
examples of approaches for workflow support have been mentioned.
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These ideas have not yet been evaluated for their practical applicability. For future
research, each of the approaches will have to be evaluated through a prototype imple‐
mentation and a user study, to measure their effectiveness and usability. This research
is part of the proposed research project PIMonto, which is currently in the process of
being evaluated by the Eurostars funding agency. If the project proposal is granted, the
research will start in the beginning of 2016.
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Abstract. By promising huge benefits for industries and new opportunities for
a multitude of applications, Industry 4.0 is currently one of the major and most
discussed topics in academia and practice. Beside this trend, today’s manufac-
turing companies have to produce products of highest quality in order to retain
competitive and satisfy the steadily increasing customer requirements. Thus, an
essential prerequisite and key to sustainable economical success for any com-
pany is to focus on quality management. Through its concepts (Smart Factory,
Cyber-Physical System, Internet of Things and Services), Industry 4.0 provides
promising opportunities for quality management. Therefore, this paper presents
research challenges of Industry 4.0 for quality management motivated by a
practical insight of an Austrian electronic manufacturing services company. The
presented research challenges are structured by the three key aspects of Industry
4.0 (vertical, horizontal and end-to-end engineering integration) and grounded
on the DIN ISO 9000 quality management systems approach.

Keywords: Industry 4.0 � Smart factory � Internet of Services � Cyber-Physical
System � Internet of Things � Quality management � Quality � Integration �
Research challenges � Quality management systems approach

1 Introduction

First mentioned as a key strategic initiative of the German federal government’s
High-Tech Strategy 2020 action plan in 2011 [1], Industry 4.0 became a high relevant
and frequent discussed topic for companies, universities and research centers [2, 3].
The buzzword Industry 4.0 [2] describes the fourth, currently taking place [3],
industrial revolution which promises huge economical potential as well as provides
promising ecological and social opportunities [4]. Moreover, Industry 4.0 and its
current concepts (i.e. Smart Factory, Cyber-Physical System (CPS), Internet of Things
(IoT) and Internet of Services (IoS)) [5] also cause a paradigm shift in work organi-
zation [6], business models [1] and production technology [7]. The factory of the future
is characterized by smart, interconnected, integrated and real-time oriented processes
and services [1, 8]. These characteristics enable on the one hand a vertical integration
of the smart factory’s IT systems in order to ensure flexible, dynamically reconfigurable
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and self-organized manufacturing systems and structures [1, 9]. Essential part of this
vertical integration is the linkage of sensor and actuator signals through various levels
right up to the level of the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system [1, 9]. On the
other hand, manufacturing and information systems in such smart and networked
factories are not only networked within the factory but also connected to value net-
works and supply chains [1]. These digital networks across the company’s boundaries
are mainly based on a tight interconnection of Enterprise Resource Planning systems
and Manufacturing Execution systems (MES) [8]. As a result, systems in the factory of
the future have to deal with an enormous amount of data and must share a large volume
of information with each other [8, 10].

According to Mittelstädt et al. [11], the above mentioned concepts of Industry 4.0
offer, behalf an increase of productivity and quantity, also a promising potential for the
domain of quality management by increasing the quality of products, processes and
services. Due today’s manufacturing industries must operate in an intense competitive
and highly sophisticated global environment, the pressure on them to offer higher
product quality at lowest costs and within the shortest possible time to satisfy cus-
tomers and retain their position in the market, continuously increases [12]. Accord-
ingly, the key to success and an indispensable requirement to gain global market share
for any manufacturing company is to focus on quality management [12]. As a result of
the Industry 4.0 driven shift of responsibility and awareness from the manufacturing
process to the product itself [7], the product becomes a smart and interacting key
element in the information infrastructure of manufacturing companies [13]. By cap-
turing and processing product and quality information [13], the smart product enables
automatic monitoring and context awareness which results in a performance increase of
IT systems across different levels up to the Enterprise Resource Planning system [14].
Production as well as quality management could use these new gathered information
and data for better decision-making and evaluation of the organization’s processes [13].
Especially, since modern quality management not only means to avoid the delivery of
defect products but rather seeks to ensure high performance with maximum efficiency
of all processes of an organization [12], Industry 4.0 and its concepts provide
promising opportunities and chances for the domain of quality management. In addi-
tion, a survey of 235 German industrial companies showed that companies expect
far-reaching qualitative benefits of Industry 4.0 (i.e. more than 80 % expect a high or
moderate effect on improved quality through Industry 4.0) [15]. Hence, this paper has
the objective to identify research challenges of Industry 4.0 for quality management.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents background
information on Industry 4.0 and its main concepts. Afterwards, Sect. 3 gives a brief
overview of the field of quality management. Section 4 then illustrates the potential and
opportunities of Industry 4.0 from the context of an Austrian electronic manufacturing
services company. Motivated by this practical insight, Sect. 5 presents research chal-
lenges of Industry 4.0 for quality management. The presented research challenges are
grounded on the DIN ISO 9000 quality management systems approach and are
structured by the three key aspects of Industry 4.0 (vertical, horizontal and end-to-end
engineering integration). Finally, Sect. 6 summarizes and concludes the paper.
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2 Industry 4.0

As a result of the introduction of water- and steam-powered mechanical manufacturing
facilities, the first industrial revolution began at the end of the 18th century [1].
Electrically-powered mass production and the division of labor led to the second
industrial revolution at the end of the 19th century [1]. From the early 1970 s on, the
usage of information technology and advanced electronics for the further automation of
manufacturing resulted in the third industrial revolution [1]. Now, the fourth industrial
revolution is the first revolution which is proclaimed before it takes place [16].
Accordingly, many companies and research institutes (i.e. Working Group Industry 4.0
[17], Plattform Industrie 4.0 [18], Industrie 4.0 Collaboration Lab [19]) are actively
trying to contribute to the fourth industrial revolution in order to shape the future [3].
Due to this enormous contribution which resulted in various articles, papers and dis-
cussions, the term and the idea behind Industry 4.0 became unclear and are often
misunderstood [16]. Although the Working Group Industry 4.0 describe a compre-
hensive vision of Industry 4.0, mention eight priority areas in which further research
and development is needed for a successfully implementation of Industry 4.0 as well as
describe the basic technologies behind the vision and present selected Industry 4.0
implementation scenarios, they do not provide a clear definition of the term Industry
4.0 [1, 3]. Hermann et al. [3] address this gap and provide the following definition of
Industry 4.0 based on a comprehensive literature review:

“Industrie 4.0 is a collective term for technologies and concepts of value chain organization.
Within the modular structured Smart Factories of Industrie 4.0, CPS monitor physical pro-
cesses, create a virtual copy of the physical world and make decentralized decisions. Over the
IoT, CPS communicate and cooperate with each other and humans in real time. Via the IoS,
both internal and cross-organizational services are offered and utilized by participants of the
value chain.”

This definition compromises four basic concepts of Industry 4.0 (Smart Factory,
CPS, IoT and IoS) [3] which are explained in the following in order to illustrate the
concepts and ideas behind the fourth industrial revolution.

Drath [16] describes the vision of Industry 4.0 on an abstract level as “the
embedding of internet technologies in the industry”. The IoT as a kind of internet
technology refers in a general way to “the networked interconnection of everyday
objects […] via embedded systems” [20]. Therefore, people, devices, things and
objects form a highly distributed network incorporating the entire manufacturing
process [1, 20]. In the context of Industry 4.0, CPSs can communicate and cooperate
through the IoT and offer relevant data and information in the network [21]. By offering
and selling services [22], the IoS even goes one step further. Services can for example
combine the available data of all networked objects and provide new opportunities
which where not (economically) feasible before [16]. In addition, services can be
linked to other services and be further offered [16], beside the intra-factory participants,
also to participants along the entire value chain which leads to a variety of new
business models [1].

The Working Group Industrie 4.0 grounded their vision of Industry 4.0 on
Cyber-Physical Systems [1]. Such systems comprise production facilities, storage
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systems and smart machines which trigger actions, exchange information complete
autonomously and are able to control each other independently [1]. Resulting, com-
panies can connect and incorporate their production facilities, warehousing systems and
machinery as CPSs in the context of global networks [1]. In detail, CPSs can be seen as
a new generation of systems which merge the physical and the cyber world [16] by
integrating “computational and physical capabilities that can interact with humans
through many new modalities” [23]. Resulting, CPSs compromise several “collabo-
rating computational entities which are in intensive connection with the surrounding
physical world and its on-going processes” [24]. Further, CPSs build the basis to
connect the different kinds of internet technologies (IoT, IoS and also the Internet of
“People”) [25]. According to Majstorović et al. [24] the usage and deployment of CPSs
in manufacturing companies enables the concept of “Smart Factory”. Lucke et al. [26]
define a Smart Factory as “a Factory that context-aware assists people and machines
in execution of their tasks”. This can be realized by CPSs which are able to interact and
communicate with its environment by using data and information from the physical as
well as the virtual world, and as a result consider this context information for the
accomplishment of their tasks [3, 26].

The factory of the future is fully equipped with actors, sensors and CPSs [5, 26] and
provides an environment where “human beings, machines and resources communicate
with each other as naturally as in a social network” [1]. Moreover, the factory of
the future will “partly break with the traditional automation pyramid” [27]. Through the
usage of CPSs in the smart factory, the strictly separated automation hierarchy (which
is shown on the left side of Fig. 1) will be replaced by decentralized, self-organized and
networked services (right side of Fig. 1) [27, 28]. Data, functions and services are
available for each entity in the CPS and each entity can start interacting with each
service [29]. Therefore, the functional scope of the classical automation pyramid is
actually not replaced but rather preserved and even expanded [30] in order to seam-
lessly connect the different levels [8]. As a result, decisions are not further made at the
peak of the automation pyramid but at the lowest possible level under consideration of
defined rules [2]. This means that the collection of process data is not further restricted
to the lowest field level but rather possible for all entities through the initiation of
services [28]. Furthermore, reactions can be implemented with the shortest distance to
the initiator which results in an increase of flexibility and productivity [31].

Fig. 1. Decomposition of the automation pyramid [26, 27]
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Although the successive replacement of the automation pyramid by decentralized,
self-organized and networked services [28], the ERP system as former peak of the
automation pyramid, still have its place in the smart factory [8]. Optimizing business
decisions, ensuring the transparency of global processes as well as the orchestration of
manufacturing via a network of global production sites and through inter-company
networks will still be the core tasks of ERP systems [8]. In order to fulfill these tasks
and to deal with the huge amount of different data formats, protocols and interfaces
which result from the high number of variable and decentralized production processes,
a high degree of standardization is necessary [8].

Concluding, Industry 4.0 will focus on the following three key aspects as presented
by the Working Group Industry 4.0 [1] (Fig. 2 graphically sketches the three aspects):

• Vertical integration and networked manufacturing systems
Vertical integration refers to the creation of flexible and reconfigurable manufac-
turing systems by the seamless integration of the hierarchical systems inside a
company [1, 9].

• Horizontal integration through value networks
The horizontal integration aims to create inter-corporation collaborations which
result in an efficient ecosystem where material, information, energy and finance can
flow fluently between several different companies [1, 9]. All data which describe the
current state of the value chain will be available and can be used to control the value
stream in an optimal way [16].

• End-to-end digital integration of engineering across the entire value chain
The last kind of integration is based on the first two and aims to create a powerful
software tool chain which enables the usage of a consistent product model at every
stage of the value chain (i.e. engineering, design, planning, services and mainte-
nance). This tool chain enables smart factories to foresee the effects of product
design on production and hence makes it feasible to manufacture customer indi-
vidual products [1, 9].

3 Quality Management

Nowadays, the quality of products, services and processes is essential to achieve
sustainable economic success and to ensure competitiveness [32]. As an important area
of research and practice, quality management has attracted the interest of many aca-
demics and managers [33].

Fig. 2. Industry 4.0 integration aspects [9]
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Increasing customer expectations, global competition and the continuous increasing
complexity of products are the reasons why quality management has become indis-
pensable in today’s companies and quality became an integral part of corporate
objectives, strategies and policies [35]. Due to the fact that the term “quality” is used in
different ways and means different things to different people [35, 36], several definitions
and concepts for quality (i.e. Crosby [37], Garvin [38], DIN EN ISO 9000 [34]) exist.
Resulting, also quality management, as a very subjective concept for which several
approaches and philosophies (i.e. Total Quality Management (TQM) [39, 40], Zero
Defects Concept [41], Quality Management principles defined by the DIN EN ISO 9000
[34]) exist, is hard to define [12, 42]. In this paper, quality management is seen,
according to Hehenberger [43], as a functional management discipline which seeks to
optimize business processes and workflows under consideration of physical and tem-
poral restrictions as well as the preservation of the quality of products or services and
their further development. Furthermore, the authors think the four concepts of quality
management defined by the DIN ISO 9000 [34] are an appropriate mean to provide a
general understanding about quality management. Hence, Fig. 3 illustrates and describes
the four quality management concepts (quality planning, quality control, quality
assurance and quality improvement) and their relation to effectiveness, efficiency and
continual improvement.

4 Industry 4.0 from a Practical Context

The following section outlines the chances, potentials and challenges of Industry 4.0
from the perspective of exceet electronics GesmbH. Exceet electronics GesmbH is an
electronic manufacturing services company focusing on industrialized and automated
development and manufacturing of high-quality and complex electronic modules,

Fig. 3. Quality management concepts [34]
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components and systems. The business area comprises the medical technology sector,
semiconductor industry, automation sector, shipping industry as well as energy and
environmental technology sector. Exceet electronics GesmbH1 is part of the interna-
tional technology group exceet Group SE and incorporated in the business sector
“Electronic Components, Moduls and Systems”. [44] In the context of exceet, Industry
4.0 provides several opportunities to improve and strengthen the current business.
Grounded on informal interviews with three key stakeholders of the company (quality
manager, production manager and process engineer), the remainder of this section
outlines these opportunities. The opportunities, which are presented in the following,
reflect the personal and subjective opinion of exceet and are structured by the three key
aspects of Industry 4.0: vertical integration (Sect. 4.1), horizontal integration (Sect. 4.2)
and end-to-end engineering integration (Sect. 4.3). Finally, Sect. 4.4 summarizes the
main Industry 4.0 driven opportunities in the context of exceet.

4.1 Vertical Integration

As a full-service outsourcing company, exceet offers the complete value creation from
the initial idea to the finished product. Based on the variety of different and customized
products, exceet’s manufacturing environment is characterized by several stand-alone
solutions which perform distributed and complex production steps (i.e. assembly of
printed circuit boards, equipment manufacture). By a seamless integration and inter-
connection of all different production processes and steps, exceet expects more trans-
parency of its production processes coupled with less required effort. Through the usage
of sensors at each production stage, exceet sees the chance to reach a new level of
identifying quality related causes and issues which should reduce scrap and rework. As a
result of connecting different systems, new daily production and business metrics can be
available in real time and provide the necessary information to change and adjust
processes or resources without delay. In addition, networked processes and machinery
should enable a preventively acting in case undesirable events are approaching.
Resulting, responsible persons should immediately be notified about occurring problems
in the manufacturing workflow and causes of problems should be easily identifiable
based on the new gathered data and information (i.e. which solder profile leads to quality
issues). Through the tight networking of all machines and products, quality related
information about failures and problems can be shared between the machines and the
machines can immediately inform the operator. This would address the common
problem of information sharing between people working in different shifts.

Exceet further sees the chance to optimize the sequences of its production processes
by implementing CPSs which virtually represent all physical products, machines and
resources. A lot of electronical components are moisture sensitive and therefore must
be immediately welded after usage. An optimized production sequence where several
smart products communicate and “book” their optimal way through the manufacturing
process [16] (considering the most efficient utilization of resources (i.e. family setups)),

1 In the remainder of the paper just named “exceet”.
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could bring immense benefits to the company. One further benefit of the tight vertical
networking of all machines is the reduction of communication and interface problems
between production machinery. Currently, machines are typically connected through
different manufacturer-specific interfaces (i.e. SMEMA machine interface standard
[45]) which strictly limit the transfer of data and information. By connecting machinery
through the IoT and over the IP protocol, exceet sees on the one hand the chance to
connect machines which are not communicating yet and on the other hand the possi-
bility to break up the current restricted data exchange between machines.

Exceet already connected its ERP system with its manufacturing and process
controlling system. Through this integration, the ERP system does not print delivery
notes for products which failed during internal testing. This implemented process
interlock acts as a smart activity tracker which monitors the different testing steps and
only enables the ERP system to print the delivery note when all testing steps required
for a product are executed in the right order and did not fail.

4.2 Horizontal Integration

A main improvement which exceet foresees in the horizontal integration of the value
chain is to better integrate its customers and suppliers. Today, many customers have to
call in order to get informed about the current state of their ordered product. By a tight
horizontal integration of all systems along the entire value chain customers are able to
track the progress of their ordered product. At any time, a customer can get the current
status of the product in the manufacturing process and can see which tasks are already
fulfilled and which are coming next. In case of problems, the customers can be
immediately informed and provided with actual data in order to decide how to deal
with the arising problem. Moreover, today’s complex products are often changed
during the manufacturing process. Especially in the context of manufacturing electronic
modules, where a diversity of complex components are mounted and soldered, changes
occur frequently. Based on a close integration of the customer in the manufacturing
process, changes and change requests can be handled in a better way and the customer
is able to trigger the changes at the desired stage in the production process. In addition,
the customer immediately gets feedback about the effects of changes and can regulate,
for example in case of problems, the lot size for the next production step. Moreover,
customer’s developers and engineers are highly interested in data of test results and
how their developed products behave in the different stages of production (i.e. results of
function tests, solder profiles). Through a close cooperation, enabled by a horizontal
integration of manufacturing systems with the customer’s system, developers and
engineers can analyse the behavior of their products at each production stage and are
able to react very quickly to undesired outcomes. Beside these opportunities, customers
also can profit in the context of complaints and required quality assessments. Feedback
on complaints can be handled much faster and in much more detail (i.e. providing exact
used production parameters which led to the complaint) and the customer immediately
can monitor the taken counter measures in the production process.

The horizontal integration is not only beneficial to the customer. Exceet also
assumes a high potential to optimize the flow of goods when suppliers get real time
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information about the actual stocks of in-house components and future demand.
Therefore, suppliers can better plan and organize the delivery and immediately share the
information if components are not available any more. Due to the immense variety of
different components on today’s complex electronic modules and devices, many sup-
pliers deliver the necessary amount of components for one product. A networked
integration of different suppliers enable the chance to reduce missing parts and to avoid
money tied up in stocks because production processes typically only start if all necessary
components have arrived at the factory. Moreover, suppliers and manufacturers of
components directly get data of how their components and parts perform in the man-
ufacturing processes (i.e. defects and waste of a component relating to applied solder
temperature profile). This enables suppliers to optimize their product portfolio and
manufacturers to improve their components in accordance with real manufacturing data.

4.3 End-to-End Digital Integration of Engineering

By an end-to-end digital integration of engineering, exceet sees the opportunity to
reduce the currently huge amount of data transformations along the life cycle of a
product. The digital incorporation of each stage of a product’s life cycle enables new
synergies and opportunities to optimize engineering along the entire value chain of a
product. Products can carry relevant information and data about themselves (i.e.
assembly plan, circuit plan, production parameters) on their own (i.e. product memory
[46]) and can provide this information at each stage of their life cycle. Further, exceet
expects a reduction of time to market of new products if engineers and developers can
use complete digital models and simulations of the manufacturing process and there-
fore are able to foresee the results and effects of their product designs.

4.4 Summary

Summarizing, exceet awaits huge potential provided by the different concepts of
Industry 4.0. Through implementing concepts of Industry 4.0, exceet sees the chance to
fundamentally improve the entire production planning, optimize the flow of goods,
optimize the quality of processes and products, strengthen the customer and supplier
relationships as well as the potential of offering new business models. Moreover, exceet
expects a further automation of its processes and a high level of digitalization which
should make the lives of people easier and reduce their workload. In addition, exceet
anticipates a noteworthy decrease of the entire manufacturing lead time and simulta-
neously a reduction of buffer stock as well as the elimination of overproduction through
implementing an Industry 4.0 driven decentralized and self-organized manufacturing
structure. Apart from these chances, exceet thinks the main upcoming challenges are
filtering and processing the huge amount of new information which is provided by
Industry 4.0 in order to avoid information overload. A further challenge which exceet
foresees is the determination of the defined rules in which the autonomous smart
machines and systems can decide on their own. For example, a lot of processes in the
medical industry have to fulfill stringent requirements and are validated based on
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defined conditions. Therefore, the range of freedom for each smart device must be
carefully determined to ensure compliance to the regulations.

5 Research Challenges

In this section, the authors discuss potential research challenges for the quality man-
agement domain which arise through Industry 4.0. Whereas Industry 4.0 is in the
following represented by its three key aspects, the quality management domain is
represented by the eight steps of the quality management systems approach defined by
the DIN ISO 9000 [34]. Concretely, the DIN ISO 9000 [34] lists eight steps to develop,
implement, maintain and improve an existing quality management system. As a first
step, the European Standard mentions the determination of needs and expectations of
customers and other interested parties [34]. Second, an organization’s quality policy
and quality objectives should be established [34]. Third, processes and responsibilities,
which are necessary to attain quality objectives, have to be determined [34]. In addi-
tion, appropriate resources should be determined and provided in order to ensure the
attainment of the quality objectives [34]. Further, methods to measure the efficiency
and effectiveness of each process must be established and applied [34]. Moreover,
means should be determined in order to prevent nonconformities and eliminate their
causes [34]. Lastly, a process of continual improvement for the quality management
system should be established and applied [34]. The authors think the eight steps to
implement and improve a quality management system are an appropriate mean to
construct a linkage between Industry 4.0 and the quality management domain since
they are neither too abstract nor too detailed to act as a basis for formulating research
challenges (the corresponding step is stated after each challenge in parentheses).

Besides debating research challenges of Industry 4.0 for the quality management
domain, another interesting point of view would be to debate the research challenges
for Industry 4.0 in order to support the quality management domain. Both points of
view can, in the opinion of the authors, not be strictly separated. In the remainder of
this section, the authors focus on the first point of view and discuss research challenges
for the quality management domain structured by the three Industry 4.0 key aspects:
vertical integration (Sect. 5.1), horizontal integration (Sect. 5.2) and end-to-end engi-
neering integration (Sect. 5.3). The following presented research challenges are
motivated by the practical insight outlined in Sect. 4. In addition, the statements of the
practical insight are further underpinned with current literature in order to provide a
solid basis to formulate research challenges. Figure 4 illustrates on the right side the
eight steps of the quality management systems approach and on the left side the three
key aspects of Industry 4.0. The two-sided arrow in the middle of Fig. 4 represents the
two points of view mentioned above.

5.1 Vertical Integration

Through the comprehensive and tight networking of all machines, resources and
products inside the factory of the future as well as along the entire value chain, the
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fourth industrial revolution is characterized by a huge volume of aggregated data [47].
Due the new available data combines and aggregates data from different sources, which
was not possible in the past [48], there are several possibilities for the quality man-
agement domain to use this new information. Processing and filtering these huge
portion of data in order to provide useful and transparent information, which are
understandable for humans, is according to Mayer and Pantförder [47] an upcoming
challenge. For the quality management domain these new emerging potential of richer
information enables, for example, the new generation of performance indicators for
monitoring and tracking the manufacturing processes [49]. Furthermore, also the
concept of virtual quality management (vQM) can benefit from the usage of this new
information. The concept of vQM typically considers, in addition to the provided
information from all machines and products, also environmental factors that can have a
potential influence on the product [50]. By simulation and modelling, quality and
process parameters can be obtained and further be optimized [50, 51]. Moreover, vQM
also provides the opportunity to test and optimize virtual process chains already before
the real processes are set up in the factory [51]. Hence, the availability of new data
provided by all interacting machines and products provides huge potential for the vQM
(i.e. precise prognoses, enhanced quality stamp of each product’s way through the
manufacturing process incorporating fabrication tolerances).

Moreover, the aspect of vertical integration enables the opportunity to transfer
quality control and diagnostic data from the shop floor directly to each decision making
level and vice versa [52] which in turn supports the ERP system in optimizing the
entire manufacturing management [53]. In addition, concepts of Industry 4.0 provide
the possibility of advanced diagnostics (i.e. backward reasoning [53]) and a higher
degree of machine-condition awareness which enables a new area of predictive
maintenance [52, 54]. Further, people can be better supported when they get additional
information assistance for completing their working tasks [55] (i.e. avoidance of defect

Fig. 4. Research Challenges of Industry 4.0 for Quality Management [based on 34]
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generation through augmented reality and virtual tools [52]). Moreover, through RFID
the traceability of products throughout each manufacturing stage provides the possi-
bility to correlate any error to its causing production step and therefore improves
quality error management and fault diagnostics [52, 56]. This enables a fast and sit-
uation adapted reaction of decision makers. Based on these statements, following
research challenges for the quality management domain arises:

1. How can the huge volume of data and information, evolving through Industry 4.0,
be used for establishing and applying methods to measure the efficiency and efficacy
of each important process in an organization? (e, f)

2. How can the huge volume of data and information, evolving through Industry 4.0,
be used for determining means of preventing nonconformities and eliminating their
causes? (g)

By applying advanced data mining techniques on these new data, new patterns,
structures, interdependency and explanatory models [57] of the manufacturing process
can be identified (i.e. bottlenecks through insufficient working instructions or operator
know-how) which in turn can be used for a better determination of necessary resources
(i.e. more skilled personnel, trainings). Hence, following research challenge arises:

3. How can the huge volume of data and information, evolving through Industry 4.0,
be used for enhancing the determination of resources necessary to attain the quality
objectives? (d)

In addition, Lee et al. [53] mention that smarter machines in the factory of the
future are able to adjust production parameters and actively suggest operation
arrangement in order to maximize product quality. Based on this decentralization and
autonomy of the smart machines and products in the smart factory, following research
challenge for the quality management domain arises:

4. Which quality related measures must be taken, do define and regulate the limits of
the rules, in which the machines and products can act and decide on their own, in
order to be compliant with existing quality policies and objectives? (b)

According to the DIN ISO 9000 [34], the analysis and evaluation of the existing
situation is an important activity in the continual improvement process of a quality
management system. With regard to the opportunities provided by Industry 4.0, fol-
lowing research challenge arises:

5. How can the seamless virtual integration and collaboration of all machines,
resources and products, in the context of CPSs, be used for enhancing the process
of continual improvement? (h)

5.2 Horizontal Integration

Based on the horizontal integration aspect of Industry 4.0, there arise several new
business models for companies [28]. For example, customers can use services to trace
and monitor their ordered products in real time in order to exactly know the current
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state of their order. This enables customers to place last-minute requests for changes
which can immediately be incorporated during production [1]. Following, a close
horizontal integration enables a product- and customer specific coordination of all
activities along the entire value chain [1]. By talking about quality in these new
evolving horizontal value networks, it is also important to incorporate suppliers [58].
Enabled by concepts of Industry 4.0, manufacturing machines easily can connect to
cloud-based platforms where they can download relevant and required functions and
data [1]. Moreover, smart machines can search online for appropriate experts who can
perform maintenance with knowledge platforms and other enhanced engineering
methods directly from a central telepresence portal [1]. Based on these statements,
following research challenge for the quality management arises:

6. How can the new evolving inter-corporation collaborations be used for better
determining the needs and expectations of customers and suppliers? (a)

According to Sila et al. [58] it is very difficult and challenging to manage quality
along globalized value chains because typically every participant has specific capa-
bilities and quality related goals. Therefore, following research challenge evolves:

7. Which quality related measures must be taken to ensure that all participants along
the new emerging tight horizontal value chain contribute to the organizational
quality policy and objectives? (b)

5.3 End-to-End Engineering Integration

According to Kagermann et al. [1] the concept of CPS enables a modelled and digital
end-to-end methodology that “covers every aspect from customer requirements to
product architecture and manufacturing of the finished product”. This resulting
end-to-end engineering tool chain makes it possible to manufacture customer indi-
vidual products [1]. Moreover, also the already mentioned concept of vQM, which
obtains process and quality parameters through simulation and modelling [50], can
profit in several ways by an end-to-end integration of engineering. As a result, the
model and simulation oriented integration of engineering inspires following research
challenge:

8. How should engineering processes and responsibilities be organized along an end-
to-end digital integration of engineering in order to contribute to the quality
policies and to attain the quality objectives? (c, b)

6 Conclusion

Today’s companies have to operate in a highly competitive environment where the
quality of their processes, services and products mainly determines their economical
success, market share and future [12]. Not surprisingly, the domain of quality man-
agement has become an integral and indispensable part of corporate management for
every company [35]. By providing huge economical, ecological and social potential
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[4], Industry 4.0 further provides promising opportunities for quality management.
Since ERP systems can be seen as software applications for controlling and tracking
transactions [59], they contain a lot of data which are essential for quality management
to utilize the provided opportunities of Industry 4.0. Based on this and considering that
ERP systems and quality management are complementary resources which are both
necessary to improve the organizational performance and to gain competitive advan-
tage [59, 60], one can argue that ERP systems will play an important role for quality
management to address the upcoming research challenges of Industry 4.0. In this paper,
the authors presented research challenges of Industry 4.0 for quality management. First,
a compact overview of the main concepts (Smart Factory, CPSs, IoT and IoS) and
aspects (vertical, horizontal and end-to-end engineering integration) of Industry 4.0,
followed by a brief introduction of the quality management domain, was provided.
Afterwards, the authors outlined Industry 4.0 and its potential from the context of an
Austrian electronic manufacturing services company. Then this practical insight was
used as motivation to formulate research challenges of Industry 4.0 for the quality
management domain. Due the practical insight is limited based on a company from one
specific industry, the authors tried to address this limitation by underpinning the
statements of the practical insight with current literature in Sect. 5 to ensure a solid
basis to formulate research challenges. The finally presented research challenges are
further grounded on the DIN ISO 9000 [34] quality management systems approach and
structured by the three key aspects of Industry 4.0 (vertical, horizontal and end-to-end
engineering integration).

The contribution of this paper is twofold. On the one hand the authors want to
provide a general understanding about the upcoming challenges and opportunities for
the quality management domain through the advent of Industry 4.0. On the other hand
the authors aim to provide a solid basis for further research in this area by formulating
research challenges which can be used by academics to derive concrete research
questions for future research.
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Abstract. The characteristics and the levels of mobile accesses to ERP systems
are changing differently in companies. Three proposed approaches assist with
individual transformation of mobility concepts. A classification concept of basic
access variants facilitates to identify the current mobility level and advantageous
transformation paths. A process model describes how a two-stage feasibility check
can be integrated in security analyses and decision-making for an iterative access
transformation. A chart gathers the main criteria of the feasibility check for pre-
defined security controls. They are used to estimate whether the mobility objectives
can be reached with acceptable security risks by the transformation step.

Keywords: ERP system � Mobility � Transformation � Information security

1 Introduction

Mobile accesses to ERP systems and other application systems are indicated by a
mobility of the devices, the users and the services [1]. They are coupled with attractive
benefits as well with significant problems and risks for information security and privacy
[2–4]. Companies therefore restrict these mobile accesses more or less powerfully. This
paper classifies typical characteristics of mobile ERP system accesses. The classifica-
tion criteria result from access scenarios that are described in publications or identified
by author’s own investigations.

The transformation of mobile access solutions into variants having a higher level of
mobility presupposes decisions. Published proposals for decision aspects are especially
the enterprise readiness [5], the stages of the transformation process [2, 5], the
acceptance of the solution [6] or the perception of the benefits [7]. The paper presents
an approach to include information security into transformation decisions for the ERP
system access. The basis is a security analysis concept for individual transformation
steps that considers the classified levels of mobility. It contains a two-stage feasibility
check of transformation variants. The criteria of the checking should relate to the
transformation objectives, information security, compliance, the necessary efforts,
financing and other conditions.
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2 Classification of Mobile Access Variants for ERP Systems

The mobility transformations of ERP system accesses are associated with the intention
to enable special benefits of modified access scenarios, primarily increased flexibility.
Such a scenario represents the realized or desired mobility levels for typical mobility
aspects of the ERP system access (see Table 1).

Several mobility levels are described in numerous publications. Examples are:

• Access locations: “Internally Mobile”, “Home Office”, “Remote Mobile” [8]
• Device types: “Laptop”, “Tablet/Smartphone” [1, 9], “Wearable Computing” [10]
• Device sponsors: “Corporate-Owned Device”, “Bring Your Own Device”, “Cor-

porately Sponsored Private Device” [11],
• Device liability: “Corporate-Owned, Personally Enabled” [4], “Corporately

Unmanaged Arbitrarily Device Model”, “Corporately-Approved Device Model”,
“Corporately Managed and Approved Device Model” [12]

• Device models: “Take This Device/Choose Your Device/Bring Any Device” [13]
• Users: “Internal Users”, “External Users” [2], “Occasional Users”, “Professional

Users”, “Ubiquitous Users” [14, 15]
• Offline copies: “Centralized Data Modes”, “Local Data Modes” [4], “Mobile Offline

Mode” [16–18], “Thin-Clients”, “Fat-Clients” [2]
• Application execution: “Virtual Desktop”, “Session Virtualization”, “Web App”,

“Application Virtualization”, “Native Application”, “Virtual Machine” [4]
• Private uses: “Bring Your Own App” [15, 19, 20], “Bring Your Own Service” [4]
• Business applications: “Mobile Access the Internet via the Organization’s Network

Infrastructure”, “Mobile Access Non-sensitive Data”, “Mobile Access Sensitive
Data”, “Mobile Access Highly Sensitive Data” [12]

Table 1. Aspects and levels of mobile ERP system accesses

Limitation of Levels of mobile accesses

Access locations Intra-company Local remote Flexible remote
Device types Portables Mobiles Wearables
Device sponsors Company Mixed sponsorship Employee
Device liability Company Mixed liability Employee
Device models Take this device Choose your device Bring any device
Users Selected employees All employees External users
Offline copies Not permitted Limited Not limited
Application execution Centralized Mixed Local
Private uses Not permitted Limited Not limited
Business applications Not permitted Non-sensitive data Sensitive data
ERP system components Limited use Full use Enhanced use
Data access Limited access Full access Enhanced access
User permissions levels Read permission Write permission Admin. permission
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• ERP system components: “Field Sales and Customer Service”, “Mobile Production
Control”, “Mobile Warehouse Management”, “Mobile Maintenance” [2, 17, 21]

• Data access: “Mini-ERP-Apps” [22], “Full ERP Access” [23]
• User permissions levels: “Mobile Reporting”, “Mobile Data Capture” [17].

The ERP-access scenarios in enterprises are changing in stages. The access
transformation paths proceed in certain step sequences which look similar in many
companies [2, 12, 13, 15]. Often companies allow several mobility levels for one
mobility aspect, for example, both “Take This Device” and “Choose Your Device”.
Currently, however, most companies strongly restrict the mobility levels of their ERP
system accesses, which is evidenced by numerous surveys. This is caused by the
disadvantages of the increasingly complex access scenarios. These disadvantages
include primarily additional threats to information security. The security risks tend to
be higher with rising flexibility of access scenarios. The resulting risks should be taken
into account in decisions concerning the ERP access transformations. The objective is
the greatest possible flexibility in a level of security risks tolerated by the company.
Therefore decisions regarding the ERP mobility scenarios should be combined with
information security analyses.

Fig. 1. Feasibility check related security analysis approach
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3 Security Analysis for Mobile ERP Access Transformations

Different enterprise security approach patterns [24–26] describe steps of information
security analyses. From the pattern of BSI [26] for the creation of a security concept,
the authors derive a proposal (Fig. 1) to combine this analysis with a two-stage fea-
sibility check for transformations of the mobile ERP system access.

Table 2. Exemplary security vulnerabilities and security controls for mobility aspects

Levels of mobile
access for

Related supplementary security
vulnerabilities (examples)

Related supplementary security
controls (examples)

Access locations Network exploits, data
interception, lost, stolen or
damaged device, stolen data

VPN, remote deletion, locking
and locating of a lost device,
policies for losses, thefts and
forbidden access locations

Device types Unauthorized use (photography,
filming) of devices, limited
device-specific security
techniques

Device-specific policies and
training, privacy film

Device sponsors Pitfalls of licensing, tax law,
employment law, liability,
maintenance and support

Agreements with employees,
providers of device software,
apps, maintenance and support

Device models Insufficient know-how of specific
threats and security controls,
operating system limitations

Whitelists of permissible device
models

Device liability Unsupported operating systems or
anti-virus software, inept
protection against threats

Policies for patch management,
automated scans of devices,
agent checking, quarantine
network

Users Uninformed, untrained or
malicious users

User types classifying, rules of
conduct, user behavior
monitoring

Offline copies Lost or stolen data Thin clients, encrypted locally
stored data, data
synchronization policies

Application
execution

Malicious local software, stolen or
adulterated data

Thin clients, application
allocation policies

Private uses Malicious applications and
services, violation of privacy

Data container, virtual machines,
policies for private use,
blacklists of harmful software
and services

Business
applicat. ERP
components
Data access

Disclosure or betrayal of company
secrets, industrial espionage,
economic sabotage

Classification of data protection
requirements, solutions
blacklists, data reduced reports
and forms

User permissions
levels

Harmful data inputs Role-based ERP apps, special
mobile user accounts
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At the first stage the feasibility of the designed access solution needs to be assessed.
This feasibility check estimates the prospects of success of the solution considering the
anticipated advantages and disadvantages. Without knowledge of the security controls
actually used, the solvability of the security problems can be estimated only very
vaguely.

The mobility transformations of the ERP access aim to increase defined mobility
levels for the typical mobility aspects. The increase in the mobility levels generates
certain security threats and vulnerabilities. Relevant security threats of mobile accesses
are described in many publications [2–4, 6, 7, 11, 12, 26–28]. To determine the security
vulnerabilities of each transformation, these threats have to be broken down by
mobility aspects. The vulnerabilities in turn require special security controls (Table 2).

The increased requirements imply additions to the extensive security controls [26],
which are already common for infrastructures that include stationary computing
devices exclusively. The controls selection is intimately connected with the second
stage of the feasibility check. This assessment estimates the residual security risks in
detail. It decides on the final approval of the new access concept.

4 Feasibility of a Security Controls Based Mobile ERP Access

A feasibility check used in combination with security analysis should also consider
technical, operational, economic, social, ethical and legal aspects [29]. Accordingly, it
likewise uncovers the prospects for success of access transformations in several per-
spectives. It estimates whether the security controls

• are suitable to achieve confidentiality, availability, integrity and other security
objectives sufficiently (technical and operational feasibility),

• comply with relevant legal and organizational regulations (legal feasibility),
• effect the intended benefits of mobility and acceptable disadvantages (economic

feasibility),
• can be financed (financial feasibility),
• consider the corporate culture (cultural feasibility),
• can be adequately mastered by the company (administrative feasibility),
• are suitable to be implemented properly by the staff (human resources feasibility).

Numerous publications (e.g. [2–4, 6, 11, 15, 26, 28, 31]) comprise descriptions of
several criteria that may be used to check the expected impact of defined safeguards
and countermeasures for mobile access solutions. The Fig. 2 summarizes important
main criteria and illustrates their relationships.

The expected level of security is calculated by a risk assessment [26, 30]. For risk
acceptance, risk tolerance of the company acts as critical value [30]. The available
security budget influences the acceptance of the expense of security controls. In order
to verify the feasibility of a mobile ERP access solution, criteria for assessing the
maturity of security management are also suitable [31]. The evidence has been fur-
nished if the transformation effect fulfills the requirements of all the criteria listed. Best
Practices, benchmarking, advice from experts and pilot experiments are helpful for
assessing.
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Based on evidence of feasibility, the company launches into a project to implement
the technical and organizational conditions for the mobile access solution. The sub-
sequent rollout of the solution can be done gradually and include a pilot project (study)
with a strongly limited user base [13, 28]. A regular performance and risk monitoring
[30] detects occurring security vulnerabilities and evaluates the resulting security risk.
In response to the review, the options for action are: tolerate, avoid, mitigate, share or
transfer the risk [30]. Risk avoidance means to reject the access solution. Risk miti-
gation and risk sharing over and over again requires selecting appropriate safeguards
and countermeasures but also the assessment of their feasibility. Reduced security risks
but also a step-up of the company’s risk tolerance justify the use of more flexible access
scenarios.

Risk-mitigating security controls for ERP access transformations are primarily a
part of the categories

• Enhancement or replacement or better implementation of technical, organizational
or user-oriented controls

• Scope reduction by shortening of whitelists [20] or enlargement of blacklists for
access locations, device models, users, business applications etc.

A software that is installed and runs on users’ computers (on-premises software)
can be, for example, replaced by a cloud solution. Such software as a service solutions
are offered for mobile device management (MDM), for mobile application management
(MAM), for mobile information management (MIM), for enterprise mobility man-
agement (EMM) or for ERP systems [15, 23]. Thereby, the company reduces its own
protection efforts. It often achieves improved safeguards. At the same time the com-
pany exposes itself to new security threats that are caused by the cloud concept. It
shares the security risk also with the outsourcing provider. However, the partner often
finds reasons to deny the compensation of occurring harms [26]. The greatest impulse

Fig. 2. Important feasibility check criteria of security controls for ERP access transformations
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for enhanced security of the mobile ERP access will be an outcome of the prospective
ERP software offerings. Presumably they will contain mature mobility solutions [17,
22, 23, 32]. These solutions will include security countermeasures as integrated or
combined software components.

5 Conclusion

The classification approach for mobile accesses to ERP systems enables a differentiated
identification of mobility levels which have been previously achieved or which are
desired. It can also be used as a basis for benchmarking [31], for the definition of
security patterns [24] or for “best practices” [13, 16]. When deciding on mobile access
transformations, the specific additional security risks are considered by the security
analysis model with two-stage feasibility checks. The model complements the gradual
concepts of Basole & Rouse [5], Krybus [7], Patel [15] and Kohne et al. [28]. Relevant
main criteria for the feasibility checks of the security solutions can be derived from the
introduced criteria relationship chart which supports the compilation of hierarchical
checklists. Important influencing factors of the feasibility are the desired mobility
goals, the risk tolerance, the security budget as well as the level of security manage-
ment maturity and the level of the ERP system usage.

In a further research, it is to clarify the question: how should enterprises integrate
the presented conceptual suggestions in the selection and in the configuration of
prospective ERP solutions? This regards both on-premises solutions and cloud solu-
tions. In future, included standard functions of security countermeasures will facilitate
the feasibility checks. But they can only cover a portion of the safeguarding tasks.
Other tasks, such as creating the security guidelines and the security-related agreements
with providers of software and services must continue to assume the ERP users.
Therefore, the emphasis of the security analysis will shift to the administrative, cultural
and human resources domains of feasibility. This means to inspect whether the
guidelines and the agreements are formulated appropriately and are adequately taken
into account in the configuration of the EMM software as well as by the actions of the
users and of the IT specialists.
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Abstract. A major task in the context of Industry 4.0 is the vertical
integration of the layers of automation and information technology to
make today’s structures in production plants more flexible. While the
necessity of such a step is easy to see from an administrative perspective,
the technical realization is difficult, since it requires emergent software
systems and implies the coupling of heterogeneous systems with different
technological constraints. In this paper, we present an approach to realize
this step. It is based on the coupling of adaptive components and services,
which range from the field level to the management level and include
wireless sensor networks, autonomous robots, and multimedia systems for
remote maintenance, with an ERP system. By presenting the application
in a demonstration production plant bottling liquid soap, we provide
evidence of the approach’s economical and technological benefits.

1 Introduction

The objective of Industry 4.0 is to improve the efficiency of the production
process with respect to costs, resource management, administration, and main-
tenance effort by enhancing the “smartness” of production plants as well as their
components. In this regard, a major precondition is to make today’s structures
in production environments more flexible. This requires the vertical integration
of the layers of automation (AT) and information technology (IT), and the devel-
opment and usage of emergent software systems. By this means, heterogeneous
systems and components can be coupled, and production processes can be mon-
itored and controlled more adaptively and in a fine-grained way, since direct
access from the management and ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) layer to
components as well as properties of the field and control layer becomes possible.

c© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
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In this paper, we show results providing such fundamental foundations of
Industry 4.0. We, particularly, summarize an approach to couple the proALPHA1

ERP system with physical sensors of the plant, which are provided with real-
time guarantees in terms of distributed services that are adaptive with respect
to quality-of-service (QoS) and provided on demand. By optionally aggregating
these services, flexible monitoring of production process parameters becomes pos-
sible and disturbances can be detected quickly. Furthermore, this paper presents
the integration of autonomous mobile service robots and a networked multime-
dia system into the production process and the ERP system, which simplifies
remote maintenance essentially and reduces downtimes. Thereby, the advantages
of decomposing the static structures of today’s production environments and of
vertical integration in networked production plants within the AT level and
across its borders is illustrated by means of concrete examples.

The core of our solution consists of a QoS-capable middleware concept for
production plants. Though the solution composes several heterogeneous middle-
ware systems, which are specialized with respect to their application purpose
and corresponding requirements (e.g., a middleware for multimedia systems or
a novel middleware for wireless sensor networks (WSNs) with real-time con-
straints), their interfaces are generic and follow the idea of emergent software to
enable a seamless and systematical integration of the AT and IT worlds.

The results presented in this paper are the results of a research project,
which was supported by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research
within Task 6.1.4 “Adaptive Services in Networked Production Environments” of
the joint project SINNODIUM2 (Software Innovations for the Digital Enterprise)
between 2013 and 2015. In the paper, we outline developed components and
middlewares (Sect. 2), which are necessary for the provision of services with QoS
guarantees and the vertical integration of production processes. Furthermore,
we present the demonstrator VI-P (Sect. 3), in which the components have been
integrated into an existing production plant bottling liquid soap. The paper is
supplemented by a survey on related work (Sect. 4) and a conclusion (Sect. 5).

2 Vertical Integration of Production Processes

The overall architecture showing the components and their relationships is illus-
trated in Fig. 1. The figure also presents the integration of the ERP system and
its interaction with other components. The wireless sensors are distributed in
the production plant (mobile or stationary), whereas service robots are mobile
and navigate autonomously. The networked multimedia system has full access
to all services provided by the production plant and, in particular, also to the
service robots. Since parts of the multimedia system can be located in a place
different from the production plant, remote maintenance supported by moni-
toring services of the plant and service robots is possible. More details on each
component are given in the following subsections.
1 http://www.proalpha.de.
2 http://www.software-cluster.com/en/research/projects/joint-projects/.

http://www.proalpha.de
http://www.software-cluster.com/en/research/projects/joint-projects/
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Fig. 1. Components of an enterprise’s infrastructure with vertical integration.

2.1 The Role of the ERP System

As a software provider for mid-sized enterprises, the proALPHA Software GmbH
has always been a lead in empowering sophisticated working environments by
incorporating a multi-tier software system tailored to customer needs. As indus-
try requirements and technical opportunities advance rapidly, so does the infor-
mation density [1]. Too much information blurs the decision-making process and
all the worse yields errors [2]. Targeting profound decisions, managing directors
need a comprehensive view on both the business and manufacturing process
levels. Thus, the main target regarding vertical integration is connecting a high-
level IT system with low-level machinery interfaces. This approach enables I/O
operations on low-level machine data, which is achieved in the ERP system by
using the OPC UA (OPC Unified Architecture) protocol stack3 in connection
with the proALPHA workflow lifecycle for high-level business steering.

The incorporated proALPHA module is based on the generation of KPIs
(Key Performance Indicators), which are defined using mathematical formulas
on machine input values, e.g., the ratio of produced and broken pieces. To do so,
the first task was to create an interface that can perform basic I/O operations
on the production plant data interfaces, which are usually highly heterogeneous
and specific to the hardware manufacturer [1]. Being the most flexible commu-
nication technology available, the OPC UA protocol has been integrated into
the proALPHA codebase. Having this basic operations available in the API
(Application Programming Interface), the data can be processed further within
the proALPHA ERP. Hence, the proALPHA user can build up a dynamic rule
catalog using operator blocks and propositional logic, which then triggers and
steers standard proALPHA workflows. Some implemented operator blocks can
be found in Table 1. With these, more sophisticated rules can be built, e.g., a
temperature check returning a boolean (see Algorithm1). A typical example of
how machine data can enhance business workflow logic is to put a lock on a
certain production order as soon as an error is detected within a critical part of
the production plant (see Algorithm2).

3 see [3] or https://opcfoundation.org/.

https://opcfoundation.org/
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Table 1. Atomic operator blocks which can be used for creating higher-order operator
blocks.

Operator block Description

greaterThan(value, params) evaluates to true iff. all values in params are greater
than value

lessThan(value, params) evaluates to true iff. all values in params are less
than value

alwaysTrue() returns always true, e.g., if a proALPHA workflow
should be triggered every time a data change is
detected

equals(value, params) evaluates to true iff. all params are equal to value

Algorithm 1. Aggregation of atomic blocks to build a higher-order goodTem-

perature block.
1: procedure goodTemperature(value)
2: return greaterThan(value, 40) AND lessThan(value, 130)
3: end procedure

Algorithm 2. ProALPHA workflow trigger based on goodTemperature

block.
procedure checkTemperatureData(value)

2: if NOT goodTemperature(value) then
trigger proALPHA workflow”lock production”

4: trigger proALPHA workflow”maintenance &repair”
end if

6: end procedure

Another challenge that had to be met was to find a suitable presentation
and abstraction of machine data with respect to information flow. As said, the
information density is increasing and a suitable information-preserving abstrac-
tion is still a matter of research. This especially holds for the majority of mid-
sized industry environments where IT systems are still widely homogeneous and
inflexible with partly old-fashioned interfaces, the target customer group for
the proALPHA Software GmbH. Being a research interest for both industrial
and academic partners, the interfaces need to be modern and flexible while still
being able to access real-time data provided by the ERP system. To promote a
contemporary flexibility, the presentation is done by a slim browser application
(see Sect. 2.5). This application takes the information directly from a RESTful
(REpresentational State Transfer) interface, also provided by the proALPHA
ESB (Enterprise Service Bus), which exports any information held by the ERP.
Regarding the workflow logic, this interface ultimately notifies the browser appli-
cation that a state changed and provides machine data for the user to interact.
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Fig. 2. Network topology with overlay structure of ProMid-W.

2.2 Monitoring of Production Processes with Real-Time Guarantees

To monitor and control parameters of the production process, WSNs are an
attractive solution due to their flexible application and falling prices. However,
many plants have special demands with respect to QoS – in particular, regard-
ing reliability and delays –, which are satisfied insufficiently by existing com-
munication standards such as WirelessHART [4]. To meet these demands, two
novel components have been devised to run a wireless real-time sensor network:
ProMid-W, a QoS-capable middleware for production environments, and ProNet-
W, a real-time-capable protocol stack for WSNs. Since they are both designed
for networks consisting of nodes with scarce hardware resources, efficiency and
the reduction of overhead were one of the main objectives in the design. Both
components have been implemented in C++ for the Imote2 sensor platform4

and ns-35.
ProMid-W (Production Middleware – Wireless) is a service-oriented middle-

ware for production environments with partial mobility. A service of ProMid-W
can provide either measured sensor values (e.g., a temperature) or logical val-
ues (e.g., status of a pump), where both event- and time-triggered services are
supported. Services are addressed by a logical identifier and described by QoS
parameters (e.g., the minimal interval in which the service can be provided) and
a type (e.g., stationary temperature sensor). ProMid-W ’s mode of operation fol-
lows a publish/subscribe pattern, where a service is first published by the service
provider and possibly subscribed by service users with a desired QoS afterwards.

The announcement and discovery of services is done with the help of a dis-
tributed registry storing information about available services. For this purpose,
ProMid-W puts an overlay structure on the network, which is, technically spo-
ken, constructed by a clustering algorithm building a 3-hop connected 1-hop
dominating set. This algorithm uses information about the network topology,
which is provided by the Automatic Topology Discovery Protocol [5]. As illus-
trated in Fig. 2, ProMid-W distinguishes three types of nodes: First, pure service

4 http://vs.cs.uni-kl.de/downloads/Imote2NET ED Datasheet.pdf.
5 http://www.nsnam.org.

http://vs.cs.uni-kl.de/downloads/Imote2NET_ED_Datasheet.pdf
http://www.nsnam.org
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Fig. 3. Medium slotting in ProNet-W.

users and providers; second, service registry nodes, which store available services
and are consulted when particular services are searched; and third, router nodes,
which forward messages in the overlay network. The algorithm determining the
type of a node is configurable, where the selection of a node as registry node or
router can be enforced or excluded. Thereby, limitations of nodes are taken into
account and energy resources of battery-powered nodes can be preserved.

The protocol stack ProNet-W (Production Network – Wireless) is a software
component for the wireless interconnection of sensor and actuator nodes and is
utilized by ProMid-W. It includes the synchronization protocol Black Burst Syn-
chronization (BBS, [6]) providing low and bounded synchronization offset and
several real-time MAC (Medium Access Control) protocols like a TDMA-based
(Time Division Multiple Access) protocol with exclusive reservations. Based on
BBS, ProNet-W subdivides time into micro, macro, and super slots (see Fig. 3):
Micro slots are the smallest time unit and can be grouped into so-called vir-
tual slot regions, which define the active MAC protocol for a particular range of
micro slots. If no MAC protocol is specified explicitly, ProNet-W disables the
transceiver, thereby making duty cycling an inherent part of ProNet-W. Macro
slots consist of a configurable number of micro slots and define the interval of
resynchronization. Super slots comprise a configurable number of macro slots
and define the interval on which the pattern of virtual slot regions recur.

Besides the TDMA-based protocol that is, in particular, attractive if data is
sent periodically, ProNet-W also includes a CSMA-based (Carrier Sense Mul-
tiple Access) protocol if no guarantees are required and the Arbitrating and
Cooperative Transfer Protocol resolving contest deterministically by means of
strict priorities [7]. Due to the diverseness of these protocols and their flexible
application within one scenario, ProNet-W builds an adequate foundation for a
wide range of applications with and without stringent QoS constraints.

2.3 Orchestration and Aggregation of Services

The biggest challenge of vertical integration is to bridge the technological gap
between the IT layer, in which simplicity and flexibility are essential, and the AT
layer, where real-time constraints and devices with low hardware resources are
predominant. Our solution tackles this challenge by so-called aggregated servers,
which act as gateway between various communication technologies (see Fig. 1).

Aggregated servers represent an abstraction layer between the IT layer and
production services on field level, which are provided by PLCs (Programmable
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Fig. 4. An aggregated server and its interfaces.

Logic Controllers) using the OPC UA protocol stack and wireless sensor
nodes running ProMid-W/ProNet-W (see Sect. 2.2), respectively. The aggregated
servers are responsible for the orchestration of the field level services and the
collection of their data. The services and their data are merged into a uniform
semantical information model based on OPC UA, where KPIs are generated on
the basis of the model and standardized KPI templates (ISO 224006). These
KPIs are homogeneous and machine-readable and have a uniform semantical
description to make them accessible and processable by business applications
such as ERP systems. In this regard, data of services are already aggregated
on field level to accommodate the increasing data volumes of Industry 4.0, and
failure KPIs are generated to enable the detection of problems in the production
process on IT level. The information model is enhanced by additional semantical
descriptions, which associate the KPIs with their origin in the production plant.

The architecture of aggregated servers is presented by Fig. 4. Each aggregated
server has an OPC UA connector to access data provided by OPC UA servers
in the production plant, a ProMid-W connector to use/provide services in the
WSN, and an OPC UA server as uplink to business applications. Due to their
proximity to the field level, where hardware with scarce resources are common,
aggregated servers run on embedded platforms7.

2.4 Integration of Service Robots

A promising area for research and novel applications is the homogeneous inte-
gration of mobile service robots into the service network of production facili-
ties. Robots such as Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs) can provide services
that make facility operation more flexible, safer, and economically viable. In the
remote maintenance context of this project, realized robot services include safe
navigation to target positions, direct teleoperation, as well as access to robot
sensor data and system states. Apart from providing services, it is advantageous
if robots also use suitable services available in the production plant. This way,
robots may operate more efficiently or possibly less sensors are required on the

6 http://www.iso.org/iso/catalogue detail.htm?csnumber=54497.
7 In VI-P (see Sect. 3), the Aria G25 (http://www.acmesystems.it/aria) is used.

http://www.iso.org/iso/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=54497
http://www.acmesystems.it/aria
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Fig. 5. Overview on the robot control software.

robot platforms. The latter has significant advantages with respect to costs.
Further advantages include reduced size and energy consumption. In the scope
of this project, sensor data provided by wireless sensor nodes and an external
localization service was processed to improve navigation.

To achieve the goals, a flexible and extensible software component (“Pro-
duction Facility Services”) suitable for multiple robot platforms was developed.
It provides and uses services in the production network (see Fig. 1). Figure 5
illustrates the component in its closer context. The robot platform and its appli-
cation programming interface (API) are provided by the developer of the robot
platform. Platform-specific glue code bridges the API to the Production Facil-
ity Services component. The Global Robot Control System coordinates multiple
robots and provides services independent of a specific robot. Apart from that,
standalone networked systems can flexibly be attached to robot platforms.

Figure 6 shows the component’s coarse structure. The APIs of robot plat-
forms have major differences: While some already provide functionality for
autonomous navigation, other platforms are controlled by specifying current
velocities. Autonomous navigation typically requires sub-components for local-
ization, mapping, and path planning. All three tasks can be optimized using ser-
vices available in the production network. A component group for autonomous
navigation is therefore a central part of the developed solution. Implemented in a
modular way, sub-components may be replaced by platform-specific functionality
already provided by the robot API. On top, an extensible set of sub-components
implements the actual robot services.

The implementation is based on the robotics software framework Finroc8 [8].
The component is composed from interconnected sub-components. Their inter-
faces consist of a set of ports, as common in robot control systems. It is always
possible to realize application-specific bridges between the production network

8 http://finroc.org.

http://finroc.org
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Fig. 6. Coarse structure of components on service robots.

and such ports – typically in dedicated sub-components. Generic solutions, how-
ever, have advantages with respect to quality attributes such as interoperability,
maintainability, and flexibility [9]. Thus, the ProMid-Finroc plugin provides the
required middleware such as OPC UA and ProMid-W and enables generic inter-
connectability with ports.

2.5 Remote Maintenance

With more and more production sites being outsourced, it is no longer possible
to provide the same coverage with support technicians and engineers as with all
sites inside one country or continent. Even today, in a world where everyone is
connected to a global network that allows nearly instant communication, it is
still necessary that engineers travel abroad and that there are highly specialized
workforces on-site that ensure proper operation of these plants.

By providing web-based multimedia applications with convenient collabo-
ration mechanisms, it becomes possible that experts can stay in their home
country and supervise the local workers remotely. With remote maintenance, a
single technician working in Central Europe can quickly switch between sites,
e.g., maintaining a production system in India in the morning, confirming a false
alarm in Brazil before lunch, and handling a power recovery in South Africa in
the afternoon.

To support this use case, we have developed a networked multimedia system
(cp. Fig. 1) internally consisting of two independent components, namely ReMain
Net and ReMain Dashboard, which interact closely with other components such
as the ERP system and the service robot (see Fig. 7). The ReMain components
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Fig. 7. ReMain components and interaction with others.

provide foundations for efficient WAN (Wide Area Network) communication and
implement a web-based monitoring application for managing production plants.

ReMain Net is an instantiation of the new paradigm Software Defined Net-
working (SDN) [10]. It offers new possibilities in terms of network monitoring
and orchestration, by decoupling the data plane from the control plane. The core
of such a network is a central controller instance, which is responsible for routing
tasks, thus implementing the control plane. Being open source software and no
proprietary hardware/software implementation, it is highly flexible. As remote
maintenance requires efficient multimedia transport, this network architecture
opens opportunities to optimize the transport using different mechanisms.

The controller software of ReMain Net is based on Floodlight9, which is writ-
ten in Java. The original implementation has been extended by several features,
including on-demand changes to the routing metric or extensive gathering of net-
work statistics [11]. Furthermore, it includes a means to manage so-called Relays.
We found out that the traditional end-to-end principle present in today’s net-
works is often not optimal and performance can be improved by transparently
terminating a connection on the path between communicating peers [12]. The
controller can instrument these relays and adapt the transmission appropriately.

ReMain Dashboard provides a web-based graphical user interface to produc-
tion site engineers and local operators. By using state-of-the-art open source
web frameworks, the application can be used on a variety of operating systems
without any licensing fees. The backend can be installed on all systems where
Node.js10 is available, while the frontend requires a modern browser. The appli-
cation includes collaboration mechanisms that allow multiple users to commu-
nicate via video and audio, while using the dashboard and handling incidents.

9 http://www.projectfloodlight.org/floodlight/.
10 https://nodejs.org/.

http://www.projectfloodlight.org/floodlight/
https://nodejs.org/
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This enables, for instance, a remote expert to supervise a local operator during
maintenance, using an audio connection between the two. During the process,
the expert can monitor system parameters and can quickly react upon changes,
by advising his on-site co-worker. The requirement for a local operator can even
be removed by using a service robot, since the applications can steer the robot
and its camera. The included map of the site shows the robot’s position as well
as the locations of other components such as sensors and cameras.

Alarms, which are indicated by information from the ERP system, are also
visible through the interface. The relevant sensor is highlighted on the map and
as soon as the problem is fixed, a resolution can be entered. This note is archived,
so that recurring problems can be identified and resolved faster. Finally, there
is a complete administration section for managing user accounts, connection
parameters, and device details.

3 The VI-P Demonstrator

All components described in Sect. 2 have been integrated in the VI-P (Vertical
Integration of Production Processes) demonstrator, which is located in the Liv-
ing Lab SmartFactoryKL and shows the advantages of vertical integration and
emergent software in an example production plant bottling liquid colored soap.11

In this plant, the following fault situation is considered exemplarily: During the
production of colored soap, a pump fails (simulated by a hardware switch). This
failure has to be detected in real-time and stored in a failure variable, which is
monitored by the ERP system. To reduce downtime, the detection of the failure
automatically starts a workflow to identify the particular source of the fault and
to start repairing. A specialist is consulted in form of a remote maintenance job,
as it is not economical or possible to have a specialist on standby on-site, in
particular, if the production site is small or outlying. To begin with, this spe-
cialist has to get a first impression of the problem. On this, he orders a mobile
service robot, which is equipped with a multimedia system, to the faulty pump
and evaluates the video streams of the robot. After identifying the source of the
problem, a local technician is consulted, who repairs the faulty pump while being
guided by the remote specialist.

To handle this scenario, the integrated components interact as follows: The
start is triggered by a ProMid-W service (see Sect. 2.2), which monitors the
status of the pump and notifies of its deficiency and position in the plant. Beside
this pump status, several other ProMid-W services such as temperature and gas
sensors are installed in the plant. The failure of the pump is transmitted via
ProNet-W, which realizes the real-time sensor network consisting of six Imote2
in the scenario, to an aggregated server (see Sect. 2.3). Physically, this aggregated
server interconnects an Imote2 and an Aria G25 platform via a serial line by a
so-called SmartBoard (see Fig. 8), which is connected to the enterprise network
11 Videos of the demonstrator are available at http://vs.informatik.uni-kl.de/activities/

Sinnodium/ and http://www.software-cluster-portal.de/innovationsDetail.php?ID=
ID3220 346405773.

http://vs.informatik.uni-kl.de/activities/Sinnodium/
http://vs.informatik.uni-kl.de/activities/Sinnodium/
http://www.software-cluster-portal.de/innovationsDetail.php?ID=ID3220_346405773
http://www.software-cluster-portal.de/innovationsDetail.php?ID=ID3220_346405773
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Fig. 8. Hardware in VI-P: the SmartBoard interconnecting an Imote2 and an Aria G25
(top left), the ReMain hardware setup including local parts of ReMain Net and a small
Lenovo PC running the ReMain Dashboard (bottom left), and the service robot (right).

via a LAN interface. On the software side, stub implementations are provided for
the Imote2 and Aria G25 platforms to bridge the gap between real-time sensor
network and enterprise network. Via these stubs, the aggregated server has full
access to the services provided by ProMid-W.

The aggregated server transforms the data provided by ProMid-W, i.e., also
the detected fault, into KPIs and provides these values via OPC UA, thereby
making ProMid-W services available in the enterprise network. The ERP system
subscribed to these OPC UA services receives a data-change event and consumes
the new data value. The value is evaluated by a user-defined set of evaluation
rules based on propositional logic terms and processed by the ERP system within
a predefined business logic workflow. In this scenario, the ERP system triggers
a workflow to suspend the production process and to inform a remote operator
via the ReMain Dashboard. This approach connects the raw plant data with
enterprise logic while still providing filtering mechanisms to reduce data volume.

After indication of the pump failure, the ReMain Dashboard (see Sect. 2.5)
gets updated and highlights the affected plant on the overview page. The oper-
ator can then click on the site to see more details, such as system parameters
and component states (see Fig. 9), and to locate the fault. By using the robot
control module, he can order the service robot to drive to the desired location.
While driving and at the fault position, the camera on the robot can be tilted,
panned, and zoomed to get a better view on the situation. The remote expert
can collaborate with a local operator using audio and video streams inside the
web interface. Thereby, both share a view on the plant, including important
parameters such as temperatures and quality rates. The resolution of the fault
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Fig. 9. The ReMain Dashboard : visualization of production variables, remote mainte-
nance, and interaction with service robots.

can finally be entered into a alarm database, for future reference when similar
problems arise.

The software components for mobile robots (see Sect. 2.4) were instantiated
on the mobile indoor platform Marvin (see Fig. 8) [13]. They were configured for
platform, environment, and application scenario. In the demonstrator setup, an
audio/video system as well as a wireless sensor node were attached to the robot
platform. Furthermore, the ReMain Dashboard was also installed on the robot’s
touch screen. This way, local staff can see the current state of a component in
the plant. Apart from that, it allows hands-free illustrations as well as visual
telephony. Since mobile robots may not always enter all areas of production
plants – e.g., in case of gas leaks or extreme temperatures –, the robot subscribes
to all relevant sensor services along planned routes. If critical sensor values are
received – like in the scenario, from a ProMid-W service simulating a gas leak –,
the robot automatically plans a different safe route to the desired target position.

4 Related Work

In literature, many related work can be found on each integrated component.
However, in this paper, we limit the discussion to approaches with vertical inte-
gration and the coupling of ERP systems with service robots and WSNs.

In the service robot domain, commercially available AGVs for intralogis-
tics are regularly coupled to ERP systems in industrial applications. There are
various companies providing such vehicles and integration services – e.g., Swiss-
log, MLR or psb intralogistics12. We are, however, not aware of any project
12 http://www.swisslog.com, http://www.mlr.de, http://www.psb-gmbh.de.

http://www.swisslog.com
http://www.mlr.de
http://www.psb-gmbh.de
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integrating autonomous mobile systems in a vertically integrated production
service network as presented here. The application scenario – telemaintenance
of industrial sites – is topic of other dedicated research projects such as the
current MainTelRob project [14], which involves an industry robot arm. Our
approach, however, focuses on vertical integration – utilizing existing generic
services to realize this application as an example.

Since modern production plants create a high amount of output data on each
level of the production domain, business level IT systems need to be directly con-
nected to the several levels to make optimal decisions. Coupling ERP systems
with lower levels of the automation pyramid needs to be easy, fast, and flexi-
ble, allowing heterogeneous systems to be integrated. A first step towards the
integration of distributed IT systems is to define and share KPIs. [1] proposes a
flexible communication architecture to define, export, and interpret KPIs, and
shows a prototypical real-life production demonstrator, closing the gap between
business and field levels. Besides the vertical information integration, most ERP
solutions implement and integrate in-house business logic resulting in bigger code
bases and high maintenance effort. Fast networks allow for outsourcing of busi-
ness logic and distributed computing. [2] proposes how the alignment of intra-
and inter-organizational process management can be achieved with horizontal
integration and the requirements that need to be matched.

Due to technical improvements and falling prices of equipment, the integra-
tion of WSNs into ERP systems becomes increasingly popular [15,16]. A concrete
example presenting the application of WSNs in industrial context is GINSENG,
which has been evaluated in a live oil refinery [17]. In this demonstrator, the
deployed sensor network was used to realize wireless control loops and to moni-
tor the production process, which is made visible by integrating GINSENG into
existing ERP systems via an OSGi-based (Open Service Gateway initiative) mid-
dleware. Another demonstrator, also from the oil industry, is described in [18].
Here, the focus is on the integration of various sensor hardware platforms into
one enterprise environment. Their interface to SAP ERP systems is based on the
UPnP standard, which is either provided by a sensor node directly or by special
gateway nodes transforming data of proprietary WSN protocols into UPnP vari-
ables. Compared to our approach, both examples have similarities with respect to
the transformation of sensor data, but rely on different standards (OSGi/UPnP
vs. OPC UA).

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented an approach for the vertical integration of the
AT and IT layers. It is based on a QoS-capable middleware concept, which cou-
ples services and components of the field level with the management level and
ERP systems. In particular, our integration incorporates the following compo-
nents: ERP software systems provided by the proAlpha Software GmbH, WSNs
with real-time guarantees monitoring the production process on field level, aggre-
gated servers acting as gateways between the WSNs and the enterprise network,
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autonomous mobile service robots, and multimedia systems. In summary, the
resulting integrated system has following contributions:

– Services are provided with QoS and enable the monitoring of production
processes with real-time guarantees.

– The realized middleware concept outperforms existing solutions with respect
to flexibility and adaptivity, since services can be subscribed on demand and
with the QoS they need.

– The presented remote maintenance process supported by a multimedia system
and service robots improves repair measures and decreases downtimes.

To show the feasibility and benefits of our integration approach, all compo-
nents have been instantiated in a real production plant bottling liquid soap. In
this plant, a failure of a pump was triggered to demonstrate the use and inter-
action of all components. In particular, the use case illustrated how the collabo-
ration of the components reported the fault, identified its source, and provided
support for remote maintenance to assist a local operator during repairing. It
demonstrated that our approach is well-suited for production plants with mod-
erate electromagnetic interference. In harsher environments with, for instance,
many tremendously powerful engines, the wireless communication realized by
some components may suffer from bad environmental conditions, thereby dis-
qualifying these components and wireless technologies in general.
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